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SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS PERSONNEL
HEADQUARTERS, Southwestern Monuments; Coolidge, Arizona; Frank Pinkley,
superintendent; Hugh M. Miller, assistant superintendent; Parke W.
Soule, chief clerk; J. H. Tovrea, assistant engineer; Dale S. King,
assistant park naturalist; .Charlie.R. Steen, junior park archeologist;
Matt N. Dodge, junior park naturalist; Luis A. Gastellum and Russell
Landry, clerk-stenographers; Ira G. Goodwin, CCC clerk; F. E. Stonehocker, machinist; J. L. L. Baehr, Utility man.
FIELD STATIONS VISITORS, 1937
"' '-' '
ACRES
1. Arches; •
1,000; Moab, Utah; Harry Redd, Ranger
•
4,520.00
2. Aztec Ruins: 14,303;Aztec,N.Mex.;T.C.Miller,cust.; James
25.88
W. Brewer, park ranger.
3. Bandelier; 14,380;Santa Fe, N. Mex.; C. G. Harkins,
26,026.20
custodian; George H. Sholly, grader operator.
4. Canyon de Chelly; 1,422; Chin Lee, Ariz.;Johnwill Faris, 83,840.00
custodian.
5. Capulin Mountain; 26,100'; Capulin,N.Mex. ;H.Farr, cust.
680.37
6. Casa Grande: 33,661;Coolidge, Ariz.;A. T. Bicknell,cust.;
472.50
Don W. Egermayer, park ranger;Jimmie Rodgers, Stremple Coyle, V
Victor Scholz, Teddy Savage, James Holt, and Frank Morales,
CCC guides and helpers.
7. Chaco Canyon: 8,014;Chaco Canyon,. N. Mex.; Lewis T.
21,512.37
McKinney; Homer Hastings, temporary park ranger.
8. Chiricahua: 9,228;Douglas,Ariz.;Frank L. Fish, cust.
4,480.00
. Enrollee Minton and CCC Guides Homer Bennett and
. . William Stone.
.9. El Morro: 2,298; Ramah, N. Mex.; R. R. Budlong, cust.
240.00
10. Gila Cliff Dwellings; 250; Cliff, N. Mex.; no custodian—
160.00
11. Gran Quivira: 4,414; Gran Quivira, N.M.;G.L.Boundey,cust.
610.94
12. Hovenweep; 500; in charge of T.C.Miller,Aztec, N. Mex.
285.80
13. Montezuma- Castle: 9,813;Camp Verde, Ariz.;Earl Jackson,
520.00
custodian; Edwin C. Alberts, park ranger.
14. Natural Bridges; 740; Blanding, Utah;Zeke Johnson, cust.- 2,740.00
15. Navajo: 329; Kayenta, Arizona; John Wetherill, custodian;
360.00
William F. V. Leicht, park ranger.
16. Organ Pipe-Cactus: 5,000; Ajo, Ariz.; no custodian
330,670.00
17
e
' Pip Spring: 1,042; Moccasin, Ariz.; Leonard Heatoh;'cu.40.00
18. Rainbow Bridge: 300; Tonalea, Ariz.; no custodian
160.00
19. Saguaro: 20,000; Tucson, Arizona; no custodian
63,284.00
20. Sunset Crater: 10,000; Flagstaff, Ariz.; P. Beaubien
3,040.00
21. Tonto; 5,368;Roosevelt, Ariz.; T. Onstott, in charge
1,120.00
22. Tumacacori: 18,472;Box 2225;Tucson,Ariz.;L.Caywood,cust.10.00
23. Walnut Canyon; 10,772;Flagstaff, Ariz.;P.Beaubien,rang.—
960.00
24. White Sands: 91,532;Alamogordo, N. Mex.; Tom Charles,
142,987.00
25 custodian; James B. Felton, park ranger; Joe Shepperd,
grader operator.
25. Wupatki; 2,080;Flagstaff,Ariz.;David Jones; in charge
35,865.00
26. Yucca Housei 400; Cortez,Colo.;T.C.Miller;Aztec,N.Mex.
9.60
Total—291,426 visitors,1937;1,132 sq. mi.; acres
724,619.96

C-JPENING

^ Superintendent Frank Pinkley,
Southwestern Monuments,
Coolidge, Arizona.

Dear Mr. Director:
It just happens that we have two transcontinental lines of railroad crossing our district from east to west. It also happens' that each
railroad is paralleled by a transcontinental highway. The result is
that as we drive the district we can keep our finger on the pulse not
only of business in our own district, but in the country to the east
and west of us. The other day I made a drive of 360 miles to the east
in the south part of the district, and we commented on the lack of freight
being moved on the transcontinental railroad that day and on the comparatively few number of cars we were passing. That night we asked the owner
of the cabin ground, who had been in business there for several years,
how business was and were bold that business was rotten. The next night
we had the same reply from the owner of another cabin ground. The next
day one of the fine hotels at El Paso said business was 'off. The next
day, on a 420 mile drive west, we again noticed the lack of traffic both
on the highway and the railroad. A few days later our monthly reports
began to come in from four southwestern states. • Analyzing the figures
from those monuments where we get the most accurate count, I noted a
dropping off in traffic. Testing these impressions with several of the
visitors at Casa Grande, where we have our headquarters, the majority
response is that business is still on the down grade in the Southwest.
We have had some personnel changes during the month. Jimmie Brewer
has begun work at Aztec as permanent ranger. Don Egermayer has also
become a permanent ranger at Casa Grande. Hastings has returned to the
Chaco Canyon for the cummer season as a temporary ranger. Zeke Johnson
has gone out to the Natural Bridges for the summer as resident Custodian.
David Jones has gone to the Wupatki National Monument for his summer tour
of duty. Further changes'will become- effective June 1, or soon thereafter, when more summer men go on duty. We received notice during the
month of the transfer of Ranger James Felton to duty at Fort Jefferson,
but he will not leave until the middle of June.
We had 22,649 visitors stop in to see us this month, a slight increase over last year, but a decided decrease from last month. We are
now in a little 'between season' when the winter monuments have passed
their peak and the summer monuments have not yet picked up the load, but
we are not looking for a record breaking season. The visitors we have
seem generally interested and we seem able to hold them so far as our
records indicate.
The CCC camps at Bandolier, Chiricahua, Chaco, and Casa Grande continue to operate successfully. The new camp at Flagstaff is not yet
working, the Army not yet having finished the construction. We hope to
get it in operation by the end of June.
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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OPENING (COST.)
Financially we have been very busy this past month. Our preliminary
estimates having come through in very good shape, we put out the final
estimates, which, as is mentioned elsewhere in this report, means, with
our twenty-six monuments, a bulky paper of four or five hundred pages.
W are now trying to close out the current year to the greatest good of
all concerned and, for that purpose, have had a recent change in outline
of work for some two hundred items.
Boundary matters have not advanced much during the month. We are
ing been
awaiting your action on Arches, the field work having
boon completed.
Field work on Saguaro is also completed and it is now
new awaitin
awaiting Washington
action. The Chiricahua extension is now waiting, so
o far as we know, for
the proclamation. A small extension to Walnut Canyon is awaiting field
action and we will be able to report on it within a few days.
A petition seems to have been submitted during the month to the
effect that we move the Organ Pipe Cactus National Mammsr.t £o the west
some miles so we will not bother a cattle man who has
KE.3 500
50C head
-.•38.6.ofox cattle
on the 300 square miles of the present monument arc;.
We have
h-w;not
rot yet
ea. . We
seen a copy of the petition, but will try .to investigate the matter
during the coming month.
June bids fair to be a busy month with us at these headquarters, as
cal year
we will have the extra duties of closing out the current fiscal
year and
business
preparing to open the new one on top of the regular pressure of
cf b
•iei:-3 -ss
which we always seem to have going through this office.
Cordially,

Frank Pinkley,
Superintendent.
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IN.. WHICH HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MONTH ARE GIVEN
Coolidge, Arizona,
June 1, 1938.
The Director,
National Park Service,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Director:
The Condensed Report for the month of May, 1938, follows:
May
May •
May
•To First
Travel year
TRAVEL
1937
1938
1936
of M?y
to date
Arches
100*
170*
Aztec Ruins
1,707
1,568
Bandelier
1,087
1,395
Canyon de Chelly
193
222
Capulin Mountain
1,200
1,800
Casa Grande
2,433
2,68S
Chaco Canyon
851
796
Chiricahua
941
1,013
El Morro
175
228
Gila Cliff Dwellings
10*
Gran Quivira
279
531
Hovenweep
100*
250*
Montezuma Castle
789
907
Natural Bridges
20
Nava j o
22
23
Organ Pipe
100*
Pipe Spring
96
33
Rainbow Bridge
26
Saguaro
1,500*
Sunset Crater
408
Tonto
295
413
Tumacacori
1,018
. 1.551
Walnut
1,153
667
White Sands
7,452
7,921
Wupatki
--184
Yucca House
60*
56*
TOTALS
22,649
21,463
Same date one y ear ago
Increase t o date

100*
1,172

d^:S

833
158
1,500
2,274

496
462
575
773
•

392

283
365
705
'648
11,880

166
_-_
22,682

766
9,837
5,029
542
6,200
26,621
3,068
5,232
1,005
35
1,614
100
4,394
5,183
147
167
117
139
5,000*
5,100*
945
1,041
76
102
17,072*
18,572
2,011
2,499
3,552 ..
3,847
10,266
11,284
3,117
4,270
39,097
46,549
• 585 •.: .
769
70*
130
137,052
159,701
134,714
•
24.987
8>1'50
3,942
349
4. 700
24,138
2,217
4,291
830
25
1,335

•Estimated
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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CONDENSED REPORT (CONT.)
Travel to the Southwestern Monuments-during May, 1937, was slightly
greater than that for the corresponding month in 1937. Although business
men all over the Southwest claim that the tourist business is very bad,
it is expected that traffic to the various monuments administered by this
office will probably exceed that for last year.
This spring has been an abnormally dry one with high winds which have
stirred up many dust storms. Only two monuments have reported plenty of
moisture—Natural Bridges and Capulin Mountain. There will very likely
be a water shortage in some irrigation districts this summer and it is
quite likely that temperatures in the southern part of the Southwest will
be even higher than usual.
100 ADMINISTRATIVE
123 Inspections by National Park Officers
Walnut Canyon - A. T. Bicknell; Dorr G. Yeager; L. C. Cook; J. S.
Barrows; W. C. Hilgedi'sh; A. R. Thompson; A. E. Kuehl; J. H.
Tovrea; Mrs. R. E. Folk; Dale S. King; Charlie R. Steen; H. B.
Hommon; H. A. Montgomery; D. J. Jones (Page 389).
Tumacacori - Dorr G. Yeager; W. H. Wirt; Ward Yeager; D. W. Egermayer;
Dr. Herbert E. Bolton; William Hogan. (Page 390).
Arches - Zeke Johnson; Jesse Nusbaum; Dr. H. C. Bryant; Charles N.
Gould; W. B. McDougal (Page 394).
Chiricahua - Charlie Steen; Dorr Yeager; William Wirt; Ward Yeager
(Page 396).
Gran Quivira - Dr. H. C. Bryant; Dr. H. E. Bolton; R. F. Lee; E. H.
Abrahams; W. R. Hogan; G. P. Hammond; Mrs. R. E. Folk; W. W.
Yeager; W. H. Wirt; Dale King (Page 399).
Aztec Ruins - Lewis McKinney; M. J. McColm; L. F. Cook; A. R.
Thompson; J. S. Barrows; Dr. H. E. Bolton; W. R. Hogan; John H.
Diehl; Charles Richey (Page 402).
Wupatki - Al Kuehl; Jack Haile; H. R. Rothrock; Paul Beaubien; Mrs.
A. S. Folk (Page 408).
Casa Grande - W. W. Wirt; Ward Yeager; Park Naturalist Frank Brockman;
Millard Singerman (Page 412).
White Sands .. Dr. Charles N. Gould; Lyle Bennett; V. L. Randeau; Dorr
G. Yeager; Charlie R. Steen; Cecil Doty (page 422).
Chaco Canyon - Dr. Herbert E. Bolton; W. R. Hogan; Jack Diehl; (oage
4*S8").
Natural Bridges - Dr. H. C. Bryant; Dr. Charles N. Gould; Dr. W. B.
McDougal (page 434).
Capulin Mountain - Jack Diehl; Charles Richey (page 433).
Bandelier - Mrs. Renow Folk; Mr. E. H. Abrahams; R. E. Lee; Dr. H.
C. Bryant; Richard Prunn; Dr. Herbert E. Bolton; John R. Nagel;
W. B. MacDougal| W. R. Hogan; Charles N. Gould; Dorr G. Yeager;
Dale S. King; Charlie R. Steen; Hillory Tolson; Milton J. McColm
(Page 440).
Pipe Spring - Edwin D. McKee; H. E. Rothrock; Al Kuehl (Page 443).
Montezuma Castle - M. F. Christianson; J. H. Haile; Dave Jones;
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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A. T. Bicknellj Gene Stonehocker; A. C. Kuehl; J. H. Tovrea.
150 Now Equipment
Walnut Canyon - A study skin case, filing cabinet, and drawing board
were received from the Western Museum Laboratories (Page 389).
Aztec Ruins - Three study skin cases and an herbarium case were received from the Western Museum Laboratories (page 400).
Chiricahua - A gas range was received by transfer and six museum
'storage cases from the Western Museum Laboratories (Page 397).
Montezuma Castle - A 550-gallon storage tank and pump for gasoline;
two study skin cases; a typewriter.
Pipe Spring - A study skin case and several tools (page 446).
Wupatki - One Electrolux refrigerator; one three burner gas stove;
one herbarium case; one steel letter file (Page 409).
200 MAINTENANCE, IMPROVEMENTS, AND NEW CONSTRUCTION
210 Maintenance, Unusual
Canyon de Chelly - Headquarters area was graded and custodian's
425).
residence plastered with bitudobe. (Page 42J>)»
t boundary was repaired
El Morro - Pipe line from the Rincon to monument
and straightened (Page 436).
Montezuma Castle - Entrance road grading project about Q0% complete;
a temporary incinerator has been dug at the camp ground.
Tonto - Maintenance of trails was carried on throughout the month
[Page 425).
all 1,500 adobe
Tumacacori - For stabilization of the cemetery wr.il,
bricks were made and the barrow pit filled. The wall has been
built up nearly to its original height and is now rflady for a
capping of fired brick which will be laid during June (page 392).
A gasoline tank and pump have been installed at the southeast
corner of the garage (page 392).
231 CCC Construction
YiTalnut Canyon - Buildings for the new CCC Camp HM-5-A are being completed and the camp will be moving in very shortly (page 389).
Bandolier - All flooring in Unit #2, Hotel Development, has been
completed. First plaster coat applied to Employees'-' Dormitory.
Walls of Operator's Residence completed to viga height and vigas
installed. Power house completed. New roof put on the shop in
the Utility Area, new doors and windows installed, and a concrete
floor laid. A crew has been kept at work in the rock quarry all
month.
Casa Grande Side Camp
Outside plastering of shop completed. Construction of warehouse
froBumed. This structure is nearly ready to be roofed. 121 man
days were charged to Guide and Contact Work and 52 man days to
Clean-up. (Page 416).
Chaco Canyon - CCC Mobile Unit spent a total of 332 man days in
stabilizing Pueblo Bonito and Kin Klizhin (page 432).
Chiricahua - Three hundred square yards of rock banks were sloped
on the Bonita Canyon road. Echo parking area is 95$ complete.
SOUTHWESTERN M0FJ1ENTS
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CONDENSED REPORTS (CONT.)
Light fixtures for the employees residence being made at the camp.
Painting crew has been at work on the administration building.
Utility area extension is 100$& complete. Excavation completed on
root cellar for Residence #2. Work continued throughout the month
on the rock quarry (page 398).
Pipe Spring - Four CCC boys were used to haul gravel to the monument;
pit toilets dug.
232 RD Construction
White Sands - Drainage Canal for headquarters area is 25% complete.
Plastering in the Utility Area is complete. Oil and Gas House ready
for use. Wiring of all buildings completed and about 50$ of the
service fixtures installed. Residence #2 is nearly finished (page
419).
800 ACTIVITIES OP OTHER AGENCIES
320 Cooperating Government Agencies
Canyon de Chelly - The Soil Conservation Service has finished fencing
in theTnew planting in Canyon de Chelly (page 424).
Gran Quivira - U. S. Weather Bureau has established a rain gauge at
the monument (page 399).
Montezuma Castle - The General Land Office is marking the boundary
of the monument (page 450).
Non-Government Agencies
Arches - The Civic Clubs of Grand and San Juan Counties, Utah, are
constructing a large sign, 10 x 30 feet, which will be placed at
the junction of U.S. Highways 50 and 160. The sign will show the
location of all nearby parks, monuments, and scenic areas (page 393).
350 - Donations and Accessions
Tonto - Three pieces of broken prehistoric pottery were given to the
monument by some workmen who uncovered them during some work at
Roosevelt (page 425). The Gila Pueblo gave the monument library a
copy of the report of that institution's excavations at Snaketown,
a prehistoric village on the Gila River (page 425).
400 FLORA, FAUNA, AND NATURAL PHENOMENA
420 Museums
White Sands - A field representative of Remington Rand Inc. spent two
days at White Sands assembling the museum cases (page 420).
Bandelier - The museum was closed during the month while new exhibits
were being installed (page 439).
460 Birds
Casa Grande - Bird notes from Casa Grande (page 413).
El Morro - Bird notes (page 437).
'cTuxco Canyon - Bird notes (page 429).
Organ Pipe Cactus - Bird observations (page 415).
Pipe Spring - Bird banding report (page 446).
Tumacacori - Although no bird banding was carried on during May,
many observations were made, particularly of nests (page 392).
Wupatki - Some bird observations (page 409).
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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CONDENSED REPORT (CONT.)
470 Animals
Wupatki - Fight between two bull snakes seen at Nalakihu ruin. Antelope observed south of the monument (page 409)•
480 Miscellaneous
Montezuma Castle - Some nature notes (page 449).
Museum of Northern
Wupatki - 'Museum Notes', a publication of thetfjspum
n the
Arizona at Flagstaff contained an article on
vi-3 solution
bolutioa c
oracks
which appear
a
in Kaibab Limestone in the April issue. The cracks
ora,ok'i 7/hioh
nument were
were f
within the boundaries of Wupatki National Momtnemt
featured
(pago'406).
600 PROTECTION
620 Fire Protection
Bftndelier - On April 30 a fire training school was held by Mr. Barrows,
of Washington, D. C. (page 441), On May 22 a crow from the monuraont
put out a small brush fire on the Ramon Vigil Grant (page 441).
630 Accidents
t on
Casa Grande - Enrollee F. Garcia received cut
o::. thumb
thuiv which lator
tm
became infected, although the cut received first
£:.:.-'- aid
a.d trea':nent
at
1
the time of the injury. Garcia is now in St. Mary s Hospital,
Tucson (page 416).
700 ARCHEOLOGY, PRE-HISTORY, AND HISTORY
Casa Grande - Pottery repair project has continued. Thirty sacks of
ashed and
sherds and fifteen pieces of modern pottery haro
end
have been vr.s/.cd
411)
e boon
been rep
twenty pieces of prehistoric pottery have
repaired (page
(p«.r*e 41l)«
Tumacacori - Custodian Caywood took several days
day a ann
annual leave
leav?: during
Kino Chain
Chain
the month and visited some of the other missions of Jthe
\e liiuo
(pages 391-392).
Wupatki - Several previously unreported sites were noted during the
month (page 407).
900 MISCELLANEOUS
MAIL COUNT:
Incoming:
.Official
Personal

2,769
1,202

Total incoming

3,971

Outgoing:
Official only

2,982

Total outgoing
JOTJTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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CONDENSED REPORT (CONT.)
TOTAL POSTAL MAIL

6,953

Telegrams:
Incoming

33

Outgoing

37

Total telegrams

70

GRAND TOTAL PIECES OF MAIL HANDLED

7,023

Cordially,

Frank Pinkley,
Superintendent.
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REPORTS

FROM THE MEN ON THE JOB
\ A / A I Ml IT C A N Y O N !
M /
U W I
V-' \I>MV^I*

By

Paul

Beaubien, park ranger,
Flagstaff, Arizona.

Visitors this month, 1,153; total since October 1, 4,270.
One hundred forty five parties were contacted in the museum, fifty>
nine at the Observation Point, and thirty-three at both places. Visitors
not contacted, 482.
Park Service visitors included A. T. Bicknell, Dorr G. Yeager, L. C.
Cook, J. S. Barrows, W. C. Hilgedish, A. R. Tompson, A. E. Kuehl, J. H.
Tovrea, Mrs. R. E. Polk, D. S. King, C. R. Steen> H. B. Hommon, H. A.
Montgomery, and D. J. Jones. I spent most of a day with Jack Haile and
II• E. Rothrock at Sunset Crater and Wupatki. Another day was spent with
two National Forest Service rangers locating section corners of our proposed addition. Milton Wetherill and his mother went around both the old
and the new trails, last Sunday.
The month was spent in taking care of the usual visitors, and guiding
the Park Service visitors enumerated above. That statement just aboiat
says everything I have to say. The buildings at the CCC camp are going
up rapidly and it won't be long now. With the boys almost here, there is
some last minute effort necessary to help get the projects under way, such
as locating the best building sand, the best sandstone, the best limestone,
the best trees for beams, uprights, shakes, etc.
During the month a museum specimen case, a filing cabinet, and a drawing table were received from the Western Museum Laboratories. Also, the
ice box was lighted. It functions, but sometimes beyond my control.
A party of 24 high school students just arrived. They're eating now,
but will be in the house in a few minutes. They bring today's total of
visitors over the 100 mark - and that is a poor way to run a monument
when one is trying to write a monthly report.
******SWM******
We agree with Paul that the proper way to run a monument is to cut
the report short and take care of the visitors. Also, it is the first
time that alibi has ever been offered and we are in favor of letting anybody past who can furnish a brand new alibi for writing a short report.
We get so tired of the old ones we used to send in twenty-five years ago
still being in circulation and turned in on us every once in a while by
this younger generation.
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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WALNUT CANYON (CONT.)
The thing which really puzzles us is, if a fellow can't think up
more than one page of single spaced stuff to talk about over a whole
month of operation, why should he get as mad as a bear with a sore ear
if we can't get a man from headquarters in to see him at least every
sixty days to talk over his accumulation of important matters which he
claims he has? This is not a shot at you directly, Paul; it is just some
Underwoodian rambling in which I am thinking of a field man in general,
such as I have been myself for lot these many years.
******SWM******
Tl IK A A (~ A r~/^\D I
1U M A L A L O K I

^

Louis R. Caywood, custodian,
Box 2225, Tucson, Arizona.

Visitor count for this month, 1,018; total since October 1,''11,284.
The visitor registration for the past month was lower than for the
same month of last year. I have talked with the Secretary of the Nogales
Chamber of Commerce and also with a number of Nogales business men in
both Arizona and Sonora and all tell me that visitor business this year
is below normal. The condition of unrest now existing in Mexico has
something to do with the lower visitor travel because there have been
more visitors than usual asking whether or not it is safe to go into
Mexico. However, more people are coming just to see Tumacacori and return to Tucson without even ^oing to Nogales, Arizona.
Weather for most of the month has been cool and fair with the
exception of some windy days. The last few days have been noticeably
hot, meaning that summer is practically here.
Park Service visitors for the month included: Dorr G. Yeager, assistant chief, Museum Division, Berkeley, California, accompanied by Mrs.
Yeager, on March 4 and 5. Mr. Yeager had several questions in regard
to the museum exhibits and the museum building. The museum exhibit plan
was gone over thoroughly to visualize how the museum would look when the
completed exhibits are installed.
Mr. Wirt, regional forester, and Mr. Yeager, assistant forestor,
Santa Pe, inspected the monument May 17. They noted how badly the tent
caterpillars had damaged the trees on the east side of the monument.
D. W. Egermayer, newly appointed park ranger at Casa Grande and Mrs.
Egermayer were monument visitors on May 17.
May 18 brought Dr. Herbert E. Bolton, Professor of History and
Director of the Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley;
Russell C. Ewing, of the History Department, University of Arizona,
formerly Historian in the Region IV office of the National Park Service;
and Mr. Hogan, Historian, Region III, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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TUMACACORI (CONT. )
Other noteworthy visitors included: W. L. Rigney, Arizona State
Historian, Phoenix, on May 14; Messrs. Davis, Willis, and Voris, of
the Arizona Federal Art Project, Phoenix, who came to seek information
in regard to the proposed mural decorations in the new Museum. The
Custodian was absent from the monument at the time of their visit, May
18, and they were referred to the Superintendent, at Coolidge.
May 22, 16 Indians from San Xavier, were interested visitors to
Tumacacori. Mr. Leonardo Rios, one of the party, told how his ancestors
used to live at this mission, but the Apache raids got so bad that they
left for San Xavier, the women carrying the remaining small movable objects, including the statues of the saints, from the church in packs on
their backs.
On May 11, the Custodian gave a lantern slide talk on National Parks
and National Park policies before the Nogales Federal Business Association. Eighteen members attended. The association is comprised of the
heads and subheads of each governmental agency in Santa Cruz county. Also
doctors connected with government work are nembers. T?io custodian belongs
as the representative of the Department of the Interior. Other departments represented are the Department of Agriculture (Plant Quarantine and
Inspections and the Forest Service) Public Health Service, Treasury Department (Customs), Department of Labor (immigration), the American Consul residing in Nogales, Sonora, and the U. S. Commissioner. The meetings
are held monthly except in the summer. Kay 11 was the last meeting until
September. The talk, 40 minutes in length, covered National Park history
and policies with slides of the National Parks and Monuments. As an
added feature, a number of Sonora missions slides were shown. •
The custodian took five and one-half days annual leave this month to
visit some of the Sonora Missions and the Gulf of California. He went
with Mr. Bachelier and Mr. Johnson, both of Nogales, who were primarily
interested in fishing. However, before the trip ended, they were mission
enthusiasts and many hours were spent at the various missions. Leaving
Nogales, the party went to Santa Ana, thence west to Altar, Pitiquito,
and Caborca where the first night was spent. The next day Caborca was
thoroughly inspected and photographed. One of the old timers, a Papago,
told the history as far back as he remembered and then what his parents
had told him.
From Caborca to Puerto Lobos is some of the worst road ever seen.
The trip was finally made and those interested in fishing were repaid
for the bad road.
An enormous shell mound type of ruin was found at Puerto Lobos. It
covers almost one square mile. Many interesting facts were deduced from
the examination of this large ruin.
On the return trip the party passed through Altar again, then on to
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Oquitoa, Atil, Santa Teresa, and Tubutama.
This is the first trip the custodian has taken to these missions
and he feels that the knowledge gained was well worth the time and
effort. Some other time he hopes to visit Cocospera, Remedios, and
Dolores, the mother mission of Pimeria Alta, founded by Father Kino in
1687.
Work done on the monument during the month included the following
projects: fifteen hundred adobes were made. This barrow pit was filled.
Part of the cemetery wall has been built up level with adobe brick preparatory to laying a brick capping. This work will be continued next
month.
A gasoline tank and pump have been installed at the southeast corner
of the garage.
Gustave Brady terminated his employment at Tumacacori on May 17.
"Gusty" did some fine work while here and we hated to lose him.
Since April 29, Ted Cronyn has been acting as per diem guide. Mr.
Cronyn's papers have been forwarded to Washington for approval as Park
Ranger at Tumacacori.
Bird banding has been at a standstill during the month. However,
nests are being observed. The HCWP found a Road-runner's nest on the
east side of the monument which is overflowing with three young. Other
birds nesting on the grounds are; Eaird-Bewick Wrens, House Finchs,
Phainopeplas, Vermillion Flycatchers, Say Phoebes, and Doves. Pairs of
Cardinals, Cassin and Arkansas Kingbirds, Western Tanagers, and Canyon
Towhees are in evidence, but so far nests have not been located.
*****SWM******
Work seems to have proceeded about as usual at Tumacacori during
the month. We are very glad Louis took the chance to visit the chain
of missions to the south for he ought to be able to tell his visitors
about the other missions of the chain.
Dr. Bolton stopped at headquarters on the way south and we had a
couple of hours of pleasant gossip about things which happened two
hundred years ago. He said he had a lot of new material bearing on
Kino times and succeeding days and expected to publish again before
very long.
During the month we talked some mare about the planting scheme for
the patio at Tumacacori but it came to little. The best we can do is to
sign the Landscape plan which will give us a nice landscaping of the
patio and let it go. My theory was that, just as we would not decorate
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the interior of a museum with a collection of prehistoric pottery, but
would put the pottery in the order in which we wished to talk about it,
so we would not primarily decorate this patio with the plants the Indians
and Padres used, but would find the best order in which to use them in
our garden talk and then plant them in that order. Tov. and I fell out
almost at once because I wanted to plant some of that little Papago corn,
and some squash and beans in the patio. No patio would have had those
things in it, ergo, we could not plant them here. My theory being that
the patio is simply an extension of the museum, makes the corn, squash,
and beans come in quite naturally, even to the detriment of the landscaping and the loud cries of the landscapers.

A . _. ...

By Harry Reed, custodian,

/ \l\CHtj

Moab, Utah.

Visitor count for this month, 100| total since October 1, 696.
GENERAL
A sign to be erected at the intersection of U. S. Highways 50 and
160, is being made in Moab. It is of wood construction and will be 10
by 30 feet in size. The sign is laid out in three panels, the center
being a pictorial map of southern Utah with a small portion of western
Colorado, northwestern New Mexico, and northern Arizona. All points of
interest, including national parks, national monuments, other scenic
attractions, and towns are shown. One or more subjects from each park,
monument, or area was selected and reproduced in oils in their correct
location on the map. All parks and monuments are designated and the
name of each subject is given, as are the names of rivers and numbers
of highways. Side roads leading from the main highways to the various
points of interest are also shown. In the upper left hand corner of
the sign appears a large picture of the Goose necks of the San Juan
River, while in the upper right hand corner is a picture of Landscape
Arch in Arches National Monument. Beneath these paintings are descriptive panels giving something of the history and geography of the country.
The art work is by Buck Lee, of Bluff, Utah. The project was financed
by the civic clubs of Grand and San Juan counties.
Construction has been started on a reservoir at Willow Springs
which is located on the temporary road into the monument at a point
about half way between the intersection of Highway 160 and the windows.
Before the Division of Grazing could begin work on this project, it
was necessary for them to repair the road which is now in much better
condition than it has ever been before.
SPECIAL VISITORS
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Sunday, May 8, a party consisting of Morris Townsend of Denver,
and William Wood, secretary of the Grand Junction,Colorado, Chamber of
Commerce; Frank Hoisington; Al Look., a representative of the "Daily
Sentinel" of Grand Junction, and Al Look, Jr., visited the monument.
I met them at the Windows while conducting a party consisting of
Theodore V. Vollkommer and S. D. Hoodie, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
through the monument. Mr. Vollkommer and Mr. Hoodie also made trips
to the Devil's Garden, Delicate Arch, Fisher Canyon, and the Big Flat.
Sunday, May 15, Zeke Johnson, custodian of Natural Bridges National
Monument arrived with a party made up of fifteen students of geology
from the University of Utah, headed by Dr. Frederick J. Pack, head of
the geological department of the University, and Miss Phyllis Wilken,
instructor. Dr. Pack was accompanied by Mrs. Pack. The party arrived
at three o'clock in the afternoon and made a very short but enjoyable
visit to a part of the Windows section. The party was on a tour of
southern Utah.
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE OFFICIALS
Jesse Nusbaum, superintendent of Mesa Verde National Park; Paul
Franke, assistant superintendent of Mesa Verde; and J. H. Diehl, Park
Service Engineer, were visitors during the first part of May.
Wednesday, May 18th, Dr. H. C. Bryant, Assistant Director, National
Park Service; Charles N. Gould, regional geologist; and W. B. McDougal,
regional wildlife technician, arrived at the monument road where they
were met by R. J. Fletcher, C. S. Thompson, Dr. J. W. Williams, Earl
J. Freeman, and Myself. A trip was made through the Windows section.
Thursday, May 19, in the forenoon, the above named park officials
and I visited the Court House Towers. In the afternoon a trip was
made to the big flat to view the Colorado River Canyon. The following
morning., a trip m&sfeftjtothrough Fisher Canyon after which the party departed for Natural Bridges National Monument.
MISCELLANEOUS
In view of the fact that an elaborate sign is to be placed at
Crescent Junction, telling the motor public of the many things to be
seen along Highway 160 and connecting roads, and due to the fact that
the Arches are the first scenic features to be seen on this circle
trip, I feel that a better sign should be installed at the entrance
road. We should also have a register in the monument to make it possible to get some check on the number of visitors. Of course, this
problem will be solved when a temporary ranger is placed in the monument, but until then it is just about impossible to get any record of
the number of visitors.
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We have chalked up one more new arch this month. It is in the
Devil's Garden, less than a mile from the famous Landscape Arch. Old
Dame Nature surely did a good job of hiding this one. It is through
a thin web of rock between two of the innumerable crevasses which make
up that portion of the garden. There is only one possible entrance
which leads to the arch which we call Hidden Arch. The approximate
dimensions are: height, 20 feet; length, 35 feet. It is a beautiful
symmetrical arch. A photograph was made of it and will be forwarded
to headquarters upon completion. It seems the supply of new arches is
almost inexhaustible. To date I have seen 47 arches within the proposed
extended boundary of the monument.
Enclosed are two photographs made in the group of formations
located just north and west of Willow Flats. This'area is not within
the proposed boundary but is of interest and very accessible to the
tourist.
Also enclosed are two newspapers which are of interest. The
Arches got their share of publicity in this year's edition of the
scenic section of the Tribune.
***** *SWM******
The photographs and papers came through all right and it looks
like Arches is getting a lot of good publicity. For this, of course,
we must thank Dr. Williams, Bishop Taylor, Harry, and our many other
good friends at Moab.
It is funny, isn't it, that Harry mentions his forty-seventh arch
in such a commonplace way. Imagine, if you can, the publicity which
would burgeon forth if the Chamber of Commerce at Colorado Springs
should go out some morning and find a third rate arch in the Garden of
the Gods; what would they do with a forty-seventh arch?
**:M.**SWM******

* ?™££ K L r * 4 1 -

CHIFSICAHUA

Visitors this month, 941; total since October 1, 5,232.
Business conditions in Cochise County are below standard compared
with this time last year. The mines of the area are doing some development work for future rise in copper prices, but employment is being given
only to older employees, and then mainly to married ones.
Stockmen report the ranges in need of rain, but cattle are in good
condition, although another dry season in this area like last summer
will necessitate general selling of livestock. ,However, those stockmen
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who had yearlings, held over from last year, report favorable prices.
Quite a number of cattle have been imported from Mexico through Douglas
for middlewestern and California feeders this spring.
Wind that was general through March and April continued into early
May, making meny days disagreeable at Massai Point, our best contact
point. In general, conditions are dry throughout the monument-and the
Coronado National Forest. Showers, sprinkles, and rain occurred on April
26, 29, 30, May 18, and a local shower in upper Bonita Canyon on May 21.
Lookouts and patrolmen in the monument and Coronado National Forest
were placed at their stations April 27. Enrollees Riley and Shaw are
doing the duties on Sugar Loaf and although they are inexperienced it is
believed they will be "Old Hands" before long;, especially after their
recent contact with Bill Wirt and Ward Yeager. lb has been our policy
to caution our lookout men over the telephone on bad days of low humidity,
heavy travel periods, and during electrical storms, to be especially wide
awake.
Monument roads are ill good condition with added improvements each
month in appearance and maintenance. Approach roads are in fair shape
for this dry period. Surfacing of the Elfrida-IJcNeal stretch of State
Highway 81 has necessitated a detour that might have some effect on travel
from Douglas. The Forest Service is maintaining the Pinery Road over the
mountain at the present time, and it should be in good, condition before
long.
Visitors show a drop of 72 compared with May of last year. A detour
on the Douglas Highway, along with cold and windy days might account for
this slight drop. However, this area should show an increase to be normal.

1938
1937
1936

Cars
228
232
102

Visitors
941
1013
462

Number of States
Out of State Visitors
21 - India & Mexico.
167
21 - France & Mexico.
17 - Mexico.

EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS
Number of Contacts
101

Attendance
599

Minutes Stay Average Att. Average Stay
4,875
5.9
48.2

Total stay of all visitors - 54,640 minutes.
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE OFFICIALS
Charlie Steen and Dorr Yeager, with their wives, on museum and educational plans. Bill Wirt and Ward Yeager on forestry and fire atlas
business.
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OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
James Gilluly, R. S. Cannon, Jr., J.. Bridge, and W. H. Haas, of the
Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Hill, State Educational Office. Mr. Hill showed an
educational film on geology, erosion, and plant seeds at the CCC camp.
M. S. Misenheimer, State Highway Division.
OTHER VISITORS
The journalist class of the Thatcher High School, 14 in number, spent
a day of hiking and picnicking.
Twenty members of CCC Camp F-12-A took in all the,trail system on the
21st of the month.
Mr. Cheney and Mr. Tuttle, formerly with the A.T.&S.F. Railroad
around Grand Canyon.
John Hands, from Paradise, one of the few old timers left in this
region. Mr. Hands states the Gila Pueblo is finding some interesting
material in the San Simon Valley near his place.
PERSONNEL
Enrollee Parker replaced Minton who transferred to a Texas camp.
CCC guide Stone was on leave from May 6 to May 15, inclusive; during his
absence, Enrollee Nixon helped out.
DEATHS
Former LEM George Schweinlein passed away at his home in Bisbee the
evening of May 21, of pneumonia. George was advanced in years, but was
quite active up to his last few days and was well liked by all who knew
him.
EQUIPMENT
A gas range was received by transfer from the Ace Van Storage Company,
of Los Angeles, California, on the 4th.
Six museum storage cases were received from Berkeley, California
during the month.
******SWM******
We looked over at Chiricahua on our way to and from the White Sands
but just didn't have the time to go over and visit the Fishes.
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We did find that the Standard Oil man at Bowie was very much alive
on the matter of making a monument at old Fort Bowie and running the
present ten or twelve miles of graded road through that•monument and on
to Chiricahua, and thence to Douglas. Douglas will also be responsive
to this idea, we suppose, because when the now short line is built through
Stein's Pass, parallelling the Southern Pacific from Lordsburg to Benson,
Douglas will be out on a limb so far as tourist traffic is concerned unless she can give the tourist some interesting reason for coming -away
from the straight line of travel. With Fort Bowie, Chiricahua, and Tomb-,
stone, and a chance for the visitor to look across the border, a great
deal of tourist traffic can be diverted south at Bowie to return to the
main road again at Tucson.—F. P.
•* - """- ******SWM******
f U-i I D If A U l I A (~C~C
V _ n l K I L A n U A \_VA_-

By William Stevenson, project superintendent, Douglas, Arizona.

Two hundred square yards of rock banks were sloped on Bonita Highway three miles north of the Sugar Loaf truck trail intersection. Materials were used to widen fill slopes. One hundred square yards of banks
were sloped on Bonita Highway near the Administration Building and materials were utilized in the obliteration of the borrow pit opposite the camp
ground.
Echo Parking Area is 95$ complete. The sub grade and parking stalls
have been completed and gravel is now being hauled for finishing.
Light fixtures for the Employee's Residence are now being made in
camp. The installation of these fixtures will mark the completion of
this building.
A crew has been busy on the Administration Building removing all '••
paint from the original building and painting the interior of the exhibit
and storage rooms.
The Utility Area extension is 100$ complete. The stone in .connection with this project is complete except for gates, which are now being
fabricated in camp.
Excavation has been completed on the
uie Root Cellar for Residen.ce Number
2 and stone walls are completed to a heighth of three feet.
Work continued throughout the month on the rock quarry.
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y George Boundey, c u s t o d i a n ,
Gran Q u i v i r a , New Mexico.

Visitors this month, 279; total since October 1, 1,614.
We have had five spring-like days during the month, the rest of the
time has been cold with high winds and much dust. About a quarter of an
inch of ice formed on the water pans last night.
On May 22, in company with the principal of the school, we visited a
number of the many ruins along the west rim of Chupadera Mesa in the
Cibola National Forest. Many of the ancient fields can be traced, as
well as charcos and tanks for the storage of water. That country is very
dry; there is practically no feed and the cattle are in very poor shape.
On May 7, a party consisting of Dr. H. C. Bryant, Washington, D. C ;
Herbert E. Bolton, University of California, Berkeley; R. F. Lee, Washington, D. C.j Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Abrahams, Savanna, Georgia; W. R. Hogan,
Santa Fe; G. P. Hammond, Albuquerque; Mrs. R. E". Folk, Nashville, Tennessee;
Mrs. H. Maier, Santa Fe; and Margaret B. Clark, San Francisco, California,
visited the monument.
On the 23rd Ward W. Yeager and W. H. Wirt, of the Santa Fe office,
visited the monument.
The U. S. Weather Bureau has established a station on the monument
for determining snow fall, precipitation, etc. I think I will ask them
to put in the balance of the equipment to make this a regular weather
observation station.
Dale King and wife, from headquarters, visited the monument on the
22nd. It has been quite a while since we have seen anybody from headquarters and we enjoyed their visit very much.
Owing to lack of moisture, there are very few wildflowors this
spring. We are hoping July rains will bring us a goodly supply of fall
varieties.
We are having many kinds of birds coming in to water, but very
few have started housekeeping. The temperature still drops below freezing nearly every night.

Gran Quivira is down considerably this month as against last year,
due, probably, as Mr. Boundey suggests, to unseasonable weather. Last
year they had 531; the year before, 575; and the year before that, 396.
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By T. C» Milleir, Custodian,

\ ••

Aztec, New Mexico.

Visitors t h i s month, 1,707; t o t a l since October 1, 9,837.
GENERAL

Unsettled weather has effected our travel to some extent.1 However,
May has been a very busy and satisfactory month. The roads have been in
fair shape all month with little delay to tourist travel because of storms
and snow slides in the higher elevations in Colorado. From all indications, the San Juan Basin will have one of the largest fruit crops in
history. This valley seems to be the garden spot of New Mexico this year,
and it is believed 1938 will be the banner travel year for this monument.
WEATHER STATISTICS
Maximum temperature-- - - - - - - Minimum temperature- - - - - - - - Clear days - - - - - - - - - - - - Cloudy days- - - - - - - - - - - - Partly cloudy days - - - - - - - - Precipitation- - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

-86 (on 14th.)
-23 (on 7th.)
-H
-10
-10
-.19

NEW EQUIPMENT
Three museum storage cases and one herbarium case were received by
freight from the Western Museum Laboratories.
PERSONNEL
James W. Brewer, Jr., entered on duty May 5 as park ranger. Jimmie
has had several years experience in the Southwestern Monuments as temporary ranger. lie has had good training and it is greatly appreciated when
you get a permanent man that has had the experience in the Service and
knows how to proceed with the duties of a Ranger. In addition to his
general duties, which keep him on the go must of the time, he has built
us a new register stand. The stand is made of aspen and blends with the
ceiling construction in the lobby.
SHIPROCK BRIDGE DEDICATION
The custodian took an official part in the dedication of the new
steel bridge at Shiprock April 23. The dedication was well attended and
proved to be an interesting affair. It was sponsored by the Farmington
Lions Club. Principal speakers at the dedication: Bee-Lee-Lli-Zin-Begay,
Navajo medicine man at Shiprock, told "How the Navajo's Crossed the San
Juan River Long Ago". Interpretation of speech by a returned Navajo
Student. Dedicatory address by Hon. Clyde Tingley, Governor of the state
of New Mexico. Present at the dedication were delegations from Arizona,
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Colorado, Utah, and from distant points in New Mexico. Paul R. Franke,
assistant superintendent, Mesa Verde National Park, made a talk on Mesa
Verde. The writer talked on Aztec Ruins and Chaco Canyon National Monuments. There were 3,500 people present at the dedication.
BIRD NOTES
Our little feathered friends are busy home-making and brood-tending
the length and breadth of the monument. A cock pheasant crows at the
crack of dawn to awaken his hon and ten youngsters and, incidently, the
custodian. A meadow-lark is nesting between the custodian's residence and
the Administration Building and has a prospective brood of six. Houso
Finches and English Sparrows arc nesting in the musoum porch timbers.
Hardly a field trip can bo accomplished without the visitors coming in
contact with Quail, Rod-wing, and Brewer 31ackbirds. Magpies and Robins
are all frequent visitors.
NEWSWORTHY VISITORS
Hon. Clyde Tingley, Governor, state of New Mexico, paid us a visit
and inspected the entrance road April 23.
Fort Wingate Vocational High School May 5. Number in party, 27.
Oxford, Colorado, School, May 6. Number in party, 36. Boy Scouts of
Troop 46, Aztec, held their Court of Honor in the Great Kiva May 8. Attendance, 76 people.
Miss Bertha Dutton, archeologist, School of American Research, and
party, from Santa Fe, May 8. Number in party, 5.
Dr. Mera, Laboratory of Anthropology, and Clay Lockett, U. S. Indian
Service, Santa Fe, May 10.
Crownpoint Indian School, May 12. Number in party, 15.
District meeting of the American Legion and Legion Auxiliary met in
the Great Kiva, May 13. Party arrived 5:40 p. m. and departed 10:40 p. m.
Attendance, 104 persons.
The Mormons from Red Mesa, Fruitland, and Kirtland had a holiday
outing and visited the monument with 51 school boys May 14.
Miss Dudley Peace, field representative, N. Y. A., and party, were
here on business May 17.
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE OFFICIALS

; •

Chief Clerk Walt and family, and Mr. and Mrs. Coin, Mesa Verde
National Park, visited the monument April 24.
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Custodian McKinney, Chaco Canyon National Monument, was here April
28.
M. J. McColm, L. F. Cook, A. Robert Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Barrows, all from the Regional Office at Santa Fe and Washington, D. C ,
visited this monument in a group May 1 and caught the custodian taking
four hours off. I am very sorry to have missed this party and-had I known
that they were coming, I surely would have met them.
Dr. Herbert E. Bolton, Berkeley, California, of the Park Service
Advisory Board, and William R. Hogan, Historian, Region Three, were monument visitors May 15.
John E. Diehl, district engineer, Region Three, May 17.
Chuck Richey, district landscape architect, Region Three, May 20.
MONUMENT INSPECTICN S

. ..

On May 20 Ranger Brewer was detailed to inspect Hovenwecp and Yucca
House National Monuments because he served as Roving Ranger last year
and is quite familiar with those two monuments. Attached to this report
you will find Ranger Brewer's report of his findings.
TRAVEL
1,707 people entered the monument in 569 cars and buses, coming from
34 states, the District of Columbia, Austria, Denmark, and India. Total
travel since October 1, 9,272. Travel for tho corresponding period of
last year, 5,758, an increase of 3,514 people.
GUIDE SERVICE
Total visitors- - - - - - - - - - _ - _ _
Visitors guided in Ruins- - - - - - - - Field trips
____
_____
Guide minutes in Ruins- - - - - - - - - -

-1,707
-1,454
_
211
-7,791

Visitors guided in museum - - - - - - - - -1,482
Museum trips- - - - - - - - - - - _ - _ _ _
202
Guide minutes in museum - - - - - - - - - -5,375
Miscellaneous guide time, minutes - - - - - 171
Total guide time
13,166
HOVENWEEP-YUCCA HOUSE INSPECTION

By James W. Brewer, Jr.., park ranger.

On the morning of the 20th the writer left Aztec for a Hovenweep-Yucca
House inspection via Durango and Ackmen, returning by way of McElmo Canyon
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and Shiprock, a tri-state tour.
HACKBERRY GROUP: Signs of sheep everywhere at this group. A new tank
and corral have been constructed about a mile and a half north of the
ruins. The tank three miles above the ruin (reported last year) is at
present a dust bowl.
Monument boundary and Antiquities Act signs arc posted at this
group.
HORSESHOE HOUSE GROUP:

Seems to be unchanged but is badly overgrazed.

HOLLY CANYON GROUP: This was probably one of the last sheep camps on
the monument this season. Fresh sheep tracks cover the area and a recently abandoned camp decorates the monument with tin cans and two sheep
skins hung on treos. I was unable to locate the present camp because of
limited time* A good clean-uo is in order here.
The dam at Cajon Lake has been heightened and is now impounding a
much larger lake. Cajon Mesa is becoming more and more attractive to
sheep interests and also to the Reclamation Service.
RUIN CAEYON GROUP:

In fair shape. Grazed but not barren.

CAJON GROUP was not included in the itinerary.
No newly fallen walls nor recent evidences of pot hunting were observed at any of the ruins. (All of the groups are posted).
The Ackmen DG CCC spike camp left their mess hall and tent frames
standing over the winter, indicating that they will probably resume work
in this area soon. This Government agency has been urged by the local
sheep interests to develop the monument springs for stock. One such unauthorized project was halted last summer.
We were pleased to learn at the John Ismays that copies of her early
Hovenweep photos had been sent her by your office. Mrs. Ismay is pleased
with the copies and we are sure the Service is glad to have negatives
taken from her pictures.
In closing, Boss, we want you to know that we are happy to be back
in the Service, and that while Cal and I hope to give more visitors better
service at Aztec, we wish you could do something for Hovenweep.
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It looks good to see Jimmie Brewer's name in the reports again and
this time as a permanent man entering his probational year.
We might pass the word to Carroll that Dr. Bolton was very much impressed with the restoration job on the Big Kiva at Aztec and also spoke
very nicely of his treatment at that monument.
We agree with Jimmie's appeal for more protection at Hovenweep and
are pressing forward in the estimatos as fast as we can toward a full-time
man up there.
We are glad to note that during the month the Branch of Plans and
Designs and the Engineers seem to have agreed on the matter of protecting the bad roofs and walls at Aztec and we may soon be able to proceed
with the repairs to ruins.—F. P.
• ******SWM******
IN A V A J O

By William F. V. Leicht, park ranger,
Tonalea, Arizona.

Visitors this month, 22; total since October 1, 139.
GENERAL
To the personnel at headquarters, the men in the field, and all the
readers of our monthly reports — greetings from Navajo National Monument.
It's sheep-shearing time in Navajo Land and there is much activity
at the trading posts. I watched with much interest the tamping of wool
into sacks. The long sack is hung in a stout frame and into it a quantity of wool is thrown. Into the sack jumps an Indian, exercising his
legs like a track man warming up for a race. In this manner the sack is
filled with closely compressed wool and, in one instance which a certain
trader discovered, the additional weight of a whole dead sheep.
The weather at Navajo during the past month may bo summarized in
the following ingredients: one week of warm weather, three weeks of
cool weather, and three included weeks of very windy weather, with the
concomitant (using a polite adjective) sandstorms. Precipitation has
been light — a few sprinkles of rain, and on May the third a two-inch
fall of snow.
So fierce are the sandstorms at times in this wind-swept land that
on May 2 a young Navajo woman, tending a flock of sheep, became lost
during one in the desolate region between Tonalea and White Horse- Masa.
It was feared that in her blind wandering she had fallen into a canyon.
Search was made for her that day and on the next the searching party was
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augmented by Indian police from Tuba City. She was found huddled in an
abandoned hogan, where she had taken refuge from the violence of the
storm*
ADMINISTRATION
Hope springs eternal and the present ranger at Navajo has been
building castles in the air, or more accurately speaking, planning for
one on the rim of Betata'kin Canyon. Accordingly, he has made a survey
for a favorable site on which to build the new headquarters, stating in
a report the several advantages for his choice of that location.
Another report was submitted on the condition of the ruins at Inscription House. A plan is now being devised to protect from the ravages
of weather the date that gives Inscription House its name.
MAINTENANCE, IMPROVEMENTS, AND NEW CONSTRUCTION
A monument has been erected at Tonalea, one of the gateways to
Navajo National Monument, by the Utah Pioneer Trails and Landmarks Association. It honors a seventeen-year-old Mormon boy who was shot by Indians
near 'White Horse Mesa, where he had gone in search of his strayed pony.
The Indians seized the boy's gun, shooting the lad in the back.
The monument is constructed from blocks of pinkish sandstone and
stands on an eminence opposite the trading post. It bears a bronze
tablet with the following inscription: "No. 77. Erected May 8, 1938»
In Honor Of George A. Smith, Jr., A Member Of Jacob Hamblin's Party Of
Nine Mormon Missionaries And Explorers, Who Was Wounded With His Own
Revolver By Indians, Nov. 2, 1860, Presumably To Avenge The Killing Of
Indians By White Men Shortly Before. He Died While Being Carried On
Horseback To Reach Medical Aid. His Companions, To Save Their Own Lives,
Were Forced To Leave His Body Wrapped In A Blanket Unburied."
Members of the Church of Jesus Christ Latter Day Saints from towns
in northern Arizona and southern Utah conducted the ceremonies. A
pageant of the Jacob Hamblin expedition was held one night, the actors
performing by the light of campfires. On the following morning the monument was dedicated.
FLORA, FAUNA, AND NATURAL PHENOMENA
The smoky blur in Betata'kin Canyon that was the naked aspens, black
birohes, and Gambel Oalot has now changed to a puff of green. Leaves came
on the trees in the order named above.
Perhaps it is significant that the first wildflowers to appear were
of purple, lavendar, and blue colors. As the sun's rays became less
slanting with the advancing season, yellow, orange, and red flowers
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followed, and in that order of appearance. This "phenomenon" may be tied
in with observations made in the equatorial tropics, my residence for a
number of years. There I observed that the wildflowers of the jungle are
predominantly a flaming red or shades of yellow and orange. Blue flowers
are a rarity. Incidentally, in those torrid regions, where infra-red rays
are weak and ultra-violet rays strong, red is a "soothing" color. On the
other hand, is it not true that in the Arctic Zone, where infra-red light
is prominent, blue is a conspicuous color? 1*11 leave these ruminations
with the botanists of our organization -- and our philosophers.
USE OF PARK FACILITIES BY THE PUBLIC
Twenty-two visitors came to Betata'kiii during the past month; none
to Keet Seol or Inscription House. This number is a decrease of twelve
from last month's report, which may be explained by the occurrence of an
Easter vacation during the previous month.
MISCELLANEOUS
Navajos of the immediate region, noticing mc in full uniform, asked
a trader the meaning of it all. The trader, exaggerating slightly, told
them I was from "big Washington" and that the badge meant plenty of authority. Since then I have acquired the title, "Na-asaz-i Binant-ai", which
means, "Chief of the Cliff Dwellers".
*****>t€WM******
Bill seems to be settling into his new job but seems to be turning
up a new difficulty now and then. The latest is some nimble-fingered
and nimble-footed Navajoes who raid his food supply while he is away
from his tent house. With a couple of detached sections, one eight miles
one way and the other fifteen miles in the other direction, Bill just has
to get a little ways from the home base now and then.—F. P.
******SWM******
VV U r A I Kl

By David J . J o n e s , park r a n g e r ,
Tuba Star Route, Flagstaff, Ariz.

Visitors this month, 189; total since October 1, 796.
A total of 184 visitors have registered at this monument for the
past month; it represents only a slight increase for the same month in
the past three years. Most of the visitors since the fifth of May have
visited only the Citadel. Probably the windy and rather disagreeable
weather plus the condition of the road have kept a good many from coming
on over to Wupatki. Personally, I am glad to have an opportunity to get
settled before the summer travel starts.
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GENERAL
After having been at Casa Grande for the winter months, I feel as
though I know a bit more about the backstage work of the Southwestern
Monuments. Wow when they seem to ignore my letters, I will know the
reason why. It is hard for us fellows in the field to realize how much
work they take off our hands. Not only do they havo to worry about us,
but the Washington office and the general public as well. It seems quite
a task to writo a report once a month and include some facts. I don't
know what I would do if I had to make six a month to the Washington office to individuals who are not intimately acquainted with my problems.
It was also my good fortune to sit in on a discussion of the administration of the antituities appropriation. This worries them as much as it
does us. And when I do not get money to stabilize one of the walls at
Wupatki that is supported by only two stones, it is not that I do not need
it, but that some other fellow has a wall supported by only one stone or
none at all.- While I shall probably continue to grumble about being
abused at Headquarters, I shall never consider it seriously.
Clyde Peshlacai was relieved of his duties as caretaker on the fourth
of May. Everything that Clyde could take care of was in good condition.
As Paul Beaubien says, Wupatki really looks clean when Clyde has charge
of it; each room was carefully swept. Just before I left in December,
Clyde saw me repainting some of the signs, and took over the brush while
I was gone. Some of the signs have a Navajo version of some of the letters of the alphabet, but on the whole they are pretty good. He went after
some of the signs along the road which were intended to blend with the
surrounding country. Now at least you can read them. As a matter of
fact, I think that we ought to use wooden signs instead of the enamelled
ones. They would be cheaper, and could be repainted every once in a
while.
On the 10th of the month I sent in a plan for stabilization of
Wupatki. The most pressing matter is the east wall of Room 41, which,
for the last few hundred years, has been supported by four prehistoric
beams. These beams have cracked, and if attention is not givon to it immediately, there will be no wall.
On the afternoon of May 17, Al Huehl and Ranger Beaubien came out.
We looked over the proposed road entrance on the north side of Doney
Crater. If this route is approved, we shall have a wonderful road into
the monument from a scenic standpoint.
While on this survey we noticed several sites which had not been
recorded lay the Museum of Northern Arizona. The next day Walt Taylor,
Flagstaff Teachers College, came out and we looked over these sites more
carefully, and collected plants in that area. While we are doing the
development work in the next few years, we ought to survey all of the
sites on the monument and spot them on a map.
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On May 9 I took a piece of cotton cloth from the north wall of Room
11. It was pretty well covered with dirt and had apparently been overlooked in the excavations.
The monuments in this area ought to get a good deal of publicity from
the Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce. They have employed several young
ladies in Flagstaff to act as "hostesses" and acquaint the visitors with
the scenic areas around Flagstaff.
On May 8 I inspected the trapper's cabin near the Arrowhead
and found that he had left without cleaning up. The cabin is on
property as a result of the recent boundary extension. It is an
to the visitors and will havo to bo cleaned up before the travel
summer begins.

Tank,
monument
eyesore
for the

I noticed a rather peculiar cinder formation about a half mile from
Wupatki the other day. It looks like a very thin lava flow composed
chiefly of cinder which had covered the talus on this hill. One can pick
up any number of pieces of Moencopi Sandstone with this thin coating of
cinder on it. The most logical explanation so far is that the cinder has
been cemented to the talus by lime from the Moencopi formation just above
it. H. E. Rothrock of the Washington office expressed a good deal of
interest in it and wants to hear of the final outcome.
The April issue of the Museum Notes contains a very interesting
article on the solution cracks ("earth cracks") in this area, explaining their formation and what exploration has been done in them.
USE OF MONUMENT FACILITIES BY THE PUBLIC
1938—184; 1937~no data; 1936—166; 1935—125.
At the Citadel 124 visitors registered, as compared to 82 at Wupatki.
Since 22 of these names are on both registers, the travel for this month
is 184, a total of 796 visitors since October 1. It probably does not
represent much of an increase over the same period last year.
One visitor has been camping down at the Exhibit Hogan for the past
two nights.
NEWSWORTHY VISITORS
National Park Service inspections have been made by the following
individuals: Al Kuehl, Jack Haile, H. E. Rothrock, and Paul Beaubien.
In addition, we have enjoyed visits from Mrs. Ann S. Folk, of the
Park Service Advisory Board; Walt Taylor and wife; and Milton Wetherill.
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IMPROVEMENTS AND NEW EQUIPMENT
New equipment for Wupatki includes an Electrolux refrigerator, a
three burner gas stove, one herbarium case, and one steel letter file.
One and one half man days have been expended preparing a filled in
room back of the kitchen for the refrigerator, and one man day cleaning
and repairing the water tank.
NATURE NOTES
Since our arrival on the 14th, we have collected 25 flowring plants,
and have been able to secure blooming dates for most of them.
In addition, we have identified the following birds: Ash-throated
Ply Catcher, Dwarf Cowbird, Say Phoebe, House Finch, White-rumped Shrike,
Poor-will, Western Mocking Bird, Rock Wren, Pinyon Jay, and the Chipping
Sparrow. The loss of our "Birds of New Mexico", by Bailey, through
transfer to White Sands, has restricted our activities considerably. If
Milton Wetherill had not taken the time to come out and help us identify
the birds we would have been able to do very little.
On May 8 I saw a Golden Eagle near Heiser Spring, but as yet have
not beon able to find the ne8t. The one they occupied last year near
the Citadel is empty this year.
At the Citadel on the afternoon of May 9 we saw a very interesting
battle between two bull snakes. There are three of them living in the
walls of Nalakihu. One of them camo upon another while making a promenade
around the ruin. The other one immediately came out of the crack and •
wrapped itself around the other. The battle lasted about five minutes.
The tails were closely entwined and there were two or three coils between
the tails and the heads. Most of the action occurred at the head end.
Each seemed to try to throw a coil around the other' s head. Several times
one would throw the other off and they would start in again. Finally
one of them became tired and mado a dash for a hole in the wall, ending
the fight. Looking around where the snake had been resting, we found
another one within the wall, presumably a female. All during the fight
both snakes were blowing (or hissing).
<
On the road to Leupp the other day we observed an antelope. Mr.
E. C. Wright, who has been trapping here for the past few years, said
that he saw very few of the antelope this year. In 1937, however, he said
there were at least 2,000 head in this area. The heavy snow in the mountains drove them down. Otherwise, they would have been in the area to
the north of Kingman and Ashfork. Wright states that he has seen as many
as 500 in a band down here.
In closing, I would like to say that we enjoyed our visit to the
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Montezuma Castle very much. Now I shall have a better idea what to tell
visitors when they inquire about the finest cliff dwelling in the Southwest. We are looking forward to a visit from the Jacksons in the near
future.

Thanks for the flowers, Davey, we are glad you got to see backstage
around headquarters this winter and know that the boys do keep busy. In
their stride, without letting down on the other work, they put out four
copies of the annual estimates for fiscal year 1940 last week. These
estimates run between four and five hundred pages. Three of these copies
went into the mail and will count as three of the 4,000 pieces of mail wc
will handle this month.
I hope Corky likes that view from her front door, especially at
about sun-set when you can stand out on the roof and see the Hopi and
Navajo Country bathed in red light. It is a great country if you don't
have to ride across it in the saddle.—F. P»
******S1HJ*+****
Vs-ASA

VjRANDE

• >•*••• »_ ..., . .

By A. T. Bicknell, Custodian,
Coolidge, Arizona.

Visitors this month, 2,433; total since October 1, 26,621.
WEATHER
Days clear
___ig
Maximum temperature- 106
Days partly cloudy8
Minimum temperature- 28
Days cloudy - - - - - - - - - 3
Mean maximum temperature - - 92.1
Precipitation - - - - - - - - .00 Mean minimum temperature - - 48.9
Daily temperatures rose steadily until May 15, when the maximum for
the month was reached. Since that time, the average daily temperature has
dropped somewhat, to 92.1, the same as the average for the whole month,
but 4.8 degrees warmer than for the same period last year. The direction
of the prevailing wind has been from the west. No rain during the month,
although both Tucson and Phoenix report heavy showers on May 17.
GENERAL
The total visitor travel to the monument this month was 2,433, a decrease of 256 persons in the number which visited the monument in May,
1937. As some 700, or approximately 25 per cent,of these were members
of special groups and organizations holding picnics at the monument, it
is readily seen that the regular tourist traffic has dropped off markedly
in the past two months, possibly due to the heat, and to numerous dust
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storms during that time.
Travel by states is as follows: Arizona, 1,361 registrations, or 56
per cent of the total; California, 263, nearly 11 per cent of the total.
The states of Texas, Illinois, Oklahoma, New York, Arkansas, Colorado,
Ohio, and Michigan follow in the order named, all showing more than 20
registrations. Four foreign countries are also represented: Germany,
France, Peru, and Mexico.
Ranger David Jones, our recent Benedict, finished his tour of duty
at this monument on May 1, and returned to Wupatki for the summer season
May 2, after some five months here at Casa Grande.
A new addition to the personnel of the Southwestern Monuments is
made by the appointment of D. W. Egermayer as Park Ranger, stationed at
Casa Grande. He, and the H.R.W.P. are very happy to settle down (?)
after five years of being moved from place to place as a CCC foreman,
most of that time being spent on the Coronado National Forest, south of
Tucson.
Custodian Bicknell has been more or less a Custodian-at-large this
past month. Starting April 27, he made a trip to Gallup, to take Ford
U.S.D.I. £1813 and an Eloctrolux refrigerator to Zeke Johnson. The first
night was spent with Paul Beaubien, who took his day off to accompany
Bicknell to Gallup. The second night "was also spent at Walnut Canyon,
and he is indebted to Paul for a very fine trip to Sunset Crater, Wupatki,
and the Museum of Northern Arizona. Returned to Headquarters the 29th,
making a very full day. May 6, Custodian Bicknell and General Mechanic
Stonehocker began moving CCC equipment from SP-ll-A to Headquarters. Returning to Coolidge at 4:00 p. m., they left immediately for Montezuma
Castle to deliver a truck, returning next day by way of Phoenix and South
Mountain Park to pick up several orders and a CCC truck for return to
headquarters. Arrived at Headquarters at 4:00 p. m., May 7, making
another long day. Again, on May 9, 10, and 11, trips to SP-ll-A, for
CCC equipment. Then, on May 19, Bicknell left for Berkeley, California,
to bring back more dioramas for the new museum at Tumacacori. As he has
not yet returned, the probable lack of coherence in the report should
not, in all justice, be attributed to him.
Miss Irene Espinosa, who has been washing and cataloguing pottery
sherds most of the month, reports that she has finished some 30 sacks,
or lots, of the sherds. Also, she washed about 15 pieces of modern pottery.
Mrs. Gipe has been working all month on the restoration of pottery
remains. Twenty pieces were completed, and a good beginning made on
several more; the work being very slow and painstaking, as it is necessary to first clean off the old glue previously used to hold the fragments together, re-cement the sherds, filling in the cracks with plastic,
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and in some cases, even making complete new sections to replace missing
ones, before attempting to restore the original decoration. She reports
that the greatese problem is in the painting, as it is extremely difficult to exactly match the paint shades, as well as to give the proper
appearance of age and fading shown by the o^.gir-al paint. All work that
she and Mrs. Souie, who makes a hobby of por^ery restoration, did this
month has been on the red-on-buff type of pots and plates.
NEWSWORTHY VISITORS
Regional Forester Bill Wirt and Deputy Regional Forester Ward Yeager,
from the Santa Fe office, were Headquarters
visitors May 16- Mr. Brookman,
dquarters visitors
were gues
Park Naturalist fron Ranier, and Mrs. Eroc:zkman
r..:-n vers
p,uests of the Dodges
on the 17th and 18th. Millard Singerman, recently transferred from Headquarters to Petrified Forest, dropped in for a short visit on the 24th.
USE OF MONUMENT FACILITIES BY THE PUBLIC
Total travel:

1938, 2,433; 1937, 2,689; 1936, 2,274.

Of the 2,433 visitors to the monument, 2,232 were contacted on guided
trips through the ruins, the museum, or both. A total of 11,757 minutes
was spent conducting 319 parties through the ruins for an average time of
36.8 minutes. In the museum, 5,353 minutes were spent with 232 parties
for an average time of 23.1 minutes. (See "Casa Grande Visitor Statistics" under the Headquarters division of the Monthly Report.)
A total of 1,122 visitors, composed of 32 separate groups and organizations, made use of the picnic grounds during the month. On May 1,' approximately 160 Masons from Casa Grande, Coolidge, and Florence held
their annual picnic on the monument grounds. May 4,- Mr. James Wells,
Farm Agent of the U. S. Indian Service,and Miss Hart, Home Demonstration
Agent, brought 15 Pima children to the monument. After being shown through
the ruins, they were shown the reel of pottery and basket-making by Junior
Park Naturalist Dodge. May 17, a party of four adults and thirty-seven
eighth grade children from Glendale school had a picnic supper on the
grounds. Phoenix and Tucson Police officers, 200 strong, held their annual
get-together picnic here on May 8. On the 11th, a party of five adult
teachers and eighteen children from the Tempe schools were taken through
the ruins, but never did get to the museum, due to the excitement caused
by one of the younger girls fainting in the west room of the ruins. About
125 men and boys of the Tempe and Glendale Congregations of the Church of
Latter-day Saints arrived about 3:00 p. m. on the 14th, and, after being
conducted through the ruins and museum, held a picnic supper in the camp
ground. May 22, 300 members of B'NAI B'RITH, a Jewish organization represented in both Tucson and Phoenix, held their annual joint picnic here on
the monument grounds. (Note for the Boss: And WHAT a picnic; being alone,
and with this party in addition to the other visitors, plus the injury of
one of the CCC enrollees who had to be sent to SP-6-A, your ranger got a
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real breaking-in.)
NATURE NOTES
The prickly pear near the headquarters door bloomed May 1—five
blossoms appearing between 8:00 and 11:00 a. m. Its neighbor across the
walk, the Arizona Rainbow cactus, Echinocereus rigidissmus bloomed sometime between 8:00 and 10:00 a. m. on May 10. Junior Park Naturalist*'
Dodge, and a visitor, F. Mart, took several still and moving picture
shots of it at noon, and the single blossom was wilted by nightfall.
The Palo Verde treos of this vicinity havo been in bloom all month, and
are still carrying a large proportion of their flowers, but the creosote
bushes, which began flowering last month have all seeded at this time.
This year's brood of young Rough-winged Swallows hatched out May
19, in the nest on the west side of the central room of the ruins; five
birds, this year, and it is interesting to note that the hatching was
just three days later than in 1935, when the last nest was noted. Also,
in the east room, the nest of a Say's Phoebe shows to the visitor three
youngsters, hatched May 23. The owls (young) are showing signs of being
able to do their own hunting by now — for the past two weeks the daily
bringing in of quail and rabbits by the old birds has slowed down, and
at this time, apparently ceased altogether.
Five rattlers reported during the month, killed down near the canal
by the CCC boys. Also, two Gila Monsters were brought into the naturalist
office during the month.
BIRD NOTES FROM CASA GRANDE

By G. Gilbert Philp.

Bird notes for Casa Grande could easily run into pages for this
month, but space will not permit much elaboration. So I shall mention
only the highlights.
Of outstanding interest during the past four weeks are observations made at nesting sites. A Western Mourning Dove, after being disturbed, was found to approach the nest on foot. This, of course, might
possibly only be the case while an intruder was close at hand. At any
rate, the bird must have realized how much more conspicuous it would be
by returning in the customary manner. This should be substantial enough
evidence, for those that doubt a bird's ability to reason.
While daily observing birds, one cannot help noticing that each
has his own idiosyncrasies. For example, a bird's manner at his nest.
Some are bold, some are shy. I don't believe the presence of an elephant would keep the tiny Gnatcatcher from its young. While again, a
Crissal Thrasher might remain hidden indefinitely and no amount of tramping about would bring the bird out of hiding.
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With few exceptions, I have found that the smaller the bird, the
more forward and fearless he is. What governs this is hard to say.
Perhaps the smaller species have learned that,due to their size, they
ze that
are overlooked by most. Or maybe they realise
that their
tb'iiv shading
shading blends •
in better with tho chosen environment a The
The hawks
'i&wks and
and other
orhor large
3arge members
pay dearly if they become overconfident. Conspicuous size seems to be a
distinct disadvantage insofar as birds* relation to man is concerned.
The word "always" should be avoided when speaking of nature. The
Texas Mghthawk is nearly always seen perched lengthwise upon a limb,
for the obvious reason that when in this position, he
he appears to be part
x
of the tree. However, during the past mo:i
h, both Matt
JNTatt and I have on
nth,
s bird to be sit
three occasions, noticed this
pitting across
io.-o.sr- the limb, which
is contrary to most matter published on the subject.
The Texas Mghthawk is quite an agressive and combative fellow. On
numerous occasions, I have seen the male react very much the same as
the Western Kingbird toward hawks and owls. Hovr;vo->,
ever these two differ
in that the nighthawk will even drive its own ki;id
iror. the vicinity,
nd from
vi
while the kingbird wages war mainly upon the birnr;
o.c prey
prey. A short time
ds of
ago, a pair of nighthawks were seen pursuing two ravens
ravens that happened to
be passing over. No time was lost by the larger birds
M r Is in evacuating.
The nighthavrks were by far the more agile, which is
ic to
to be expected—they
capture the most elusive of insects.
le
Although the White-crowned Sparrows are hot plentiful,
they have to
t been
some extent replaced the Gambol's, which have not
boon see
seen for more
than two weeks. However, the White-crowned will very likely leave soon,
for he breeds in the higher zones. The Western Chipping and Brewer's
Sparrows have also departed for the higher regions.

During the past two weeks, the only two Warblers I have recorded
upon the monument are the Lucy's and the Pileolated.
Those birds which are incubating or tending young at date of writing
are: Arizona Verdin, Crissal Thrasher, Ash-throated Flycatcher, Say's
Phoebe (nest in Ruins), Cactus Wren (picnic ramada), House Finch, English
Sparrow, and numerous Mourning Doves.
The addition of the following birds for the month of May brings our
check list total for Casa Grande to 70 species and sub-speciest
Dove, Western White-winged- - Hawk, Western Red-tailed- - - Hawk, Sv/ainson's- - - - - - - Kingbird, Arkansas- - - - - - Oriole, Bullock's - - - - - - Pyrrhuloxia - - - - - - - - - Swallow, Barn - - - - - - - - - SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS

-Melopelia a. mearnsi
-Buteo b. calurus
-Buteo swainsoni
-Tyrannus verticalis
-Icterus bullocki
-Pyrrhuloxia s. sinuata
-Hirundo erythrogaster
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Swallow, Cliff
Swallow, Violet-green
Warbler, Lucy's
Warbler, yellow

Petrochelidon a albifrons
Tachycineta t. lepida
Veraivorn luciae
Dendroica aestiva
•-n-en'h-oisa
aostiva

m

ATIONAL MONUMENT
BIRD NOTES PROM ORGAN PIPE CACTUS HMJCi'«Ji
WXM.-JLTF2 By
J?J- G. Gilbert Philp.

Our trip through this monument was not made for tho sole purpose of
studying birds. We remained neither long enough nor covered enough of
the 330..670 acres to get more than a vague' idea as to the Ava-fauna therein.
However, we encountered a vast variety of birds for such arid, hot
country. This, of course, is due
Monument' ;•.close
closeassoc
association with
e to the Monument's
the Gulf—a commonly used migration
: mt=> This
Vhin check
SXKX-'<li
list would be conation route.
siderably shorter had it not been
at thfa
tl.ne of
c' year
ycai vhsn
een at
the time
whe migration was
in progress. In the dry washes, whora
tho mesquite
;nesquiv,e trees
trots were well loafed
here the
out, we found most of the birds, A short distance
difctaV-oo to
to the
tho north, in the
Growler Mountains, a gap fro-.mi the pu.in
opened into
into the valley where Bate's
plain opened
Well is located. Here vre found
toe Chipping
Chipping Sparrow,
Spa J rev,Lawrence's
Lawrence'sGo
Goldfinch,
und the
Phainopeplas, Pyrrhuloxia, Violsx-greera
C-^IIOWG. and
a.'.,' Lazuli
LazuVi.Bunting
Bunting. Other
olet-green Swallows,
birds were usually found near washe3 where trees grew
grew to
to affor
afford some shade.
Away from such places, birds were few.
•
•. • •
The most unexpected find was an Olive-backed Thrush
Thrush—of course, a
migrant on his way to a more northerly breeding ground.
round
A complete list of birds encountered at Organ Ripe from May 12 to
13, 1938, inclusive is:
Dove, White-winger
Flycatcher, Ash-throated
Vireo, Least
Thrasher, Palmer's
Vulture, Turkey
Cardinal, Arizona
Quail, Gambel's
Pewee, Western Wood
Poor-will, Nuttall's (some doubt
as to sub-species)
Bunting, Lazuli
Pyrrhuloxia, Arizona
Kingbird, Western
Thrush, Olive-backed
Hawk, 'Western Red-tailed
Finch, House
Hawk, Desert Sparrow
Warbler, Pileolated.

SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS

Gnatcatcher, Plumbeous
Dove, Western Mourning (one)
Flicker, Red-shafted
Phainopepla
Wren, Cactus
Raven
Warbler, Townsend's
Flycatcher, Least
Swallow, Violet-green
Sparrow, Western Chipping
Goldfinch, Lawrence's
Woodpecker, Gila
Oriole, Arizona Hooded
Towhee, Abert's
Wren, Canyon
Sparrow, English
Cowbird, Bronzed
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CASA GRANDE CCC SIDE CAMP
The outside plastering of the Shop, Job No. 50, was completed this
mohth, and seems to be holding up well, no cracks having developed under
temperatures of over 100 degrees. Sixty-two man-days were expended on
this project.
Construction on the Warehouse, Job No. 51, has been resumed, and it
is almost ready for the roof. Man-days put in on this job amounted to
146.
One hundred twenty-one man days were charged to Job No. 53, Guide
and Contact Y/ork. Enrollees Holt, Rodgers, and Coyle still are acting
as guides at the Casa Grande Monument, while Frank Morales is helping
out, temporarily, with the headquarters work. Toddy Savage was transferred from Guide to Shop Helper's work on May 2.
Job No. 54, Cleanup, took up 52 man-days this month. This includes
work around the camp and over the monument grounds in general.
As the construction crew was running short on adobes, a few more
were made up during the month, whenever men could readily be spared from
other work. A total of 16 man-days was charged to this vrorlc, Job No. 55.
Chaplain Probert held services in camp the evening of April 27th.
He returned on May 8, when he held a Mother's Day service here.
Safety meetings have been held at the camp on Thursday evening of
each week. Attended by all enrollees not in classes.
The camp was inspected as follows:
April 27
April 28
May
May
May
May
May

1
3
12
14
18

May 20
May 25

Captain Harvey, SP-6-A.
Project Superintendent Stevenson and Educational
Advisor Beatty.
Lieutenant Wilson and Colonel Wilson. (NM-2-A)
Captain Tway, Sub-district Commander.
Captain Harvey, SP-6-A.
Educational Advisor Beatty.
Acting Project Superintendent Knagge; again on
May 20.
Major Hildring, Commanding Officer, Arizona
District, CCC.
Captain Harvey, SP-6-A.

One reportable accident occurred during the month. Enrollee F.
Garcia received a slight cut on his thumb May 18. By the 22nd, in spite
of the first aid treatment received at camp, a serious enough infection
had developed that it was thought wise to send him to Camp SP-6-A for
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treatment. From there he was sent to St. Llary's Hospital in Tucson, where
he is now recovering.
******SHM******
Don is getting pretty well broken in and really wrote most of this
report, Al being absent on a trip to Berkeley with a truck for' Tumacacori
Museum exhibits.
All, by the way, had considerable trouble with his truck, having,
among other things, to put a tomato can into one of his bearings as a
shim, change the gas line, and work over the carbureter. Of course,
he brought her in all right, arriving between twelve and one a. m. and
coming into my room to report that he would pull out for Tumacacori about
five, a. m., so he could unload and get back that night so he could go
to work Sunday morning on his own job. These are just side lights on
"How to Be a Custodian".—F. P.
* * * * * •S'HM** * * * *
\A/LJITC

VVnilt

^AMH^
jr\IMUJ

^

Toin C h a r l e s

> Custodian,
Alamogordo, New Mexico.

Visitors this month, 7,452; total since October 1, 46,549.
This is another top month for the Great White Sands. With the exception of losing Jim Felton and Margaret, it looks like this month is
about all right. I presume we should count Jim's transfer to Fort Jefferson among the blessings too, for it is a nice promotion for a worthy
couple. But we will miss them.
I was especially glad, Boss, to have you come over to see us; to
direct the finishing touches to the picture which you and Hugh and
Chuck and some of the others drew in your minds some four years ago as
we all stood on the edge of the desert and speculated whether or not we
could ever count on 100 cars of visitors a day. Well, they are here.
And the Randeaus, the Maiers, the Tolsons, and Cammerers, and the whole
Park Service group have thrown in with us and builded the plant to fit
the crowd. I have not found a Park Service official yet who has not
acclaimed this headquarters to be the equal of the best in the Service.
So you see where they have put us—look at the standard that we have to
live up to. So come over as often as you can; we will need your friendly
counsel.
Anyway, I do not believe you Bosses know how much we field men get
out of your occasional visits. It is all unconscious to you that in
your regular conversation your attitude, your criticisms, your suggestions are moulding the policy of the park. For instance, I am sure that
Assistant Director Tolson can never know how deeply his words touched my
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very soul when, in discussing the prospect of having shade in the Heart
of the Sands, he said, "I base my judgment on what I would want if I
were in the visitor's place." It is the simple application of the closing sentences of the Sermon on the Mount; "Therefore all things, whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them; for
this is the law and the prophets." To us newcomers in the Park Service,
such sentiment gives us a firm foundation. Things may go a little wrong
at times, disgust may bubble up within us, but why worry? If that is the
foundation on which the Park Service is founded, it is bound to come out
right. And if Assistant Director Tolson hadn't done anything else for
the White Sands and for me, that one expression was worth the trip. So
come "-when you can, Boss, It may be kind of hard on you, but it does a
world of good for us.
Did you get that count of Jim Felton's? You know, Jim has always
accused me of being the best counter, in the Southwestern Monuments, except possibly one or two whom he did not hesitate to name and in whose
class I am proud to be. But both last month and this one Jim has even
out-counted me. Think of it, 10,700 visitors last month and 7,452 this
monthI Well, it is my firm conviction that Jim didn't overdo it a
single one. They were all there and if he was wrong, he was a few
short. But we will never get an accurate count here until' we get
the electric counter. Anyway it is just good business, Boss, when you
can set up $400 to $500 to do the work of three men each day. Let's
strain a point and get that counter.
Another pleasing experience this month was having Jack Diehl over
here taking elevations on the proposed pipe line from Dog Canyon. It
looks like that water is the only satisfactory source that wo have in
sight. For 31 years I have watched the ranchers hunt for potable water
out in the vicinity of the Sands and they have never found it; so, to
my mind, it is hardly reasonable to believe that the Park Service will
find it either. On the other hand, Dog Canyon has furnished a constant
supply of good water for the past 50 years and it is only reasonable to
believe that it will continue. It is my belief that the Dog Canyon
water is the solution of our water troubles at the Sands.
We are also glad that Dale King or some of the museum boys are to
be here soon for it looks now that the museum is not going to drag any,
it will be right up on a par with the rest of the headquarters plant.
The publicity department is not dragging either. This month the
Rock Island Railroad has started a sweel White Sands window display on
its journey from ticket office to ticket office, through Chicago, St.
Louis, Minneapolis, and on along the line. It started in the downtown
office in the Loop in Chicago, with a window full of White Sand, backed
with a dozen of George Grant's pictures of the Sand enlarged to 8 x 10,
some of the desert cacti, and a few highly colored shards of Indian
pottery. Mr. Wooten, in charge of Rock Island tours says, "You can
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look out of the window almost any time and see hundreds of people intensely interested in the exhibit". The annual Travel Number of the
Monitor, a striking trade journal of the Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph company,featured national parks and monuments this month, running outstanding pictures of nine national parks and 15 national forests
and monuments. And, believe it or not, Boss, the Great White Sands drew
the front cover, a full page. It was one of Joe Bursey*s pictures with
beautiful dunes, clouds, mountains, ripples, and four high school girls
in the foreground.
White Sands is also blooming out with a windshield sticker. It is
made from a pen drawing of the Sands, the San Andres Mountains, showing
the recumbent form of St. Andrews, from whan] the range gets its name,
the headquarters in the foreground, and across the sky the words, "White
Sands".
With all this and the prospect of almost immediate construction of
the remaining unfinished stretch of Federal Highway No. 70 along the
Sands I am sure that you will agree with us that we are doing very well.
******SWM******
By James B. Felton, park ranger,
Alamogordo, New Mexico.
TRAVEL
Visitors to the White Sands came in steady numbers all through the
month. More visited us on the days in the week than in any month since
last fall. There seem to be a few more people going east than west.
Most of the visitors encountered by the ranger were of the type we used
to have at Petrified Forest during the heavy travel season. They were
usually out-of-state people, many of whom are planning to visit other
National Park areas.
"Weekenders" were as numerous as ever, but they came at all hours
of the night, so getting an accurate count of them was rather difficult.
Our figures show that we counted 877 cars and busses with 3,726 people.
Highway 70 provided a contact for as many people as ever, so if we
double our check count for these and tho "night owls", the total travel
for May would be 7,452 visitors in 1,754 vehicles.
CONSTRUCTION
Other than the drainage ditch project, all work by the RD was
confined to finishing jobs started earlier in the year. About 25 per
cent of the drainage canal is finished* Plastering in the Utility Area
was completed. Our Oil and Gas House La ready for use. Barrel racks
and shelves in this unit are in place. Wiring of the buildings is all
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done and 50 per cent of the service fixtures are placed. The air compressor has been installed in the Oil House but the proper fittings to
connect this machine with the outside hose have not been ob'"6ainedW*Plaris*
call for another work bench in the garage* However, there are no windows
in this structure so it seems rather useless to add this bench. Other
than making this addition, our garage is reidy for use.
Residence $2 received some attention since my last report. The
ed topped concrete finish. The
living room floor has been laid with a rod
work was very well done and in the opinion
of the
tho writer,
will be much
ion of
write
easior to keep than the tile floors. The
boys
ilooring
the
bedrooms ran
e
floo
re g03n<»
going to have another long
short of oak again, so it looks as if we ara
period to wait before reporting all the floors
i/i t
the house finished.
oors in
After plastering the bath and a few places where the wind blew, the residence will be ready for paint.
Finishing touches are still being applied to our Museum-Administraruct
tion Building. Flagging the patio of this structure
we.3 once started,
but the limestone rocks used were so rough it T?ae decided
tc subst
substitute
ided to
sandstone from the San Andreas Mountains, 40 miles distant. The job now
remains at a standstill, as none of the project trucks can be spared to
haul now flagging material.
MUSEUM

. •• I

Mr. S. L. Gibbons of Remington Rand, Inc., spent May 18 and 19
supervising the assembling of our museum cases. They are beautiful
to behold, with very narrow aluminum frames which give the maximum in
visibility. Leveling up tho cases on uneven floors gave some difficulty. This was especially true of the large cases. Our expert recommended pouring a two-inch concrete base which would be perfectly level
for these two cases.
•• . ... «* ,_.„ . . •
Space for nine of ten cases was found in the two exhibit rooms. The
naturalist staff may be able to make another arrangement that will in-»
elude the tenth case. When the fixtures were ordered, someone evidently
thought about a diorama of our Dog Canyon Indian fight. From the size
of the two cases they must have figured on using real live Apaches. Perhaps we could make soldiers out of the Park Rangers.
WEATHER
May 3 announced our worst dust storm of the season. All work on
the project was halted at noon. However, during the last month we have
only had three days when the wind made travel conditions unpleasant.
Thunder showers have threatened to soak the monument on several occasions, but only made good on May 9, when nearly a half inch of rain
fell in 45 minutes.
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ROADS
They are somewhat improved over last month. Sone of the kinks in
the unpaved section of the monument highway have been ironed out. Clay
which is pretty well mixed with white sand was removed from the turnaround area, then relaid on the worst curves. This mixture seems to
hold the moisture and packs hard enough to give us a firm roadbed on
some of the loose sandy turns. We appreciated the loan of several
laborers from the project that made this improvement possible.
Highway 70 from the overpass on the east to the monument boundary
is being paved. From the progress made by the contractor in the past
10 days, three weeks more should see the job completed. In the meantime,
travel to Alamogordo has been routed over the old road. As far as the
county line toward the west, Highway 70 is better, but from this point
to Organ Pass there are many large chuck holes.
GENERAL
Other than my being a bachelor most of the month everything is
normal. On May 6 an official trip was made to El Paso to exchange gas
water heater thermostats with the Crane Company. Our trouble with this
gadget is now solved. While in the city the ranger conferred with Mr.
Chrysler of Momsen-Dunnegan-Ryan about the failure of our gas stoves to
operate correctly. They promised to send a service man out to correct
our trouble. The matter has been taken up with them again by letter in
the past week.
As you will note from our list of special visitors, the Monument
served as a playground for many school parties. Special trips for the
graduates of both grade school and high schools are traditional in the
West. Nearly all the schools came seeking recreation; ball games,
rolling down the sand hills, surf boarding, and picnic lunches seem to
be main attractions.
SPECIAL VISITORS
Austin High School Senior Class, 245 students and teachers, from
El Paso, Texas.
Farwell High School, Biology Class, 35 in party: Farwell, Texas.
New Mexico School of Mines, Socorro. Dr. Needham in charge.
Twenty-three students.
Bowie High School, Senior Class, El Paso, Texas. Forty in group.
Deming High School, Senior Class, 51 students, from Deming, New
Mexico.
Eunice High School, Junior and Senior Classes, 65 in two parties,
from Eunice, New Mexico.
Mesilla Public Schools, 95 grade school children, from Mesilla,
New Mexico.
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WHITE SANDS (CONT.)
Forty grade school children from Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Junior and Senior Classes, Alamogordo High School, 75 in party.
Twenty-five children from the Whiteface Public Schools camped overnight in the monument on May 13.
Dr. Osgood, of the Field Museum, Mr. Nichols, and Mr. Gorham are
camping at Adobe Walls. They expect to spend at least ten days trying
to catch some of our white meadow mice.
PARK SERVICE VISITORS
April 25. Dr. Gould spent the day in the Alkali Lake flats guided
by the ranger.
April 27. Mr. Lyle Bennett and Mr. V. L. Randeau, of the Regional
office.
May 7. Mr. Dorr Yoager and Junior Park Archeologist Charlie Steen.
May 13. Architect Cecil Doty, of the Regional office.
******SW******
Heedless to say, we all had a grand meeting at White Sands last
week and think we did quite a bit of good. Tom and Jim have a great
headquarters lay-out and it is too bad that Jim and Margaret are moving
away to greener fields just as the new buildings are ready to go into
use. Taking it bye and large, it is one of the prettiest jobs we have
in the whole Southwest and although it was necessarily slow in the construction and more expensive than a contract job, I believe Johnnie has
given us a real job and we are all very proud of it.
It seems to me that Mr. Tolson came along and put his finger on
the solution of the picnic ground difficulties at White Sands. It is
pretty clear, after two or three year's operation of the road, that the
tourist wants to picnic out in the Sands and not on the edge of them.
It is also clear that he wants some shade in which to picnic. I was
quite sure, in my own mind, that ramadas, or brush shades, were not the
answer. I had hung the problem up .in the corner, waiting for the lightning to strike, and here Mr. Tolson camo along with the answer.—F« P.
*****46WM***%**

By

CANYON DE CHELLY

S^/ES^*8""'

Visitors this month, 193; total since October 1, 542.
If every month were on an equal with May of this year, I would be
a very busy man in addition to having a grand time. There has not been
a dull moment, and with all that I have lined up for the balance of the
month,what is to come will be on a par with what has past. Visitors
have been quite frequent; we have had visits from two departments of
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the Regional office, and with the next few days bringing us a couple of
temporary rangers, de Chelly is ready to start the season with a bang.
Early in May a survey was made of both "The YJhite House", in de
Chelly and "Antelope House" in deiMuerto, with protection of ruins in
mind. Both are in need of some protection and it is fortunate that we
are able to give them the protection we can. It was early for car travel
and it was necessary to visit del Muerto horse back. I walked down the
trail and visited the White House. I guess it is fortunate that I did,
or I might not be here to tell the tale. I am a little old for horsebacking.
Only a few days after this survey we had the opportunity of using
some heavy equipment belonging to the CCC camp here and your office was
gracious enough to allov: us to dig out of the hole this house has always
been in. The entire first impression is different and with the other
work that is being done, I feel suro that the visitor will be much more
impressed than before. We have altered the road somewhat in the leveling process and this change tends to direct visitors toward the office,
and gives us better patrol protection.
The leveling was just finished when we had the pleasure of a visit
from Jack Diehl, in whose company I went over many of the problems that
I thought were of some bothor. This was my first chance to really go
over any problems with Mr. Diehl, and I wish I might do it more often.
He not only solves your problems in a most satisfactory manner, but is
roally an inspiration. I know that I was able to look at things in a
much better light and with considerably more calm after his visit than
before. The sewer, wator, roads, and everything I could possibly think
of was presonted to him, and while we were still in the process of going
over these features, who should drive in but Chuck Richey. We included
Chuck in the session and with two men on the ground I had a grand time.
With Chuck and Diehl, we made an inspection of the road between here and
the White House, and a little after lunch Mr. Diehl departed and Chuck
and I took up the plastering of the residence. In locating, or attempting to locate, some white earth, we were driving most unconcornedly along
a dry arroyo bed, viewing the banks for suitable material when just instantly wo dropped into the softest muck I have encountered in this section. I have had dozens of cars stuck in the canyons, but this waB just
impossible to dig out. With the stack of boards which I carry for just
such cases, we were helpless. So while it was not dangerous from the
standpoint of losing the car, the harder we attempted to dig out,the
more complicated we made the situation. Giving up in despair, Chuck
and I walked a couple of miles to the CCC camp, routed out a couple of
tho obliging membors and with a wrecker and a winch they fished us out
with the grcatost of ease. While Chuck did not actually mention this,
Boss, I am suro that I got him home sooner and did not walk him nearly
as far as when a Party, Frank Pinkley, Isabelle Story, Ruth Richey, etc.,
were stuck in one of our arroyos. By the *ay; it was the same wash, but
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lower down that I did the trick. We will cure Chuck of going into that
particular wash in de Chelly after another time or two. Anyway, it did
not stop Chuck Richey. He was up again after supper and we worked on
matters for the following day until midnight. The day following, Chuck
was just one of the laboring men. With a trowel, hammer, and what other
tools he could muster, he really put the elements to shame when it came
to tearing down the walls of the house. Loose plaster was knocked off,
holes patched, and mixtures of bitudobe dotted all over the side of the
house. I was somewhat skeptical of the results and think Chuck was a
little disappointed in me for my attitude, but it was only a short time
until he won mo over. The stuff turns water like a duck's back, and is
seemingly as hard as a brick. If it will not disintegrate rapidly,and I
see no reason why it should, I think we really have our wall problem
solved. Wo are fortunate enough too to be able to give it two coats,
using lime in the under coat, and a thin plaster coat in a darker color
than the lime produces. After a week the work is moving along rather
slowly but thoroughly and I am well pleased with the result. A couple
more weeks will complete this and other little odds and ends, making our
unit much more complete in many respects. We erected a flag pole and,
of course, the flag always helps in attempting to locate a Government
station.
Visitors have been quite numerous. One hundred ninty-three for the
month and, too, this month we are going up the Canyons on the fifteenth,
a month sooner than last year. Already the Canyons are drying out until
it is hard for the ordinary tires to travel the dry sands. When the canyon trips start, the rim trips drop off, unless it is the first look out,
and here, again, the matter of contacts has me worried. The possible
contacts are still there, but with the Canyons passable are not generally
used. While the only percentage that worries me is the percentage of
satisfied and informed visitors I release, my percentage of contact,
based on possible stations, is going to be down considerably.
Regular inspections were made in addition to a couple of special
ones. Several trips to town were made for supplies and materials. Much
favorable publicity was given us in the May 8 edition of the Kansas
City Star. The pictures and article were both much appreciated. A week
to the day from the time the article appeared in the Star, we had a
visitor here from Kansas City. He was starting to the coast the day
after the article appeared and re-routed through de Chelly because of it.
A couple of letters have been forwarded from the Washington office, requesting information as a result of the article, and I have a couple of
other letters from different parts of the country mentioning the story
and asking for information.
The Soil Conservation Service has fenced the planting and if no
severe floods occur this summer it should be a wonderful addition. The
fence makes our entrance into the canyon a little more difficult, but I
feel the advantages gained offset the disadvantages. This Service plans,
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too, according to Mr. Fife, who called on us yesterday, to do some piling
at the point in front of the 'White House where it is so hard to hold a
fence. I will be glad to see this done, as it will, if anything will,
protect that bank from washing.
The concession has dressed up fit to kill this month. A new plaster
coat, redecorating all the interior of the dude rooms in addition to
their own home, and with future improvements they plan,the whole unit
here will be very pleasing to the visitor. First impressions are worth
a lot, and the place should certainly look bettor now.
******SWM ******
It is certainly to be hoped that the new bitumuls finish will be
permanent on the Canyon de Chelly house. As we recall it, we protested
the adobe finish on the outside of that house as being unstable, but
were told by the Branch of Plans and Design that it would take only
three or four days work per year to keep it in good condition. Make that
hundred-dollar limitation we gave you do the job if you possibly can,
Johmri.llj because we are going to be pinching pennies before the end of
June.—F. P.
******STflM******
IU n

I \~)

By Thomas B. Onstott, park ranger,
Roosevelt, Arizona.

Visitors this month, 295; total since October 1, 3,847.
Taking the month as a whole, I believe it has been one of the coolest Mays yet. However, this did not seem to encourage the tourist to
travel, and the number of visitors is still far short of last year.
As the month was devoted mostly to repair of the trail and to cleanup, it is probably just as well that the place was not over-run with
visitorsThree official trips were made to Globe: one to pick up an express
package which turned out to be the Snaketown Report for the budding young
library here (thanks to Gila Pueblo); the other two trips were to return
empty gasoline drums that have been collecting here for some time.
The other day, some men were digging a sewer at the Water User1s
Canal camp and dug up several prehistoric pots. Some of the pieces
came out whole and disappeared, but the canal superintendent very kindly
got what pots he could and turned them over to the monument. There were
two Roosevelt black on white pieces—one bowl and one jar—and a large
Gila red bowl. All needed mending, and I hope that I can get this done
before I leave hero.
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The total visitors for this month was 295 in 93 automobiles.
The senior class from Hondo High School, Hondo, New Mexico, stopped
in for a while yesterday on their way to Grand Canyon. They had to admit
that this country up here is as pretty as Hew Mexico.
Although there was terrific competition from large swarms of gnats,
I think that the trail profited by my efforts and the ranger here this
summer should have little trouble repairing it after rains. Well, anyhow,
good luck to him, whoever ho will be.
******SWM*». ** **
Tontc was down in its travel for the month; 295 this year as against
413, 365, and 393 for former years. There seems to be a general quieting
of travel through the district and Tommie is having his share of it.—F.p.
******SWM******

V-HACO

V-AN Y O N

By Lewis T. McKinney, custodian,
Chaco Canyon, Hew Mexico.

Visitors this month, 851; total since October 1, 3,068.
The roads in both directions have been pretty fair this month
except for the sandhill north of Pueblo Bonito. This lias been in bad
shape for the last six or eight weeks. The road leading from Highway
55 through Chaco Canyon National Monument to Crovmpoint, Hew Mexico,
seems to be the road that no one wants or is interested in aaough to
repair. It is also a road everyone wants to use.
This month I have placed new signs on the road every five miles
all the way to Thoreau to Highway 66, also from Bonito north to Highway
55. I have placod 10-mile markers on Highway 55 to Aztec. This makes
a total of 22 markers we have painted and placed along the approach roads
this month.
WEATHER
We have had pretty fair weather this month, except for a few stiff
west winds* On May 6 we had 5g- inches of snow and also a little rain
on the same date. Total precipitation on this date was .28 inch. On
April 26 we had .03 inch and on April 29 .02 inch. This makes a total
of .33 since my last report.
The maximum temperature this month was 86 degrees; minimum was 22
degrees.
We have had five cloudy days this month, eleven partly cloudy, and
the balance clear. On six days since the 23rd of April we have had
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stiff wind.
NEWSWORTHY VISITORS
On May 2 Mr. and Mrs. A.
monument, spending the entire
ing the cliff trip. They had
Reimans were very interesting
H.C.W.P. and myself.

Reiman, of Denmark, were visitors at the
day viewing several of the ruins and maklunch with the Custodian and family. The
people, and were certainly enjoyed by the

Mr. 0. L. Downing, county agent of McKinley County, and Mr. E. C.
Hollinger, from New Mexico State College, were more or less official
visitors to the monument,as they were looking over the range conditions
with some of the Soil Conservation Service officials.
On the lucky date, Friday 13, Lydia H. Rippey, senior sponsor, and
Leona Thomas, junior sponsor of Aztec High School, accompanied by 52
juniors, seniors, and others from Aztec, spent the day in Chaco Canyon.
On May 10, Florence Clark, Home Economics teacher of Crownpoint and
other schools within Crownpoint District, was a monument visitor, bringing with her 22 of her Navajo students. They spent the day in the monument having lunch on the picnic grounds.
On May 22 a group of seniors from Forsan High School at Forsan,
Texas, accompanied by their principal, Mr. Martin, arrived at Chaco
Canyon. They spent the night here and most of May 23 viewing several
of the ruins and climbing the prehistoric stairways in the canyon. Mr.
Martin takes his seniors on a trip each year. This year he planned to
visit Chaco Canyon National Monument, Laguna Reservation, Painted Desert,
Petrified Forest, Elephant Butte Dam, Walnut Canyon, Grand Canyon, Bryce
and Zion Canyons, Boulder Dam, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Catalina Island,
and San Diego, returning home by Yuma, Phoenix, Coolidge Dam, El Paso,
and Juarez.
Scout Master Herbert and Mrs. Herbert, Den Mother, were monument
visitors this month, accompanied by seven of the Cub Scouts. They spent
the entire day here in the Chaco, viewing several of the wonderful ruins
and climbing many of the prehistoric stairways. The H.C.W.P. and the Den
Mother prepared lunch for them while wo were out climbing the mesa behind
Bonito. We all had lunch together, and I'm telling you those little guys
were certainly hungry after coming 64 miles and then climbing the mesa
just before lunch. Our son, Lewis T. Jr., has been a member of the Cub
Scouts for several months. We are very proud of him and his scout work,
and ho is very proud to be a member of that group. They plan to make a
two week trip this summer and we hope to have them in Chaco for a couple
of days.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Firman, of Los Angeles, were monument visitors
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this month. Mr. Firman is commercial agent for the St. Louis Southwestern Railway Lines.
Dr. Herbert E. Bolton, of the University of California, and a member
of the Park Service Advisory Board, accompanied by William R. Hogan, of
our Regional office at Santa Fe, made a short visit to the monument May
15.
Judge William E. Muse, Dallas, Texas, was the most interesting
visitor to talk with that I have ever met. Judge Muse states that he
has been to every foreign country and was a visitor at the official
opening of King Tut's tomb. Judge Muse states that Methuselah may have
lived over 900 years, but he has already lived a thousand during his
part of a lifetime.
Mr* Sydney H. Ball, of New York City, was a monument visitor this
month, accompanied by Glen W. Atterbury and W. R. LfcHeuzin. Mr. Ball
is consulting engineer for several of the diamond mines of South Africa.
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE VISITORS
Paul Phillips, W. W. Morris, A. E. Borrell, R. V. Compton, W. N.
Stebbins, A. N. Jenson, W. R. McKinney, L. A. Hill, Mr. Younp, Bob
Frazer, Mr. and Mrs. McGinnis and son, C. J. McCash, F. D. Matthews,
Dell G. Shockley, A. Fife, Mr. and Mrs. A» J. Dickson and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Campbell and two sons, Mr. and Mrs. John Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Biffel Morris and daughter, Merrill Strong, 0. Emil Giannia,
E. J. Carpenter, F. G. Renner, and E. Jutz.
OFFICIAL VISITORS OF HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Mr. H. D. Simmons, sanitarian of McKinley and San Juan Counties,
accompanied by his wife and two sons, and Miss V. Mayer, County Nurse
of San Juan County, visited Chaco Canyon this month. They inspected
sanitary conditions and gave typhoid shots to a number of children in
the canyon.
OFFICIAL NATIONAL PARK SERVICE VISITORS
Mr. Jack Diehl, Regional Engineer, from the Regional office at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Mr. William R. Hogan, from our Regional office,
were official Park Service visitors this month. (L'r. Hogan was also
mentioned in the newsworthy visitors).
PERSONNEL
Andrew J. Lavender (Jack) entered on duty as guide April 23 and
worked until May 15. Ranger Homer F. Hastings and family arrived in
Chaco on May 15 where he took up his duties as Ranger-Historian on May
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16. Ranger Hastings and family are occupying as quarters the two rooms
we have reserved at the trading post. Ranger Hastings has been identifying plants collected here in the monument while he attended school at
Western State College, Gunnison, Colorado. He will attach a report of
the different plants he has identified.
VISITORS
There were 851 visitors this month coming from the following 22
states and from Dcnmark: Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois,
Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, Montana,
Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
South Dakota, Texas, Virginia, and Washington, D. C. The count of cars,
trucks, and busses totals 275.
THREATENING ROCK

(BRACED ROCK. PROPPED ROCK)

West end
___
Center
East end- - - - - - - - - - -

_ _ _
—

_ -3 i/i6 inch.
- - 3 6/l6 inch.
- - - - - 3 5/16 inch.

KELP I

A LETTER

From Carolie IIcKinney.

I am very pleased to become a member of the big happy family of
yours in the Southwestern Monuments. I hope I can do my part by operating a bird banding sub-station in the Chaco, the grandest place in the
Southwest. I have my bands, manual, a copy of "Birds of New Mexico", and
a couple of traps. As soon as I get my permit from the Biological Survey,
I will start to work.
I certainly want to thank you, Boss, also Mr. King and Mr. Dodge,
for the splendid help you've given mo in starting my bird banding work.
I would certainly appreciate any help or suggestions Betty Jackson or
any other of the H.C.W.P. Clan could give me in this work.
Following are the birds I have seen in the Canyon this month:
Northern Shrike
Gambel Sparrow
English Sparrow
Western Lark Sparrow
Western Mocking Bird
Broad Tailed Humming Bird
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Ashy Ruby-crowned Kinglet
Desert Black-throated Sparrow
Canyon Wren, Rock Wren
Canyon Towhee
Nevada Red Wing
Scaled Quail
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We are certainly glad to hear fron Carolie and will be mighty glad
to get her bird records from the Chaco. I think Betty will be there with
the help if you have any definite problem to put up to her, but as for
general instruction on bird banding; there is not much to be said outside
the printed instructions. You just begin, and then you will find there
are some things you don't know, then you send out the S.O.S. call and
Betty or these boys at headquarters, or some one else will come to your
aid.—F. P.
*#****SWM******
IVIOBILE

UNIT

By Gordon Vivian, foreman,
Chaco Canyon, New Mexico.

In the four-week period since our last narrative report, we have
expended 344 man days, divided as follows among five jobs:
(1016
(1016
(1016
(1016
(1016

- l) Drain plaza and rooms- - - - - - 3) Repair concrete capping- - - - - 4) Wall support, Bonito - - - - - - 5) Wall patching, Bonito- - - - - -20) Wall support, Minor ruins- - - -

-45
154
-52
-30
-51

man
man
man
man
man

days
days
days
days
days

All camp and equipment maintenance is included in the above figures.
The 45 man days on Job One, drainage, have come from four projects,
one completed (Room 339), one held up for other work (Room 110), and
two in progress (West side of Kiva I and Room 251). The work on Room
339 was reported last month as repair to the north side of the room
where water coming from an unexcavated room to the north had washed out
a considerable portion of both the doorway and the base of the wall.
This part of the work was completed under wall patching and then,to stop
further washing, a trench was dug along that side of the wall which is
in the unexcavated room and a seal coat of bitudobe plaster laid on the
masonry. This seal coat runs down to a catch basin at floor level there
and into a drain leading out into Room 339. With the trench refilled
and the surface drainage corrected as far as possible in the unexcavated
room, very little water should reach the seal coat. What does will be
turned down and run out through the bottom of the doorway.
Drainage of Room 110 has been held up till a wall support job can
be completed on the rooms adjoining it on the south. Room 110 is the
one located in the northwest portion of the ruin where there are two
complete rooms with original ceilings, one directly above the other.
The lower room is below the present level of the surrounding area and
tho walls aro continually damp. A trench has been cut along part of
the west side, all of tho north and the cast sides, and a seal coat
applied to the wall on those three- sides. On the south, support work
is being done on an unstable wall between rooms 54 and 57 before trenchSOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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ing is carried on there.
Of the drainage jobs now in progress, that on Room 251 is essentially
the same as was done on 339. Water collecting on the floor of 251 has
washed down through a doorway into 249 to the south, with a floor level
same seven feet lower, and cut out part of the doorway and the wall. The
wall has been repaired and new lintels placed in the door under job 4,
Support. Seal coat is now being applied to the south wall of Room 251
from the present ground level down to a foot below the floor levol of
room 249. At floor levol there will be a catch basin and drain similar
to that in 339. Also in progress are repairs to the west side of Kiva
I under drainage. Some work has been done on this kiva previously in
removing the fill from the kiva corners surrounding it. In this case,
it did not entirely correct the damp areas in the west wall, and they
have been increasing of late. In preparing to seal the west side of
the wall down to the base, a portion of the dampest area collapsed. This
is now being repaired.
Under repairs to capping, Job 3, the first work completed this month
was the final 15 yards of capping on the series of 16 rooms along the
front of the ruin on the west side. Wall repairs here and most of the
capping had been completed last month* The final 15 yards were held
over, due to shortage of bitudobe. Seven yards of capping were also laid
in the front walls of 339 and 340 where new work had been comploted. The
greatest amount of this labor on capping went to hauling materials for
and laying the concrete trail in the east side of the ruin.• This trail
is 71 yards long and varies from three to four feet in width, depending
on location. It is four inches thick with the facing laid up of stone
in concrete mortar. Expansion joints are set four to six feet. This
trail begins with a series of steps from the plaza at Room 165, goes
along the north wall here to Kiva J, circles the south curve of Kiva
J and thence along between Kivas E and 1 to the northwest corner of the
square enclosing Kiva C. Here it rises by steps to the top of C at the
west and follows the top of the wall around the south half till it meets
Kiva D on the east. On D it goes around the north curve to the east
side where it stops. This is the trail as laid out by Dale and Mr.
McKinney last fall. From the top of Kiva D it is necessary to turn back
and retrace the way till the bottom of the steps are reached at I. From
there it is intended to go around E to the east and into room 251. The
piece around E to room 251 has not yet been constructed.
Custodian McKinney and I have been trying to find some way to get
the trail down from the top of Kiva D without having to retrace so much
of the way. This would only be possible by building a short bridge
across area 238 and a long wooden stairway down into room 245. This
stairway would be better than two stories in height and we were undecided
as to just how many of the visitors would want to use it, even though it
should be built solidly and provided with a hand rail. If the party
split at this point and some came down the stairway and others retraced
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their steps and came back around, it would be a difficult job for a oneto-a-party guide to handle. So we are defering the rest of the trail
around Kiva E and into Room 251 until this matter of the stairway is
settled.
Job 4, Wall support, has been carried on in four areas: support of
the doorway in Room 251 as noted under Drainage, completion of- Room 340,
begun last month, and two other jobs, Rooms 57 and 98. On the north
wall of Room 340 the concrete core laid through the wall to prevent its
bulging further out of plumb was comploted and the top third of the wall
rebuilt over it.
Room 57, west wall, is the one which has been noticed by so many
visitors. Here is what is now a ground floor room built over the fill
of an older and lower room. The fill has settled so that the central
part of the wall has slumped. Approximately one third of the way up,
the wall had two large beams set lengthwise in the core. Now the lower
part of the wall has settled away from the beams and they alone are
supporting the upper two thirds of the wall. At present we have the
lower part of the wall jacked up and are laying a foundation under it.
With this completed, we intend to support the upper two thirds of the
wall independently so that the weight will be taken off the two beams
but so that they can still be scon, as this is one of the more interesting features in the construction of the ruins. It almost appears as if
the builders expected the fill to settle and knew that the wall would
crack and fall unless supported internally.
Room 98 has on the north side a two and a half story wall. At the
first story the lintels of an extra large door have rotted out and the
beam holes at ceiling level broken down. In repairing this doorway,
the unsupported masonry was jacked up and a steel plate inserted as a
lintel. The steel lintel is longer than the wood lintels and the ends
are firmly blocked up with masonry. The shorter wood lintels were then
set in place. By this method with the steel lintel being longer and
supporting the weight, rotting of the wood will have no effect upon
tho strength of tho wall. With the lintel replaced,four large beam
holes were repaired and two yards of repointing done adjacent to them.
No new wall patching jobs were begun this month, but thirty man days
were spent completing two jobs left over from last month. The largest
of these was done on the north wall of Room 98 A where four square yards
of veneer had fallen from the central part of a second story wall. This
veneer, which was offset slightly from the wall above, has now been replaced and the top of the repaired offset capped. A doorway near the
bottom of the wall was also repaired. The second job finished was that
in Room 339. Four yards along the base of the wall were replaced and
the doorway rebuilt; the east side completely.
• The work at Kin Klizhin under Job 20, support of minor ruin walls,
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was completed with the capping of 53 square yards of new work previously
reported. This completes the projected work on this site.
******SWM******
It looks like Gordon was busy last month with his Mobile Ulit.
We are now coming to an argument as to the permanency of the work
the Mobile Unit is doing and it looks like we will have to hold a meeting of the various interested parties at Chaco Canyon to come to some
decision. The engineers are in doubt as to how the work will stand up,
whereas the archaeologists seem pretty well satisfied.—F. P.
******SWM******

CAPULIN

MOUNTAIN

By Homer J. Farr, custodian,
Capulin, New Mexico.

Visitors this month, 1,500; total since October 1, 6,200.
In reporting the happenings of this monument and its surroundings
for the month of May, I find at this writing possibly fifteen hundred
welcome visitors to the monument, these from a wider range of states
than usual.
Among those visitors were Jack Diehl and Charles Richey. They
were here on the thirteenth, I believe, looking over the retaining
wall proposition.
The weather man gave us some fine snows at the beginning of the
month. From the third to the twelfth we had considerably heavy moisture—possibly two inches. Around the seventh we had an extremely
cold snap for this time of tho year, reaching as low as 20 above.
Road maintenance was in order from the third to tho nineteenth
and now tho road is in perfect condition.
And still those porcupines are dealing tho young timber plenty of
misery. I notice frosh cutting almost every day, but what are left are
rather elusive. Some tourists report seeing plenty of deer, as many as
fourteen together a few days ago.
*%****SWM******
We held quite a session down at Alamogordo in which Randy and Jack
and Hugh and I sat in, covering tho proposed work on tho road at Capulin.
After a long discussion, we decided that we could not squeeze by under
tho RD regulations, as we could not get enough materials money to handle
the job. We will, therefore, have to wait until some other emergency
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money may become available, and in the meantime the upper part of that
mountain is ravelling down into the road.-->F P«
:******SVM-******
* •!•••••.•=

[NATURAL

:
By
By.UZeke
>.v John
i/Vc-naqn, c u s t o d i a n ,
Blanding
. ;di" .;<, Utah.

D R J D G E S

ctober 1, 167.
Visitors this month, 20; total since Oct:.,or

I told you in my April report that it had been a cold and wet month.
Now May is nearly gone and it still rains, but it looks like springjnav
be just around the corner. I tried to drive out to
bo the
the monument on May
3 but could get no further than Kigalia. Then on May
Iiyv 13. I got as far as
the pass through the Bear's Ears, looked down over th<3 country and saw
that it would be possible to get through in two or tnree days. I then
notified Mr. Black, of the State Highway Department, who sent some equipment over the road and it is now in good shape.
In my April report I said that I would take a ten day trip with a
professor from the University of Utah. On the thirteenth I sent Junior
to the Monument to hold it down while I was gone and I then drove to
Salt Lake City. On the fourteenth I left with sixteen people in five
cars; we were gone nine days and visited the following places: San
Rafael Sw.'.ell, Emory County, Utah; the Arches National Monument, where
we met Custodian Reed; Natural Bridges National Monument; the Goosenecks of the San Juan River; Monument Valley; South Rim, Grand Canyon
National Park; Zion and Bryce National Parks; then back to Salt Lake.
Each day Dr. F. J. Pack, leader of the party, would lecture on
the geology of the country and he depended on me to tell of the pioneering and settling of the region. I was called on to tell some Indian
stories and give some Navajo and Ute songs and dances, too.
While Junior was at the monument, his only party consisted of Dr.
H. C. Bryant, Dr. Charles Gould, and Dr. W» B. MacDougal. I am very
sorry that I was unable to see them. About all they talked about while
they were here was the beauty of the country and the poor condition of
the approach road on the monument (the portion I call the Tumble-in).
Frank, that piece of road should be worked over as the road here is
good all the way from Blanding until it reaches the monument boundary.
For about a fifth of a mile the road is very bad. Can't we do some"bhn.T?gwith it?
The road could be put into good shape for two or three hundred
dollars.There is plenty of water here at the Bridges this spring and there
have never been more wild flowers than there are now. I wish more people
could be hero.
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I have been notified by four different groups of people that they
would be at the Bridges this week-end as it is a holiday so I am sailing out in the morning.
******SWM******
We envy Zeke that ten-day trip through one of the most interesting
parts of the Southwest, where you have geology sticking out of every mile
of the country, where there are a dozen grand views every day, and where
the road is bad enough to keep a man from going -co sleep at the wheel.-F.P.
» •• •» *SWM*** *** *

L.L

By Robert R. Budlong, custodian,

I V I O K K O

Ramah, Lew Mexico.
Visitors this month, 175; total since October 1, 1,005.
The month of May brought us fewer visitors than the preceding month.
Weather was threatening, we had many days of very high winds, and the
mercury in the thermometers remained too low for most people to enjoy
trips down here, apparently.
WEATHER
Minimum temperature during the month was 21 degrees on the 7th.
maximum, 83 degrees, May 14. Snow fell on May 3 and 6, the total depth
being 3-3/4 laches. Total precipitation was .46 inch.
VISITORS
Total number of visitors for the month, 175. Of these, all were
contacted but eight who arrived at a time when the Custodian was absent
from the monument on official business. Our visitors took trips as follows:
Inscriptions, (guided); No.trips, 28; total persons, 105; total
time, 1,765' minutes; average persons per party, 3.7; average
time per trip, 63.03 minutes.
Inscriptions, (unguided): 1 trip; 2 persons, 30 minutes.
Trail (unguided): No trips, 7; total persons, 24; total time, 530
minutes; average persons per party, 3.4; average time per trip,
75.7 minutes.
Trail (guided):

1 trip; 2 persons; 210 minutes.

Picnics, 4; total persons, 18; total time, 265 minutes; average
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persons per picnic, 4.5; average time, 66.2 minutes.
Office visits (educational); No. visits, 18; total persons, 50;
total time, 2,370 minutes; average persons per visit, 2.8; average
time per visit, 131.7 minutes.
May 18, Mr. Erie L. Hardy, meteorologist from Albuquerque; made a
visit of inspection to the monument.
May 22, Mr. Rudolf Smits, Secretary of the Legation of Latvia, Mrs.
Smits, and party visited the monument. They, arrived just before dark,
and forgot to sign the register. I regred I did not get the names of
the entire party, but it was not until they had left that it was noticed
they had not signed the register.
Quite a number of this month's visitors were "repeaters". We find
that the number of these increases from month to month.
RQAJS
Roads leading to the monument were in fairly good condition during
the first of the month, but continued high winds whipped much of the sand
out of the roads nearby, dxposing lava ridges, and this resulted in some
very rough spots. The wind also raised havoc with work done by the custodian on roads within the monument. The loose earth of the fills was
blown away clear down to the harder ground, and the work of some hours
completely spoiled.
TRAILS
Considerable work was done on the north trail. This work is not
yet finished, but another week or ten days should see it completed. Old
drainage ditches were cleaned out and deepened, and the trail for over
half its length re-graded to slant in toward the side of the mesa. It
had weathered to such an extent that the slope was out away from the
mesa, and the first rain would have washed out much of the trail.
Trails around inscriptions have received much attention, being
kept raked and graded. However, the high winds blow the sand around
rather badly, so the work has to be done over again within a few days.
WATER
During the month pipe dies were received, and the pipeline repaired.
This had burst in numerous places during the past winter, as a result of
the failure of some water-hauler to drain the line one day when the custodian was in town for supplies. The entire length of pipe (approximately
350 feet) was dug up, the burst places cut out, and the ends of the pipe
threaded; each joint was taken apart and threads checked, and the pipe
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re-cbupled. The trench was deepened to permit the pipe to assume a
straighter line and to avoid air pockets, and the pipe buried again.
A tee was put in the line and pipe run into the cabin so that we now
have running water here for the first time. Due to the manner of installing this line into the oabin, the flow to the far end of the pipe,
where water-haulers get their supply, became
bec£jE> considerably reduced so
that the flow is only about half what it
it, need
v-.seo. to
tobe
bo. Unfortunately,
this means that it now takes about fiCt-eo.*'
rxinu+'-ea to fill?'a singlo
fteen minutes
barrell, and as a consequence, many wabor'
hivj.1::-,seem
seeJin to be going to
ater haulers
:
other places for their water supply. Possibly
P C G M I V V the
;ie slew
of the water
slow flow
f
may be due to the fact that it has become
:.o
t
.
u
_
.
o
k
that
it
no
longer
come so thick th
flows readily.
ound in
The line of posts marking the turn-arocno.
: c fron
front of the cabin
has been moved to widen the road at the end
end of
vf the
i.ns pip
pipeline, in order
that water-haulers will not block the road.

WILDLIFE
h they
Our quail seem to be doing well, though
tVv have
harfl scattered conhe cooperation
teh port
par of
siderably outside of our boundaries. Tho
cocporati'X] on
on the
ds is
neighbors in the protection of these birds
is most
most; pleasi
pleasing. From time
to time nearby farmers come to the caoin to report proudly that one or
more pairs of the birds are nesting in their fields, and we are quite
hopeful that the quail will increase.

The nest of the Golden Eagles now contains one youngster, and at the
rate the parent birds are feeding him prairie dcgs and rabbits, he should
increase in size rapidly. Visitors always find these eagles of great
interest.
As I write this report I am being watched constantly by two owls
that are perched on a shelf near the table, taking great interest in
my typing. They were brought'to me last week by some children who live
nearby, and they have made themselves quite at homo. They should soon
be able to fly, when they will be liberated.
SIGNS
Numerous directional signs were made during the month and placed
outside the monument. Seyeral of them have survived the rock-throwing
of Navajo sheepherders, but all signs are short-lived, and new ones
have to be made from time to time.
GENERAL
The temporary meathouse built last winter was removed and stored
back in the trees until the coming winter.
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During the month a cabinet was construeted adjoining the cabin to
house cylinders of liquefied petroleum gas, and the Electrolux refrigerator sent us last fall was put into operation. This is a real blessing,
for it means we can keep fresh foods during the hot weather. Last summer this was impossible, and we had to live mostly on canned foods.
Local schools closed last week, and the coming month will'probably
bring greatly increased visitor travel. We arc ready for it, and if
roads and weather remain good during the summer season, we should get
quite an increase over last summer's travel.
*****l(£||lf*l|li|l***
We want to congratulate Bud on his article, "Romance of Emigrant Names
at El Llorro, which appears in the Supplement, beginning at page 451. He
ran the story down and obtained permission to use it and it is a great
story. There is an almost unlimited mine of such interest in those names
on El Morro.
Some excitement was recently aroused for fear we had erased the
name of Kit Carson in the erasures which took place some years ago. Of
course, such an idoa is preposterous. Vogt supervised the removal of
those signatures in person and he would have taken off the name of Carson
just as quickly as he would have taken off his own right leg. We may be
quite sure that no name of consequence was removed from the rock during
that clean-up.—F. P.
**-****SWM******

By C G. H a r k i n s , c u s t o d i a n ,

D A N D L L I L R

Box 669, Santa Fe, N. Mex.
Visitors this month, 1,087; total since October 1, 5,029.
WEATHER
Weather conditions have been ideal all month. Very little moisture
has fallen; the forest is extremely dry, and our roads are quite rough
and dusty from Pojuaque oh the highway to the monument headquarters.
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Considerable equipment has been received for the museum and it is
looking more and more like we will have it in operation by June 1, if
not before.
GUIDE SERVICE
Guide service has been offered all our visitors, but this time of
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of t'he year is an occasion for school picnics, and guiding a group of
high school students is a problem. They scatter out and the guide may
start out with 50, but by the time the Community House is reached, there
are hardly 25 in the party, and when the trip is finished, he perhaps
has one or two faithful souls, who are still with him. But they are
all satisfied and seem to prefer guiding themselves to going with the
regular guide.
MUSEUM SERVICE '
Due to alterations to our cases in the museum the past month, no
museum service has been offered. We expect to be prepared for visitors
by June 1.
USE OF PARK FACILITIES BY THE PUBLIC
Travel hac fallen away below the same month in 1937. No reason has
been found for the drop in travel, other than the peculiarities of the
traveling public.
Total travel for the month was 1,087 people in 234 cars—a decrease
of 308 people for May, 1937. There were 40 states and 3 foreign countries
represented. The seven highest states in number of visitors were as
follows:
New Mexico- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -516
California
112
New York- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 5
Illinois- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 2
Texas - - - - - - - - - . . -57
Missouri- - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - 4 5
Colorado- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 58.
Four visitors from France, Canada, and Ylales.
TRAVEL STATISTICS
Total travel
- - - - - - - - - -1,087
Museum trips- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2
Total guide time special- - - - - - - - - - - - - 700
Total guide time in the field
7,600
Average time, field trip- - - - - - - - - - - - - 99.5
Total guide minutes - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -7,660
Total coutacts- - - - _____
_ _ -1,087
Total guide time in museum- - - - - - - - - - - - 60
Special groups- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9
Average time, museum contact- - - - - - - - - - - 30
Total visitor time- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 44,600
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WEATHER
Days clear- - - - - - - - - 4
Days cloudy - - - - - - - -10
Days partly cloudy- - - - -16
Maximum temperature - - - -86
Minimum temperature - - - -24

Mean maximum- - - - - - - 65.23
Mean minimum- - - - - - - 34.76
Mean- - - - - - - - - - - 4 9 . 9 9
Range - - - - - - - - - - 34.
Precipitation - - - - - - .84

Dust storms on the 27th and 28th.
Maximum temperature of 86° was reached on the 13th.
Minimum temperature of 24° was reached on the 7th.
USE OF PARK FACILITIES BY THE PUBLIC
Visitors of Prominence; 17 members of the senior class of the
Tatum, New 1'exTco, High School, made a trip through the ruins, including the Ceremonial Cave.
Chief Evergreen Tree, a native of Cochiti Pueblo, now residing in
Chicago, made a trip through the ruins, including the Ceremonial Cave.
The Chief has appeared on the Columbia and National Broadcasting systems
and also on the local radio station in Santa Fe. Bandolier National
Monument has received considerable advertising through the lectures of
Chief Evergreen Tree.
Paul A. F« Walters was an interested visitor during the month. Mr.
Walters is president of the First National Bank in Santa Fe. He also
worked on the excavation of the ruins of Tyuonyi in 1910 and 1911.
Park Service Visitors: The National Park Service Advisory Board,
consisting of the following members, made a three-hour trip through the
ruins on May 4i
Mrs. Renow Folk; Mr. Edward H. Abrahams, and Mrs. Abrahams; Mr.
Ronald E. Lee; Harold Bryant; Mr. Richard Prunn;Dr. Herbert E. Bolton;
Mr. John R. Nagel.
The Advisory Board members were accompanied by the following members
of the Regional office staff: Mr. W. B. McDougall, W. R. Hogan, and
Charles N. Gould.
Dorr G. Yeager and Mrs. Yeager, of the Wfestern Museum Laboratories,
and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Steen arrived on May 9.
Mr. and Mrs. King and Mr. and Mrs. Steen returned to Coolidge,
Arizona, the 21st, after spending almost two man months here on museum
preparation.
Hillory A. Tolson, associate director and Milton J. McColm, acting
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assistant director.
Public Camps; The camp ground has been well patronized with school
picnics and week-end visitors. One especially interesting visitor remained over night in the camp ground on the nineteenth. Dr. Francis W.
Pennell, a world renowned botanist, and member of the Academy of Sciences
at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Dr. and Mrs. Pennell and their' son made
a four-hour trip through the ruins.
PROTECTION
Fire Protection: On April 30th, a fire training school was held at
Bandelier by Mr. Barrows, of Washington, D. C. The forenoon was spent
on the fundamentals of organization, detection, and law enforcement. In
the afternoon, a tool demonstration and inspection of tools, along with
the general discussion of the type of tool best suited for this area was
held. The final issue was the actual line construction of a dummy fire
and a discussion of the good and bad points, shown. The work on a dummy
fire varies considerably from the suppression of a real fire.
On May 22, a fire was reported at the upper crossing on Frijoles.
This fire was evidently started by fishermen, as it was at the head of
the trail and 3 cars were parked there. But the fire was on the Ramon
Vigil Grant, administrated by the Soil Conservation Service. Complying
with our agreement with the Soil Conservation Service, a crew was dispatched to the fire, and soon had it under control. A patrol was maintained all night on mop-up, and the following day the fire was completely
out. The area burned consisted of a small amount of brush, grass, and
down logs, totaling about one and one-half acres.
Following is a list of those attending the fire school mentioned
above:
NAME

TITLE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

National Park Service
Public Informant.
Forest Service
Ranger.
National Park Service
Regional Forester.
Forest Service
Fire Guard
CCC, Park Service
Foreman
SCS, Ramon Vigil Grant Range Rider
CCC, Park Service
Foreman
CCC, Park Service
Foreman
CCC, Park Service
Foreman
CCC, Park Service
Foreman
Regional Office
Ass't. Equip. Eng'r.
CCC, Park Service
Foreman
CCC, Park Service
Project Superintendent.
CCC, Park Service
Ass't. Proj. Sup't.

Leo A. McClatchy
J. A. Rodriguez
W. H. Wirt
Elipio A. Maestas
A. L. Brubb
Joe W. Eieler
Eduardo Cano
Joe Archuleta
Aaron Roybal
J. 0. Anthony
George N. Keller
Lawrence A. Scheier
H. B. Chase
James 11. Eden
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

James T. Fulton
Frank E. Andrews
Irvin Pat Murray
Joe D. Austin
Perl Charles
L. W. Rogers
Bates Wilson
Onofre Pacheco
Yf. H. Walling
Arthur J. Evans
C. G. Karkins
A. R. Thompson
H. Maier
L. H. Cook

CCC, Park Service
Forest Service
Forest Service

SCS
Forest Service
Forest Service
CCC, Park Service
CCC Camp SP-l-N

SCS
ArmyNat ional
National
National
National

Park
Park
Park
Park

Service
Service
Service
Service

Foreman.
Supervisor.
Ranger.
Range Rider.
Ass't. Supervisor.
Ranger.
Jr. Foreman.
Leader.
Ass't. Forester.
Contract Physician.
Custodian.
Forester.
Actg. Reg. Director.
Deputv Chief Forester.

#*****<jWM******
Methods of handling visitors at Bandelior need some study and some
overhauling. This month the reports show at one place 1,087 visitors
and 1,087 contacts. Those are evidently not oducational contacts as wo
are using the word, for the museum was closed practically all month to
visitors and we cannot figure from Form SWH 16 over 313 persons who took
the field trip with a guide.—F. P.
*#****SWM******

BANDELIER C C C

By H. B» Chase, project superintendent, Box 669, Santa Fe, N. Mex.

During the month the major portion of the flagstone floors in the
Lobby and Sales Room, Unit No. 2 of the Hotel Development, has been completed. All of the flooring in the patios adjoining the Lobby and Sales
Room have been completed.
The first coat of plaster has been put on two rooms of the Employee^*
Dormitory.
All wall's of the Operator's Residence, Unit No. 4 of the Hotel
Development, have been finished to viga height and the vigas installed.
The power house was completed this month, with the exception of
the purchase and installation of a large fuel tank, and the 25 K.W.
power plant installed with connections to all existing power lines. We
now have power in the Utility Area, Administration Area, and the Residential Section.
During the month the shop building in the Utility Area was decked,
roofing felt laid, and asphalt mopped on. Also, this building has been
plastered, the doors and windows installed, and a new concrete floor.
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poured, making it almost ready {or use.
A large crew has been at wtfrk all month in the Rock Quarry, hewing
and shaping building stones formse in the building construction and for
use as flooring in the various buildings.
In addition to the regular project activities concerning this camp,
a one day fire suppression school was held under the direction of a representative of the Forestry office in Washington. Details concerning the
activities of the meeting are incorporated in the Custodian's report of
this month.
******SWM******

Ptf>f SPRING

By Leonard Heaton, acting custodian,
Moccasin, Arizona.

Visitors this month, 96; total since October 1, 1,041.
Yesterday I sat down to get this report off to you in the mail for
that day and was just getting in the spirit of making up a good report
when H. E. Rothrook, of tne Branch of Education and Research, Washington,
D. C , and Edwin D. UcX-ee, Naturalist of Grand Canyon, dropped in on me.
They were headed for Grand Canyon National Monument and missed the road
by way of Bullrush and came on here. They were in such a hurry that
they could only spare a minute or so. After making a rush trip through
the fort, they were about to leave, but in our talk something was mentioned about the Sevier Fault that causes the spring to come up here, and
interest was increased to the extent that Rothrock and L'cKee stayed with
me until 11:30—nearly 2^ hours.
During this time we were discussing the possibility of the geological
exhibit back on the hill showing the rock formation and points of interestthis to be worked in with a nature trail that I have been thinking of for
some time. While we were doing this, Al Kuehl came in and with his aid
and suggestions, some plans and notes were made which will be worked up
and submitted as a possible CCC project.
After Rothrock and McKee had continued on their way, Kuehl and I went
to work on the monument problems and discussed how things were getting
along.
Sites which I had spotted for the pit toilets were checked and found
to be OK. But the materials should have been native lumber instead of the
imported, as it has been found that our native lumber lasts as well, if
not better, than any of the imported when left out in the weather, and
is about 50 per cent cheaper.
A new design was made up for the fire places, still using the rock.
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But instead of several small ones, one large one on each side and at the
back should be installed. I think this will be more attractive if we
can find the right kind of rock.
The water system and materials were checked with the new proposed
location of the residence. There will also be some change in the pipe
lines. So we won't start on this project until further checking is made.
Some planting of trees and native shrubs was suggested by Kuehl,
using the ball system of moving them.
The sign, or bulletin board, did not meet with Al's approval, and
he is going to design another to put in it's place.
After discussing the conditions of
the camp and things in general, Al left
Canyon at 1:30 and left me so unsettled
settled down to work on the report till

the monument in connection with
for the North Rim of the Grand
in my mind that I could not get
today.

So if this report is nothing but a jumbled mess, it will be due to
the unexpected visit of Kuehl, Rothrock, and McGee, though I am glad
they came in and spent the time with me. They gave mc so much to think
about that I could not get my mind on the report.
Our travel for the month has been about the same as for the month
of April, though my contact with visitors is much lower, due to the fact
that the new CCC boys that came in during April made up a large part of
the April count. This month there were none, so my figures are of the
normal local and visitor travel
There were three campers this month—two on the 27th and one on the
10th. We have 48 signatures on the register, but about 50 per cent of
these were from the camp—boys who had not signed the register before and
wanted their names on the record.
Following are the visitor statistics for the month:
Guided Visitors

Unguided and Users of the
Monument.
Visitors
42 Visitors
52
Parties
27 Parties
13
Time, visitors
1,036 Time, visitors
2,230
Average in party
1.6 Average in party
4.
Average time of party (minutes) 38 Average time of party (lain.)171.5
Per cent of contact made
40
The high time spent on the monument by the unguided visitors is due
to the three campers.
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CCC ACTIVITIES
. .. May 16, four boys, with the Dodge truck, started to work hauling
dirt in the wash. They have been busy at this project since then with
the exception of about one-half day when I had them dig the pits for the
two toilets and cut a few dry weeds.
The materials for the toilets were delivered except the seats.
These are being ordered out of Pasadena, and will be in the first part
of next month. As I could not get a carpenter from the CCC, I am doing
the work with one of the boys as a helper. I find it is going to be an
up-hill business trying to keep the boy at work and tend to the other
things, as well as show the visitors about.
The balance of the piping materials are being purchased with the
May allotment. This will complete all materials for our approved projects.
PERSONAL
Mrs. Ileaton has been suffering the past week with a bad cold in the
head, also some of the children, but they are beginning to get back to
normal again now.
I have enjoyed my work but don't seem to get on as fast
like to and get things finished. It seems that there are so
jobs that come up each day to take one's time that the large
put off and are slow in getting finished. But nothing to do
hammering away the best one can.

as I would
many small
jobs are
but keep

Weather for Hay: Tfe have had some very unusual weather for May.
The fore part was just like any spring, with hot and cold days sprinkled
with high winds. On the night of the 6th the north country slipped down
and gave us a taste of winter, again freezing most of the fruit and for
the next two weeks we had snow, hail, and a lot of rain, all of which
made it just too cold for anything to grow. The frost killed all the
leaves on the locust trees, a lot of the.flowers, and especially the
cactus, from which I had hoped to gather some seed this season.
It has been reported that we have had as much moisture fall since
January 1 as we usually get during an entire normal year. For this we
are all thankful.
Days clear, 10; Partly cloudy, 7; Cloudy and stormy, 12.
BIRD NOTES
I have been rather successful in trapping the Gambel Sparrow this
month, but very few of any other varieties have been caught; although I
have added to my list the Greon-tailed Towhee, Long-tailed Chat, and the
House Finch since last month.
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My record for the month is as follows:
New Birds Bonded
Gambel Sparrow
Green-tailed Towhee
Long-tailed Chat
House Finch
Fly Catchers
Repeats
Gainbel Sparrow
Song Sparrow
Green-tailed Towhee

May
98
4
2
1
2

Previous
366

98
4
1

387
45

2

Total
464
4
2
3
2
485
49
1

A number of birds are nesting on the monument, but I am a bit fearful that the nests will be disturbed if the boys find them. For they just
can't seem to leave the wild life alone; they either want to kill it or
catch it and make pets of it.
Here I would like to make a plea that something be done to make the
camp officers of both Army and CCC understand that the CCC stands for
Civilian Conservation Corps, with the Conservation being underlined—that
the word means the conserving of the wild life and trees, flowers, nature
as it is, as much as, if not more than, the building of dams, fences, and
roads—and that this conservation be carried over to the boys.
TRAVEL
On May 12 I left the monument at 4:00 p. m. in the pick-up to go
to Cedar City, Utah, to get the study skin case sent to Pipe Spring by
the Berkeley office. I went by way of the desert and had so much gas
line trouble that it was 9:00 p. m. when I got in to Zion. Stopped there
for the night and the next morning took the fuel pump gas line off and
found my trouble, cleaned it up, and left Zion at 8:00 a. m., arriving
in Cedar City at 9s45 a. m.,loaded the case, and left Cedar City at 10:00
a. m., arriving in Zion at 11:30 a. m. Spent an hour or so visiting some
of the park rangers there, seeing the canyon again. Leaving Zion about
2:30, I arrived at the monument at 4:15 p. m.
I took one day annual leave on the 3rd when I attended the monthly
Scout meeting in Provo.
NEW EQUIPMENT
One study skin case, from Berkeley, California; one new axe; one
-4-inch bit; one shovel handle were added to the monument equipment this
month.
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Leonard doesn't emphasize the point as much as we would like to
when he interested a man who hadn't a minute to spare and kept him about
two and a half hours. With as many different lines of interest as the
average monument has, we should be able to interest anyone, from a preacher
to a prize fighter in our monument. If we can't do it, we must have used
the wrong line of approach.—F. P.
******SWM****#*

M O N T E Z U M A CASTLE

By Eari Jackson, custodian,
Camp Verde, Arizona.

Visitors this month, 789; total since October 1, 5,184.
VISITOR STATISTICS
Cars- - - - - _ . . . ' . -236
Horseback Riders- - - - - - - - n
Pedestrians - - - - - - - - - - 17'
Field Trips
Attended- --_ -5®5
Average attended- - - - - - 2.91
Museum Talks- - - - - - - - AttendedAverage attended- - - - - Unattended- - - - - - - Per cent Contact- - - - - -

Total States
- --30
Foreign Countries - - - - - - 5
201
Tine (minutes)- - - - - - - -8,599
Average time (minutes)- - - -42.78

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -164
-495
Time (minutes)2,465
3.01
Average time (minutes)- - - -15.03
139
Total Contact
- - - - -1,080
-136

SPECIAL VISITORS
Park Service; April 26 - M. F. Christiansen, Regional Recreational
Planner, from the Santa Fe office, was in.
April 29 - J. H. Haile, Jr., CCC Inspector, was in.
May 3 - David and Courtney Jones were in, en route to Wupatki for
the season. We showed them the best Indian ruin in the United States,
and had a very enjoyable visit. Incidentally, the custodian learned
something, which is always a help.
May 6 - Al Bicknell and Gene Stonehocker arrived about 2:00 P.X. in
the morning, bringing up a government truck for use on the road job.
May 8 - A. C. Kuehl, associate landscape architect, and J. H« Tovrea,
assistant engineer, arrived and went over future development plans.
May 23 - J. II. Tovrea arrived again to complete some survey work.
Newsworthy Visitors: April 24 m Major General and Mrs. L. H. Bash,
War Department, Washington, D. C , were very interested visitors^ A. B.
Harris, resident engineer, U. S. Geological Survey, paid a visit to the
monument.
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April 28 - Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gibson, of the Boyce-Thompson Southwest Arboretum, were visitors. Unfortunately for the custodian, they
arrived on his day off, and he only saw their names on the register book.
April 30 - Miss Lucille La Verne and her company, all members of the
case of the stage play "Sunup", were visitors.
May 5 - Horace Muscott, in charge of a General Land Office field
party doing work in this district, arrived.
May 12 - The Palo Verde Ranch School for Boys was in for a Castle
visit and picnic with nine boys.
May 17 - Mr. D. A. Holm, geologist for the State Land Department,
was an interested visitor.
WEATHER AND ROADS
Precipitation
.02 Minimum temperature
Days cloudy
5
Mean maximum
Days partly cloudy
- - -6
Mean minimum
Maximum temperature- - - - - -102

33
81.96
46.66

Weather lias been very dry and dusty, with a great deal of wind for
this season. Vie constantly receive heartfelt complaints about the rough
and corrugated roads in this valley.
The Apache Trail is in pretty good 'condition. The road to Flagstaff
via Stoneman Lake is in fair condition save for about 15 miles between
Stoneman Lake and Flagstaff. The Oak Creek Canyon Road is still undergoing repairs where the flood of last March undercut sections of it, and
where landslides are repeatedly occurring. This road is open and has been
most of the time, but on the few days early in the month when it was
closed for a few hours at a time, so much bad information got out about
it that service stations in Flagstaff have discouraged people from using
it at all. Of course, many push through anyway, and don't have any
trouble, but a percentage of dubious ones don't take the route.
The road from here to Highway 79 via Cornville still has five or
six miles that is under construction, and is very dusty and rough. Via
Camp Verde to Cottonwood, the road is under almost constant maintenance,
but the dry weather keeps it rough and corrugated most of the time.
To cap all this, the incoming visitor comes to the three quarters
of a mile of entrance road which we are grading and oiling. Some of them
turn back at this point, although not many. The road is passable, but requires slow driving.
MAINTENANCE, IMPROVEMENTS, AND NEW CONSTRUCTION
At this writing the grading of the entrance road is about 80$ complete.
Mr. Underhill expects to start oiling it on May 31. We gather that he is
well pleased with the way the road job has come along, and that the result
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should be as good as can be obtained with this grade of oil.
A temporary incinerator pit was dug in the bottom of a sandy wash
on the lower camp ground, and a sign made and installed there. This
sign is one which may draw down wrath from high heaven or somewhere, but
anyway, I think it is a good looking sign. Being not overly adept at
painting letters, I traced them and hammered in roofing nails to make the
letters. These nails are spaced a little apart, so you can't read the
sign under eight feet, but over that distance the word "Garbage" shows
up like a candle light in a window.
ACCESSIONS
On May 3 a 550-gallon underground storage tank for gasoline, and a
gasoline pump were received.
On May 4 we received from the Western Museum Laboratories two new
museum storage cases. Needless to say, we have stored all of an archaeological nature in those cases that we can, and for the first time can
feel that perishables, such as textiles, are well protected.
For the entrance road project, two government dump trucks were
brought here on loan, one from Bandolier and one from headquarters.
On May 23 Tov brought in a new Royal standard typewriter for this
monument. This was a blessing which was not expected until next year,
and after these years of using his own typewriter for business, the
Custodian is grateful.
NATURE NOTES
Thirty-six new plants were collected and pressed for the herbarium
collection. Twenty-five specimens in addition were sent to Headquarters
for identification. Another collection, already identified, has been
sent to Western Museum Laboratories for mounting on herbarium cards.
The grading project on the road caused the removal of a half dozen
yucca baccata (?), and these we transplanted in the yard td enhance the
beginning botanical garden. A half dozen other plants, resembling a
sensitive plant, not identified as yet, were also transplanted.
On May 3 we saw our first tarantula of this season.

* '

On May 9, around the borders of a deep pool across the creek which
was drying up, and which contained a considerable population of carp,
suckers, and perch, we saw the tracks of a large raccoon which had
evidently been catering to the inner self. Also there were the tracks
of a large heron.
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. As the creek has gone completely dry in front of the Castle and behis was
low, we have had occasion to rescue innumerable fish. This
wes done
#*&« on
ci.
that
Headquarters
time off or after hours. Since we have the assurance tii&x .^cc. J ,~. .. .-J
will, if possible, provide us with an aquarium for the museum this fiscal
fiscal
year, we took advantage of the drying pools to stock our personal aquarium
with as many different varieties of local fish as were available, so as
to learn as much of their food and life habits as would be necessary to
keep them alive later in the museum. All of the native fish except the
Gila Trout, or Bony Tail, thrive in acquaria. If we keep these latter
alive, we will have to have running water through the acquarium.
Tracks of some very large snakes have been seen in this immediate
vicinity, although we have seen none of them yet. From the near district,
we receive reports of numerous rattlesnakes, and some surveyors found a
larbe Black Tailed Diamond Back a short distance south of our boundary.
On May 3 David Jones brought in a large Bullsnake which had been run
over on the road a few miles south of here. It was in good condition,
and I proceeded'to-stuff it. This was the second experiment in this line.
The specimen did not turn out well enough to exhibit, but gave me enough
education that I am confident we can exhibit the next one.
Coyotes, who usually howl at night, broke into a drawn out daylight
symphony on May 21.
GENERAL
While trip time increased, museum time decreased to a disappointing
degree. However, our per cent contact rose 19 per cent, which is better
than no raise at all.
We are having droves of picnickers of late, but very few campers,
which is" surprising. Ordinarily late evening would bring in the experienced tourist who would wish to camp, but not so this month.
It should be stated that the General Land Office is doing our
boundary survey at this time, along with the survey of several unsurveyed sections in this district.
Recently we wrote in to Washington, D. C , and asked for all of
the publications to date of the Project Training Series. There are ten
so far, and their titles are as follows: No. 1 "The 'Why' of Block and
Tackle", No. 2 "Outline of Elementary Course in Forestry", No. 3 "Carpentry Joints and Splices", No. 4 "Concrete", No. 5 "Brick and Stone
Work", No. 6 "Landscape Conservation", No. 7 "Construction of Trails",
No. 8 "Lumber", No. 9, "Signs and Markers", No. 10 "Construction of
Relief Models". We think these are so useful and practical that the
list is included in case somebody might see it and want some of the publications. Knowing some of the things in these books helps offset some
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of the lack in practical training of men fresh out of college.
Follows a quote from Ranger Ed Alberts: "Among the problems*facing
rangers is that of maintaining a straight face in the face of certain
slips of the language on the part of visitors. An instance of this occurred not long ago on the parapet of Montezuma Castle, from which point
the view of the Verde Valley frequently incites spectators to give vent
to expressions of admiration, etc. One rather interested visitor, a Los
Angeles cop, after viewing the mountains and valley for some time, drinking in the view and the atmosphere of the place, turned and with a rapt
air expressed himself as follows: 'You know, this country out here
positively enhances mel1 Which expression, it seems to some of us, is
worthy of preservation and filing in the annals of the Boners of the
year".
******SWM******
I think we have no complaint on Earl*s 136 per cent contact and when
you consider those ladders and that climb into the Castle, I think he im
doing as well at 136 per cent as Casa Grande is at 173 per cent or Aztec
is at 171 per cent. Tonto and Montezuma Castle cannot be expected to
come up to the records of Casa Grande and Aztec because the heart cases,
aged and crippled cannot be expected to make the field trips in these
two monuments.--F. P.
******SWM******
BIRD NOTES

By Betty Jackson.

Birds seen at Montezuma Castle this month were:
Coot
Mourning Dove
House Finch
Red-shafted Flicker
Ash-throated Flycatcher
Cooper Hawk
Western Sparrow Hawk
Green Heron
Treganza Blue Heron
Black-chinned Hummingbird
Arkansas Kingbird
Cassin Kingbird
Kill Deer
American Merganser
Western Mockingbird
Arizona Hooded Oriole
Canyon Wren
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Black Phoebe
Say Phoebe
*
Gambel Quail
Road Runner
White-rumped Shrike
Gambel Sparrow
Western Lark Sparrow
Cliff Swallow
Hepatic Tanager
Western Tanager
Least Vireo (?)
Audubon Warbler
Pileolated Warbler
Rocky Mt. Orange-crowned Warbler (?)
Sonora Yellow Warbler
Baird Bewick Wren
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. I don't know what has become of the Cardinals this month. I haven't
seen or heard them since the last report -Tent in. Maybe they are sensitive to noise, and didn't like the blar.ting and the roaring of trucks.
The other birds don't seem to mind, though
though the Mergansers, for
instance, play around in the morning till the
tho trucks get h°re, and then
come back at night when they've gone. There's
Vhero-'f aa r-agular saga about them
this month:
May 2. Norman saw one lone baby Merganser on the hole below the
Castle.
May 3. Same baby still alone. Norman ?noved him to the hole by the
tent, where his mother soon found him.
May 5. Ed saw a whole family of Mergansers when he woke up, but
wasn't sure it was not a dream.
May 7.

Mama and ten baby Mergansers were seen, so Ed wasn't dream-

ing.
May 13 to 24 inclusive: Ed or Earl or I saw Mergansers in the
mornings, two or three times at evening. Ed's observations are interesting. Noon of the 13th he came up to say that Mana Merganser (hereafter
M.M.) and six young ones were spread out in a string across the creek,
with M.M. on the other side. Something startled them ond"they got up
and ran on the water, making quite a splash, and very good speed. This
was all accompanied by considerable honking, on the part of some of them
at least."
On the 21st he said M.M. was giving the babies a lesson in diving.
She sat by and watched while "they dove more or less in unison, as if
at some signal."
This morning, the 24th, he came up with the word that one of the
little ones had caught a fish, which stuck out of his mouth and tempted
the others to fight for it. M.M. was not there.
On the 12th, Earl and I were spending our day off up the creek,
looking for fish for our goldfish bowl. Just at the old north boundary
I saw a black Phoebe get away from the cliff in that sneaking manner
that usually means she's leaving her nest. Earl waited while I hunted
in all the crevices. Finally I was giving up, remarki
remarking that the
Phoebes were smarter than I was, when I saw a little
litfi.e cup-shaped extension of the rock,, right at eye level, that I'd overloo
ore -1coked maybe ten times.
It was a perfect piece of building, matching the rock
rock perfectly, and
making no shadows that would make it visible. There were two babies
there, without even any fuzz, and one egg still unhatched.
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BIRDS AT MONTEZUMA. CASTLE (COIJT. )
We got away as fast as possible then so Mrs. Phoebe could come back,
and we watched from a distance to make sure she did.
Last month I mentioned the disagreement in the Say Phoebe family.
Well, she won. On the 19th she laid one egg in the old nest above our'
door. On the 21st she still had only one, but today there are four.
On the 19th we were saving fish from a
Castle when Mrs. Arizona Hooded Oriole went
saw her nest, hung in the middle of a bunch
sycamore. All you can see is the bottom of

drying up hole below the
by. I followed her, and
of mistletoe high in a big
it.

On the 21st I saw the female Oriole that lives up the creek carrying home food, so I guess she has young ones already.
Just by the Castle bench, in one of the hackberries, I saw an
Ash-throated Flycatcher that seemed slightly smaller than the ones I've
seen there before - and he had a small round spot of white on his forehead above the eyes, and his crest ended more raggedly in back than they
usually do. Is that a different specie?
I caught the Baird-Bewick Wren in the act of taking a worm home to
his family that evening. I was apparently standing right in the center
of his route,because he flew straight at me till he was about fifteen
feet away, then saw me and made a hasty reversal of direction. I haven't
yet found the nest.
The Kingbird nest over the syzygy is now bursting with young life.
It keeps both parents busy all day feeding the young ones. I expect them
to fly any day now.
By the way, in hunting that Rocky Mountain Orange-crowned Warbler
today, I saw a young House Finch in a mesquite. He was upset by my
proximity, and fluttered from twig to twig away from me. He finally
made a brave attempt, and flew about ten feet into another tree, though
he lost quite a lot of altitude.
* •
•
I'm surprised to see the quail still around. It seems to me that
last year at this time they were all surreptitiously laying eggs under
the brush, and keeping as much out of sight as possible.
The Western (or Louisiana) Tanager may decide to nest with us this
year. I think there are two pairs, and they've been here a month now.
I got a good look at the "Sparrow Sp." of last month, and he's a
Western Lark Sparrow, I'm sure. There are still lots of them around.
******SWM******
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HEADQUARTERS
ACTIVITIES OF THE GENERAL MECHANIC
Other than servicing and upkeep of the motor equipment here at headquarters, the work of the mechanic is as follows: cra
crated anr" shipped
motor test set to Bandelierj finished coils find tanL
nk of water cooler and
installed same in Custodian's office; replaced heattag
tin elements on Soule's
electric range; received and put into servico a ne.v motor-generator type
of battery charger.
One morning's work was devoted to opening up the door of the women's
rest room—one of our visitors on the day of May 2?? having been at some
pains to snap the night-latch on the door, after pains
painstakingly filling the
key-hole with dirt.
One trip to Montezuma Castle to deliver truck USDI
USD! #8116 for use in
road construction; four trips to SP-ll-A, for the purpo
pu.-pose of delivering
CCC equipment to Headquarters; one trip to Phoenix to bet the battery
charger.
New equipment received at headquarters shop this month consists of
one motor-generator type battery charger. Equipment sent out—motor test
set.
******SWM******

BRANCH OF EDUCATION By Dale B.

u»c.

park naturalist.
Museum problems in the field and normal headquarters routine occupied
the major portion of the time of the naturalist staff during the month of
May. Park Naturalist King spent 16 days on museum preparation and installation at Bandolier National Monument, and another 11 days in travel, a
portion of which was spent accompanying members of the National Park Service Advisory Board, members of the Washington office on various trips
throughout the Southwestern Monuments. Junior Archeologist Steen was in
the field for 12 days with Acting Chief Dorr G. Yeager of the Western
Museum Laboratories and also spent 10 days on the Bandelier museum.
Junior Naturalist Natt N. Dodge was in the office for the whole month
except for a 3^--day patrol of Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument. CCC
Enrollee Victor Scholz was on duty at the headquarters naturalist office
all the month.
Following is a resume of the time devoted by members of the staff to
various projects:
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BRANCH OF EDUCATION (COITT.)
King - Steen - Dodge - CCC
;
Days
General Office Overhead
Correspondence (13?, letters) . . .
Conferences and discussions
With Headquarters Staff.
With visiting scientists and technicians .
With NPS personnel . . . . . . . . . . . .
Library (file, issue publications, etc.) . .
Reports
Compiling and processing monthly reports .
To Washington or Region III offices. . . .
Miscellaneous reports and memoranda. . . .
Publicity
Prepare info, and publ. material . . . . .
Check Region III publicity releases. . . .
Miscellaneous
Construction (Painting, carpentry, etc.) .
Wrap and ship requested material
Clean-up and maintenance
Assistance to other departments

l/2

l/2
I
l/2

Leave
Annual
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS

l/4
8-l/2 9
l/2
1/4
l/2 l-l/2
1/4
1/4
1/4

1/2
4

Research and Education
Public Contact'
Prepare and deliver outside talks
Relief guide- duty at monuments
Office visitors (informational). . . . . .
Museum and Nature trails
Preparation and installation
16
Acquire equipment and supplies . . . . . .
Planning
Arboretum, planning, planting, maintenance
Visual Education
Slide and motion picture library work. . .
Filing prints and negatives
Taking and processing photographs. . . . .
Miscellaneous
Bird banding and observation recording . .
CCC side camp educational program . . . .
Ruins stabilization proj. administration .
Antiquities program administration . . . .
Mobile Unit
Southwestern Monuments Association
Field Work
Field trips
Organ Pipe Patrol.

4

11

1/4
1/2
10
\-\/z
3-l/2

2
1
1

3-l/4

1/2

12
3-l/2

1
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BRANCH OF EDUCATION (CONT.)
King - Steen - Dodge - CCC
Days

,
Leave (Cont.)
S"Tck
TOTAL FOR THE MONTH

0
. ,2S

C26-3/4

Q
24"

0
2T"

HEADQUARTERS VISITORS
Engineer Underwood; Dr. McDougallj Ranger Roderick, of Carlsbad
Caverns National Park; T. Onstott; Dorr G. Yeager; Ward Yeager; W» Wirt;
Frank Brocknan, of Mount Ranier National Park; Camp Superintendent Parker,
of NM-5-A; Frank Chase; Project Superintendent William Stevenson.
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS LOAN LIBRARY
Loan and return records were kept up to date, but accessioning and
cataloging operations are in bad shape pending the arrival of Temporary
Rangerette Gertrude Hill, who is expected to report for duty in the
library June 2.
Library accessions for May were:
Periodicals- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Reports- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Maps - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Books- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pamphlets- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-28
-27
- i
-47
-25

PUBLICITY
Many requests for information and pictures were filled.
Material processed during May included: 1,000 re-runs of Chiricahua
informational folder; 100 Special Report No. 23, "Romance of Emigrant
Names at El Morro"; 500 bird banding record cards.
PUBLIC CONTACT
On May 4, 1938, Junior Naturalist Dodge gave a talk to the Indian
4-H Club of Sacaton. The talk was accompanied by a showing of Mr, Dodge's
movies. Attendance, 17.
On May 6, Junior Archeologist Charlie Steen gave a talk before 80
enrollees at the Chiricahua National Monument. Time: 4.5 minutes.
MUSEUMS
Some assistance was given to Custodian Jackson at Montezuma Castle
in his program of installing a sectioned ant hill in the museum.
SOUTHWESTERN MONTWEHTS
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BRANCH OF EDUCATION (CONT.)
Headquarters accessions during the month were: a coral snake, a
scorpion, herbarium cards and folders, and book mailing cartons.
By far the most important project of the month was the museum prepation and installation accomplished at Bandelier National Monument. In
all, 18 cases received quite a little work, and the whole case arrangement was straightened out, ready for the entire temporary installation.
The museum is far from being ready to show to visitors, but one more
short field trip may complete the temporary installation, if certain gaps
can be filled by the Western Museum Laboratories or by a cooperating
Government agency.
The following is a rough summary of work accomplished by King and it
Steen while at Bandelier:
Backgrounds made:- - - - - - - - - • - - - - _ _ - - _
2
Backs covered with monkscloth: - - - - - - - - - - - 2 0
Exhibit bases made:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
Shelves and brackets installed:
- 21
Exhibits altered to fit proper positions:- - - - - - 28
Title panels prepared and affixed: - - - - - - - - 2
Exhibits prepared and affixed: - - - - - - - - - - - 5 2
Exhibits affixed:55
Pieces of pottery repaired:- - - - - - - - - - - - - 9
Finish moulding installed in cases:- - . , - - - - - - 6
Auxiliary wiring installed in cases: - - - - - - - 1
The Bandelier relief model approximately 90 per cent complete.
This includes almost all of the rough painting, but lettering and
finishing touches are yet to be done.
VISUAL EDUCATION
Arrangements were made with the Recreational Demonstration project
to purchase dark room equipment for the White Sands photographic laboratory.
Various photographs were sent to organizations which requested them
from the headquarters photographic library.
Two ancient photographs of the Tonto cliff dwellings were sent to
the Western Museum Laboratories for copying.
Arrangements were made for the purchase of a large view camera which
will supply a long felt need in the Southwestern Monuments.
MISCELLANEOUS

'

The branch of education was very pleased to note that a bird banding
station is to be operated at Chaco Canyon National Monument by Carolie
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u-RANCH OF EDUCATION (CONT.)
McKinney, wife of the custodian there.
The bird banding program slackened even more due to the coming of
hot weather, but the following table shows that activity did not entirely
cease:
Species
Cardinal, Arizona
Finch, House . . . .

New
1
8
3
1
3
3
2
1
7
3

Repeat
0
1
0
C
39
0
5
0
0
0

Return
0
1
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0

32

45

5

Total birds handled during month, 82.
Junior Naturalist Natt K. Dodge made a three and one-half day patrol
of Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, particularly watching for signs
of bighorn sheep poaching, and accumulated quite valuable information on
the trip.
CASA GRANDE SIDE CAMP EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
Classes were held in the following subjects: Literacy; Know the
Birds; Indians, Past and Present; Photography; Shorthand; Conversational
Spanish; Conservation; Typing; Building Construction; and Auto Mechanics.
A total of 116-2 man hours was devoted to class work during the month.
This teaching load was carried by one person from the technical staff and
seven from National Park Service headquarters personnel.
We are proud to report that all enrollees in camp are enrolled in the
class work.
FIELD TRIPS
While at Bandelier, Park Naturalist King was detailed to attend a
meeting of delegates from various Southwestern museums at the University
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico. The meeting resulted in workable
plans for an informal organization which, it is hoped, will act as a
clearing house for all museums interested in the Southwest. While in
Albuquerque, King attended one-half day of the A.A.AgS. meetings in
anthropology, but this was done on annual leave.
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BRANCH OF EDUCATION (CONT.)
On May 9, King and Steen met Mr. and Mrs. Edmund H. Abrahams, and
Mrs. Ann Folk, of the National Park Service Advisory Board, in Albuquerque,
and accompanied the Board members through Petrified Forest to Grand Canyon
National Park. King and Steen returned to Bandolier National Monument May
12. King also visited Taos Pueblo May 21 at the request of Assistant
Director Hillory A. Tolson, and then returned to headquarters May 24, VIA.
White _Sands and Chiri.Qajiua National Monuments. Steen returned-to headquarters May 21."
~
— — . —z-±= I^hrirdrir=:.t~=r^r^ = L--^JLl.J

VISITOR STATISTICS
AND EDUCATIONAL CONTACTS
By the Boss
As nearly as we can get at the total, we had about 22,649 visitors
last month, which checks against 21,463 last year/ 22,682 in 1936, and
10,997 in 1935.
On the face of it we show a slight gain over last year, but when
we study the figures we find this is not due to an increase in travel,
but to an increase in reports. In other words, we are reporting about
2,000 visitors from monuments which made no report last year. The
more we study the figures, the more convinced we are.that there are
not so many people visiting our monuments this year as we had last.
Of course, this is nothing to weep about if the decrease in visitors
fell at the right monuments where we don't want so many visitors.
We have now had 159,701 visitors thus far in the visitor year as
against 134,714 for the same period last year. This is an increase,
thus far in the visitor year, of 24,987 visitors.
With the .22,649 visitors, we made 16,032 contacts, 7£.7 per cent.
These contacts were in the form of 1^519 field trips and 804 museum .
'"talks".' The number--b£~fxeld;. trip*,were practically the/same as last ...
month, when we had 1,591, and considerably more than last ~-ar wh^n—Whad 1,256. The museum talks were below last month1 in nv#
and jus't
above the same month last year.
••
^jff
The average time of the field trip was up two minutes this month,
being 46.2 minutes, and the average time of the museum talk was up
half a minute to 23.9.
Casa Grande leads with 319 field trips and 232 museum talks.
Theoretically, a guide takes his party through the ruins and then
through the museum. Theoretically, we should have as many museum talks
as we have field trips. Practically, it doesn't work out that way and
SOUTHWESTERN MONUMENTS
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174
899
32r
104
50

sir

1
—
—
—
—
11
12

42

27

—

2515
6440
1130
1680
665

1036

8599
1200
1050

1519 7680_ 70293
1 5 9 1 1 1 2 4 3 70188
1256 8 4 1 3 5 6 0 0 4

220
59
36
20

585
20
22

201
10
7

—
—
—

5960

4.2" 7 8 . 4

279

65

48.3
29.2
19.1
46.0
36.4
5.0^ 46.2 J
7.0 4 4 . 1
6.6 44.5

3,3
4.0
5.4
2.9
2.5

1.6 3 8 . 0

2.9 142.8
2 . 0 120.
3.1 170.

804
880
799

145

41

164

2840

790

2465

2370

5353

5375
60

4 7 5 1 19253
5360 19780
4 4 9 2 15376

596

135

495

50

18

—

1983

232

36.8
65.C
48.2
63.0

1482
10

202
2

No.

5.9 2 3 . 9 ,
6.0 22.4
5.6 19.2

4.1 19.5

3.2 19.2

3.0 15.0

2.8^ 131.7

7.3 26.6
5.0 30.
—
—
8.5 23.0

207
700
63
1500
1122
500
342
8
10
—
100
139
—
—
100
52
26
1500
—
30
219
482
3501
134
60
10795
20074

16032
15754
12872

50
—

3951

20
22
—
42
—
—
—
309
899
671

1080

, . - , - - -—

4215
351
599
155
—
279

—
2936
323
130
-J

Total
MUSEUM TALKS
InformaAv. . Av.. U n a t t e n d e d t i o n a l
A t t ' d Time A t t ' d Time
Contact

6.8 36.9
4 . 2 9JL.4
3.3 97.9
6.9
7.0
5.9
3.7

FIELD TRIPS
Av.
Av.
A t t ' d Time A t t ' d Time

—
2 1 1 1454 7 7 9 1
4
74 " 3 1 3 " 6 7 7 0
— \
130 3820
39
3
319 2 2 3 2 11757
-3 5 1 3250
50
3
599 4 8 7 5
101
—
28
105 1765

>er. Temp, No.

——
EMPLQYEEj

1
Arches
2
AzteQ
1
Bandelier
Canvon d e c h e l l y 1
Capulin Mountain 1
Casa Grande
2
Chaco c e n y o n
1
Chiricahua
1
1
E l Morro
Gila Cliff
1
Gran Q u i v i r a
Hovenweep
Montezuma c a s t l e 2
1
Natural Bridges
Navajo
1
Organ P i p e
1
pipe'Spring
Rainbow B r i d g e
Saguaro
Subset Qr'ater
—
ronto
Tumacacori
2
Walnut canyon
1
3
White Sands
Wupatki
1
Yucca H o u s e
24
TOTAL
L a s t Month
23
Last year

MONUMENT

f - •• — — - •- •

VISITOR STATISTICS FOR MAY, 1938
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184
60

1018
1153
7452

488
295

1500

851
941
175
10
279
100
789
20
22
100
96
26

1707
1087
__193
1500
2433

170

49.

70.

104.'
88.•

10(

13t

173

171

Per
T o t a l sent
Travel iontact

22649
• 31720
21463

1

VISITOR STATISTICS AND EDUCATIONAL CONTACTS (CONT.)
Casa Grande often shows the widest gap between the two. I wonder why
this is? Aztec has 211 field trips and 202 museum talks which comes
nearer to the theoretical perfection. Montezuma Castle has 201 field
trips and 164 museum talks.
There are no wide departures from the average times for last month,
but it is interesting to check back on the same month last year. Aztec
is down 9 minutes on the average field trip this year. Casa Grande is
up 16 minutes this year over last on the field trip. Montezuma Castle
is up 13 minutes on the field trip this year. Pipe Spring is up 10
minutes. Tonto is down 2 minutes. Tumacacori is up 4 minutes. In the
museum talk, Aztec averages about 3 minutes up this year; Casa Grande,
about 3 minutes up; Montezuma Castle nearly 3 minutes down; Tonto up
about 2 minutes. The indication seems to be that it is easier to change
the field talks than the museum talks.

SOME CASA GRANDE VISITOR RECORDS
By the Boss.
We were able to slow down the visitors just a little during the
month of May at Casa Grande. We held them,on the average, one and fourtenths minutes longer on the ruins trip and two and throe-tenths longer
on the museum trip—a gain of three and one-tenth minutes on the total
trip. Part of this seems to be due to Egcrmayer who, due to other
duties, averaged only 3.3 half trips per day for 18 days, but pulled
the total time per trip up with his high average of 44.8 minutes on
the field trip and 25.0 minutes on the museum trip.
One of the guides points out that Jones worked a couple of weeks
in May as a married man and, with his head in the clouds, let his field
time slide down four minutes and his museum time some six minutes. I
am unable to say whether the cause and effect are properly connected,
but the effect, at least, is properly stated.
Of great interest to those of us around headquarters who are watching these figures, is the fact that Coyle, with a heroic effort, picked
up two minutes on his museum time and now leads Rodgers by .2 minute.
They both picked up field time this month but Rodgers maintains his lead
by half a minute.
Holt is a newer man on the job and has not yet settled into his
stride. He dropped a minute on his museum time and gained a minute and
a half on his field time. It will be noted in Table 2 that Holt handled
the greatest number of parties during the month and the largest number
of people on the field trip. Coyle handled the largest number' of museum
visitors for the month, with two working days less than Holt.
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SOME CASA GRANDE VISITOR RECORDS (COIIT.)
It is not to be supposed that these men were all working at the
same time or on the same day, for such was not the
the cas
case* Savage was
transferred to the shop during the month, where
comes back through
e v»ord
wo
Gene that he is making good with a bang. Jones we
vent up to his summer
tour of duty at Wipatki after working only four
clays at Caoa Grande*
our da
Egermayer, the new permanent ranger at Casr. Grande,
nde worked 10 days.
Bicknell, whose other duties keep him going from abou
sbout seven in the morning to nine or ten at night, worked at guiding on
jr. nine
'.j/:•••* da
days and he was
then pinch-hitting at lunch hours or on peak loads
loads suc
"-.eh as Sunday.
The totals of Table 2 are interesting as showing the variation of
the load through four months.
Table 3 is interesting in showing that the poorest days or days of
lowest traffic pressure in April and May wore
Thursday and Friday,
ere Th
whereas I would have guessed Monday as the poorest day. The busiest
day was Sunday, of course.
AVERAGE TRIP TIME
RUINS
APRIL
MAY
Rodgers
' 36.5 35.8
34.7
Coyle
36.0
32.6
Holt
34.1
Savage
31.1
29.3
41.4
Jones
37.3
Egermayer
44.8
54.9
Bicknell
40.9
AVERAGE— 36.8
35.4

EU
MUSEUM

MARCH
MAY
37.4 : 24.5
35.6 : 24.7
: 19.2
31.3 : 17.7
45.1 : 17.0
: 25.0
50.1 : 33.2
36.2 : 23.1
—TABLE

Days
Worked
Rodgers
22
Coyle
20
Holt
22
5
4
Egermayer— 18
Bicknell
9
TOTALS— 100
April— 113
March— 94
Feb.
102

No. Parties
Ruins Museum
83
60
72
47
92
71
23
16
6
3
33
26
10
9
319
232
357
242
335
199
462
338

PRIL

TPsnr
22.9
22.7
20.2
15.4
25.3
30.6
21.4

MARCH

"1:2-.3 :
xy * y r
. — :

16.1 :
24.6 :
:
30.8 :
21.1 :

MAY
61.0
60.7
53.3
48.8
54.3
69.8
74.1
59.9

TOTAL
APRIL
58.7
57.4
52.8
44.7
64.7

No. Visitors
Ru.
Mu.
546
475
510
525
661
510
209
199
22
6
249
224
57
50
2232
1983
3168
2716
2995
2330
3953
3004

47.4
69.7
• • ——

85.5
56.8

80.S
57.3

Half trips
per day
6.5
6.0
7.4
7.8
2.3
3.3
2.1
5.5
5.3
5.6
7.8

—TABLE II--
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Miniates
Ru. Mu.
3036 1474
2592 1163
3141 1366
717 284
224
51
1702 701
409 299
11757 5353
12638 5201
12159 4202
15573 6826

MARCH
60.2
55.5
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SOME CASA GRANDE VISITOR RECORDS (CONT.)
TRAFFIC PRESSURE
Average number of half trips

of week.
week
perr day
Cu-r for
f i r days of
Apri
ay
Mrj
.Vprrl
31. 4
35.8
M
5
14.0
10.5
16.6
19.5
18.
17.0
13,0
12.8
13.5
17.3
14-0
16.8
18.4

—TABLE

PERSONNEL

III—

*«.»«;

The Boss and Hugh had a grand trip over to White Sands during the
month, primarily to meet Mr. Tolson, of the Washington office, and
secondarily to go over some of the White Sands problems on the ground.
It was a pleasure to see Mrs. Charles and Tom agaisr.. Margaret was visiting her home folks, but we had a good visit with Jim* Johnnie and his
boys were putting the finishing strokes on Residence No. 2 and the administration and museum building and Skeecer was handling the office
work of the RD in a very competent fashion*
We also met Randy and Jack Diehl
of our problems with them. Randy was
we wouldn't be surprised to hear that
bed again. Flu is a tricky thing and
our doctor.

at Alamogordo and went over some
just up after a case of flu and
he went back to Santa Fe and to
ought to be humored,according to

Somebody in Mr. Tolson's office is going to catch the bawl for
routing him out of El Paso at two o'clock. We took him into the station at 1:10 to get his ticket approved and his baggage checked, to
find that the train had gone at one o'clock. Hov.-evcr, it worked out
all right, for we all had dinner together that night and then he took a
nine o'clock train while we pullod back up to Alamogordo.
Doc checked me over when I got home (420 miles the last day) and
said I was all right and could go again any time I wanted to.
Then Hugh, after a day at the desk, went off into Northern Arizona
and New Mexico to care for a number of field matters, returning on June
2.
Chris had a few days vacation up in the cool air of the Mogollon
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Rim, but came home in time to meet the Brills.
Charlie Brill, from the V&shington office, and Mrs. Brill, dropped
o days.
We
in with us for the greater part of two
dc.yo* 7
T& learned
? ca.r.-ed aa lot
let mo
more
about filing systems and had a chanco
to tell
reM Charlie
Cra ': Lehow
h.o,vvaluable
7j.Iaa'cue v;e
e to
had found some of the kinks he had installed
stalled with us on a former trip,
notably the system of yellows. This time
tjuo we picked up a general suspension file idea which is going to prove a life saver. We will wish he
could come oftener and stay longer.
The sick list last month contained Parke Soule and Doc Gipe. Parke
is now a hundred per cent recovered and Doc is making good gains, but
still has to take things easy.
Tov is having a little breathing spell in the office right now but
takes off for the field next Monday and is away most of the month of
June. Polly is feeling fine'and looks like a million dollars.
Charlie and Mary Steen are settled down in their rented quarters
in Coolidge.
Dale and Hortensia King have returned from a month of work on the
Bandelier Museum and are settled down at headquarters for some weeks to
come.
Natt and Hap Dodge and the kids visited Chiricahua, White Sands,
Gran Quivira, and Bandelier. Hap and the kids go on into Colorado for
a summer with the home folks, and Natt returns by way of some of the
northern monuments.
Gertrude Hill came in to go to work on the library cataloging.
There is plenty of work laid out for her for some time.
Gilbert and Jane Philp, vho have been with us at headquarters for
several weeks, have gone to the coast at this writing, called by sickness in the family. They are expected back in a few days and Gil will
probably then go to Tumacacori.
Ted Cronyn was in the other day saying 'Howdy' to everybody on his
day off from Tumacacori.
Al Bicknell made a trip with a truck to Berkeley to bring in the
remainder of the material for the Tumacacori museum. Dorr and his boys
scared up another truck and two experts so Al made a pretty good haul,
bringing home not only the materials but a couple of experts to install
them. Al reports plenty of trouble and a rather hard trip.
Ira Goodwin took a civil service examination for typing and stenography and thinks he passed all right. We want to whangle him over to our
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permanent roll in the next year.
Russell Landry is getting settled at his new job with us and beginning
to feel at home.
Luis Gastellum visited his home folks down at Tubac over the long
week end caused by the holiday of the 30th.
Frank Morales is swinging into the CCC work in good shape. He
will soon be ready to go up to our new camp at Flagstaff and take over
the office work there.
Don Egermayer is working into the permanent ranger job at Casa
Grande in good style. He and Ruth are living in one of the apartments
at the Vah-Ki Inn, just around the corner from the Casa Grande Ruin.
Gene Stonehocker is a busy man these days. With the assistance of
Mr. Chase and Teddy Savage, h« is overhauling a lot of general equipment. Working on trucks and tractors at 110 degrees is great fun, if
you like that sort of fun.
Teddy Baehr is taking time off from being general utility man to
go to Hot Springs, Arkansas, for a little vacation.
Harry Reed has started his regular tour of duty as summer ranger
at Arches National Monument.
Jimmie and Sallie Brewer are at Aztec where he has entered on duty
as permanent ranger.
From his diary, we judge Johnwill Faris is batching. We see that
Lena and the youngster have gone home for a little visit.
Paul Beaubien is beginning to feel like a pretty busy man, what
with his CCC camp nearing completion and various technicians coming in
to pass on his construction problems. It looks like we will be moving
dirt and rocks at mlnut in the next forty-five days.
Davey and Corky have a main problem up at Wupatki of where to put
the refrigerator. We note it runs through several entries of the diary.
It was nip and tuck for a few days whether they or the refrigerator
would occupy the quarters, for, like Bud and Betty, their quarters are so
small that they have to go outside every time they want to change their
minds.
Bud and Betty, by the way, are getting along fine according to
reports just brought in by Hugh from the field.
Everett underbill is about through with the entrance road job at
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Montezuma Castle and says he is going to get through within the money and
get a good job.
Bill Leioht reports a few more visitors and a little less weather at
Navajo, so things are beginning to straighten out. Hugh comes in all
pepped up with some experiences of Bud in short wave radio, and we think
we have a way of putting,tti-11..in. ^ y . ^ jnj_-^_+h^ rest of tjj§ world.
******SWM******
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ROiVlANa Of EMJGKANT NAMES
— AT £L MOKKO —
By Robert R. Budlo-ig.
Among the hundreds of inscriptions to be found carved on El Morro Rock,
are those of a number of emigrants to Califor::ia v«ho passed that way in
1858. One member of the particular party about which this is written left
the following inscription: *
John Udell
Age 63
July G, 1858. First Emigrant.
(*See article on the founding of Fort Mohave by Art. Woodward in the "Pony
Express and Courier", May, 1937, Volume 3, Number 12.—Ed.)
Another inscription reads:
Isaac T. Holland
July 8, 1858. From Mo.
First Eagt. Train.
Other names of members of this party are to be found, among them the
following:
L. J. Rose. Iowa
July 7, 1858
Extracts from the Journal of John Udell, published in 1859 at
Jefferson, Ohio, were sent Mr. E. Z. Vogt, Jr., by f.r. Charles Kelly of
Salt Lake City in September, 1936, and these brief extracts are now in
the official files at this monument.
During the past winter I was most fortunate in entering into correspondence with Mr. Leon John Rose of San Diego, California, whose
father carved his name on the Rock July 7, 1858, as indicated above. To
Mr. Rose I am deeply indebted for the following article, written by his
father October 28, 1858, and describing what occurred to this party of
emigrants on the banks of the Colorado River in that year. Mr. Rose
expects shortly to publish a book entitled "Gringo Grandees" descriptive
of his father's life, and we are looking forward with much interest to
reading it.
This article makes a very valuable addition to the material being
compiled on the names to be found upon El Morro Rock, and I know it will
be found of absorbing interest to all who read it. Mr. Rose has very
kindly given me permission to publish this document in the Southwestern
Monuments Monthly Report. The article follows, exactly as sent to me:
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AN ACCOUNT WRITTEN BY L. J. FOSE YvlIICE WAS SENT BACK TO THE NEWSPAPER IN KEOSAQUA, IOWA, UPON HIS RETUHK TO ALBUQUERQUE IN OC-OBER, 1858,
AFTER HIS HARROWING EXPERIENCE WITH THE MOJAVES 013 TEE BANK OF THE COLORADO
RIVER IN AUGUST OF THE SAME YEAR.
who started
on
You may have heard of several parties of
of immigrants
immigrants <who
ptarteo or.
Beale's route for California last spring, and
end possibly of
r.f their return
retiv.-n from
was ininall
of >t
these
troubles
the Colorado on account of Indian troubles. II vr.Vd
a] 1
*]JOR1
' rubles,
and a plain statement of facts connected therewith may possibly
poh.sih.\ly be
Le not uninteresting to yourself and readers.

The first company consisted of two parties: Joel Hedgpath, T'.ios.
Hedgpath, G. Baily, Wright Bally,* J. Holland Dally, •JoBn'Uo'el 1*; "tKfltr~"
fairdlies, and probably 18 hands, forming one party, who had with them
125 head of oxen and cows; 12 wagons, and 15 horses — Messrs. Bentner,
Alpha Brov.n, S. M. Jones, myself, and families, and 17 hands, the other
party, with 247 head of cattle, and 21 horses and mules. We kept our
stock separate until our troubles with the Indians began, although we
traveled together and camped noar each other.
We left Westport, Missouri, the first of May, and Albuquerque, New
Mexico, the 30th of June, with E. ¥,. Savedra, as a guide, who had been
guide for Whipple and Beale. We got along reasonably well until we arrived
at what, I think, Beale names Hemp-hill Spring (our guide calls it Peach
Tree Spring) where we saw the first Indians on the route and they, by way
of introduction, stole one mare and one mule. Three of the men went in
pursuit, tracking them nearly for a day, and while going through a deep
canyon were shot at'with arrows by the Indians, but without being hurt.
Night coming on, and their animals being tired out, they gave up the pursuit and got back to camp in the night, very hungry, thirsty, and tired.
This according to Lieutenant Beale's report, is 112 miles this side of
the Colorado. The next evening, near dusk, while under way, Savedra
espied some Indians on the side of a mountain. After much coaxing by
sign and speech he succeeded ir prevailing on them to come dowi to us.
They, finding that no harm was meant them, followed us to camp. While
coming dovm, they kept up a continual rapid jabbering, and when near us
would pat their breasts, saying "hanna," "henna," "hanna," repeatedly.
They also used the word "Mojaves." Savedra, who understands their language
to some extent, said that they said they (the Gosninos) had our horses,
and had taken them from the I..ojaves, who had stolen them from us, and that
they would bring them to us the next day. That they were good, or "hanna,
hanna", and that the Mojaves wore bad. -We treated them- kindly-,- -ga^e them •
as much to eat as they wanted, wishing to have no trouble with them, and
thinking that possibly they might return the horses, although we rather
inclined to the belief that they themselves had stolen the horses, Savedra
saying that the Mojaves never came out so far from their own country.
Next morning, about ten o'clock, word came up, sure enough, the Indians
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were bringing the horses. Of course, everybody was surprised'and in good
humor. About eleven o'clock a.m., we got into Indian Springs, 91 miles
this side of the Colorado, when about 25 Indians came up with the horses
and gave them up to us. It was soon evident that they anticipated very
extravagant rewards, all expecting shoes, clothing, and trinkets, besides
some cattle. I gave each of the two a blanket, shirt, pants, knifo, tobacco
and some Indian trinkets, and the balance tobacco and some trinkets, also
preparing an ample dinner for them, and again a supper. I also gave the
two who had returned the horses a certificate that they had voluntarily
returned them, and chat I believed they had also stolon them. Many remained in camp with us that'night, doubtless for the .purpose of stealing.,
but the gur.rd kept so sharp a lookout that they found no opportunity.
Next morning a new supply came in, numbering probably near 50, also
claiming some reward- commencing with their jabbering as soon as in sight
and keeping it up as long as breath would hold out, pointing cut at the
same time which way the horses had been taken when stolen, how they re-took
them, how they fought -- wore out their moccasinr running after them -wanting shoes, etc., and, to our great relief, about eleven o'clock a. m.
they all left. They were becoming very annoying, assigning as a reason
that- the Mojaves were pursuing them. I felt some little apprehension for
the safety of the cattle, but.as we expected to move camp about a mile as
soon as we could eat dinner, no extra'precaution was taken, and it would
have been useless then. When we were hitching up we found seme of our
oxen missing and, on counting, found six of our cattle gone. Some of the
men went in pursuit and found four of them killed. From two the meat
had all been cut, nothing but the carcass remaining;*the' other two "ttlB "
Indians had had only time to kill, and being apprised by their watchers
of our men comiiT1;, had left them. It being near sun-down and the canyon
becoming very narrow and rocky, the men thought it prudent to return, seeing nothing could be garned by pursuing, and not even seeing one Indian,
but probably passing in thirty yards of many secreted among the rocks.
From there to the Colorado we were continually harassed and shot at by
them. Many of our horses and cattle were wounded, also one man whom I
sent back from Savedras Spring, to let Mr. Brown know that there was but
little water. He was shot with three arrows, and only after an illness
of two months was able to walk or ride, but it would be tedious to narrate all the annoyances and, compared with what followed, petty troubles.
The 27th of August, about sunset, we reached the top of the last
mountain between us and the Colorado. We had toiled two nights and days
incessantly. Our animals without water, footsore and worn out; the
weather had been hot. The men, too, were all worn out with incessant
toil and nothing but the verdant valley with the Colorado meandering
through it, looking in the distance like a brook,and the evening mountain
breeze kept them in spirits and willing to encounter another night's
toil. We halted and had sup-er, the first meal for the day, discussed
the merits of green beans and corn, which we expected to eat when we got
there; how long it vrould take to cross the river, and then, Oh then, only
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ten days to St. Bernardino, California, and civilization. We gave one
general hurrah and again rolled on expecting to reach the Colorado before daybreak. Some of the Mojave Indians here met us bringing a melon
and a little corn which were greedily purchased. They asked us how many
of us there were, and whether we expected to settle on the Colorado.
(Rather an unusual question, I thought at the time.) We told our number,
saying more were coming, and that we were going to California. They
appeared very friendly all the way, showing the road and performing
other service unasked during the night. Instead of getting there before morning, it was after 11 o'clock when we got to the edge of the
vroods, yet a mile from the river, and our oxen being completely exhausted,
we had to unyoke and drive them to the wat^r.
On nearing the river many Indians came out, and as the number increased, their manner changed to insolence and impudence. My wife and I
were walking along the teams being unable to carry us. An Indian stepped
between us asking many impertinent questions in bad English and Mexican,
and laid his hand on her bosom and shoulder. I pushed him away and shook
my head, assuming as pleasant a look as possible, which must have been a
ghost of a smile, for my blood fairly boiled and nothing but the life of
my wife and little ones prevented me giving him what he deserved. He
merely laughed a big "ha, hal"
By this time we had reached the wagons. Mr. Brown's wagon was probably a hundred yards from the others. Mr. Brown himself had gone ,to see
to the watering of the animals and to bring water to the camp. The day
was very hot — the hottest I have experienced, and Mrs. Brown and children
were very much in want of some to drink. 1 found them all in tears and
begging the Indians to bring them some, at which they only laughed and
told her if she would pull off her dress and give them that, they would
give her some. She offered them various articles of more worth than it,
but nothing else would answer. They also would take hold of her little
boy saying that they were going to take him, and stood around laughing
and talking in a very impudent manner, judging from their manners and
actions and the little English they spoke.
I had the wagon hauled near the others, and Mr. Brown returning with
water, ~they troubled her no more. Had they attacked us then, we would
have been their easy victims, for there were not five persons awake in
camp. The men were so exhausted that as soon as they reached camp they
lay down under the trees, and fell into a heavy sleep, and amidst gnashing teeth and distorted faces around them, were still, in their dreams,
driving oxen.
The Indians killed and drove off our cattle without much opposition,
and when caught in the act would laugh and treat the matter as a very
good, rich joke. They troubled themselves but little about us, and would
cut up animals and cook them in sight of camp. But evening came at length,
and the Indians started for their homes, leaving us in the enjoyment of
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quiet and needful sleep.
Next morning, after a hearty breakfast, we moved camp to the river
bank and all hands feeling refreshed got things in regular working order
again. Some started in search of a place to cross the river, whilst
others for better grass, in the finding of which they succeeded as well
as could be wished and better than we had expected. A strict watch was
kept over the animals and we lost nothing that day.
About noon one of the chiefs came to camp to pay us a visit. He
had a number of his men with him. When told about his men stealing some
of our cattle, he spoke to some of them, but evidently not very earnestly,
and gave us but little satisfaction, only raying they would do so no more.
He said but little, but was very attentive to all that was said or done
and there was a cunning twinkle in his eye which I did not half like. He
asked whether we were going to settle there and when told that we were
going to California, he gave us a very searching look, as if not half
believing it. I gave him presents which x had brought along for that
purpose consisting of blankets, shirts, pants, knives, tobacco, beads,
rings, bells, and looking-glasses, which he distributed amon^ his warriors, and said we could now stay and cross the river when we pleased and
none of his men would trouble or molest us. He was a stout, tall Indian,
with a great deal of bluster and fuss about him. He was gaily rigged out
in paint, feathers, bells, and gewgaws. I made him like presents, and he
made like promises, harangued his warriors, all of whom, except a few,
left.
About four o'clock p. m., we moved our camp down the river about a
mile, where we expected to cross it, and found excellent grass, also plenty
of cottonwood for constructing a camp.
Our new camp was a very pleasant one. Although the sun was very hot
during the day, so much so that the horses were as wet with perspiration
as if they had been in the river, yet we had a pleasant breeze from the
river; the water was good and cool, and the animals were fairly "rolling
in clover." The evening and night was cool and refreshing, and the next
morning we felt as fresh and buoyant with hope as if we had never lost
sleep nor had any trouble. But in the calm the storm was brewing. Only
two Indians made their appearance; they looked around awhile and then
left. About 10 o'clock a.m., we saw many Indians crossing the River,
and we counted over 250 of them. Savedra said that the Indians acted
suspiciously and I sent word to Mr. Brown to have the cattle herded near
camp. Yet we had but little fear of an attack. I felt some little uneasiness on account of Mr. Bentner who was to come that morning from
the mountains.
I will here explain how he came there. The first party, with Mr.
Bentner of my party, had left their wagons in the mountains, together
with their families and most of their men, fearing that the animals
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could not stand it to the Colorado and draw a load, and had driven their
animals loose, while I had all my wagons, animals, and things at the
river. They expected to recruit for a few days and then return with them
for their wagons. Mr. Bentner having mules did not need so long a time
for recruiting, and as we would cross the river before they could and
would get some little start, and being of our company anyway, he felt
anxious to be with us. I expected him early in the morning and his not
coming, as I said before, made me uneasy, and I thought I would send back
to the camp we had left and possibly we might find him and family there.
Dinner being nearly ready, I postponed it until after the meal. While
eating dinner, one Indian made his appearance. He looked around a little
while and then left. One of our boys came in and said he had seen a good
many Indians in the vicinity, and they had told him that a steamboat was
coming up and pointed where the sun would be when the boat would land.
There was quite an excitement in camp for a while, but we concluded that
it was too good to be true. After dinner, two of my men left for the
camp wc had left the day previous, to see if they could find Bentner.
About half an hour after the men had left, the Indians came running
from every quarter, out of the brush, completely surrounding the camp,
and attacked us. They came within 15 feet of our wagons and they evidently expected to find it easier work, than they did, for I have no doubt
they expected to massacre us. But we were well armed and the men that
were in camp ready to receive them. A short time afterward, all of the
men came in except two, whom I had sent to see if they could find Mr.
Bentner and family; and some of the enemy being killed, they retired to
a safe distance. They kept up a continued shooting of arrows for nearly
two hours, and part of them having driven off all the stock except a few
near the wagons, they all left. During this time, the two men had returned and reported of having found Miss Bentner killed, her clothes
torn off and her face disfigured. They knew that it was unsafe for them
to make any further search, and made for the camp. From this and the
fact of an Indian from the other side of the river shaking some scalps
at us, which he had fastened on a pole, we supposed that they had all
been killed. Mr. Brown was also killed, dying in camp without a struggle^
We buried him in the Colorado, and its waters will never close over a
nobler or better man, for to know him was bub to like him. Eleven more
were wounded, who have all since recovered, or nearly so. There were
about 25 men in the fight.
We held a consultation., and concluded, after discussing various
plans, to return the way we had come. There were cattle enough left to
pull one wagon, and two mules for the carriage. We loaded these with as
much provision and clothing as the oxen and mules were able to pull,
leaving the loads of five wagons, undisturbed, behind. We scarcely expected to make our retreat, yet every man felt disposed to sell his life
as dearly as possible. We alse feared that the families with the few
men left in the mountains were all killed; but we made our way back undisturbed, and found them all safe. Out of nearly 400 head of cattle,
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we saved 17 head, and out of 37 horses, probably ten. The cattle that
were mine have all died on the road . from the fact of their feet giving
out in again having to go over the rocky road which had previously made
their feet tender; but they were in good condition otherwise, and with
a few day's rest at the Colorado, and no rock on the other side (Savedra
says there is none) would have been
able to have gone on without difficulty.
We found, too, at the Colorado mountains, another party of immigrants
from Iowa, and from the same county from whence I had come; in fact, old
acquaintances to me consisting of Messrs. Caves, Jordan, Perkins and
Davis with their families and about thirty men. They had been much
troubled by the Cosninos Indians and in consequence had lost much stock.
The joy in finding them was indescribable, for without their assistance
I could not have jone ten miles further. They fortunately, too, had a
large share of provisions which they very generously divided with us,
but even with the assistance that they could render, it was a never-tobe-forgotten march back. Many wagons had to be left and in order to haul
all the provisions, all the women and children, as well as the men, had
to walk. On account of the heat of the day and the slowness of the cattle,
and having to make certain distances to reach water, we had to travel
mostly at night and at times night and day. A distance that we made in
coming in a day now took us two and at times more. This was on account
of the cattle's feet being sore and worn through by walking so long on
rough rock. The Cosninos Indians troubled us all the way back, and a
party of 15 men who had been sent ahead with the loose stock to Indian
Spring, were there attacked, and had to fight half a day until we all
came up to their relief. When some five miles yet from the spring a
man came back who had gone ahead, but not with the first party, and
reported that the first party had all been killed, that the Indians
had their guns and were wearing their clothing, that they were herding
the cattle around the spring and were evidently expecting to keep us
away from the spring.
I shall never forget the consternation this created, but as we had
to have water, there was no other alternative, and get it we must or
die. When we got near enough we found the report a mistake, and a very
joyous one it was, many shedding tears of joy in finding a son who they
had supposed dead. They, too, were as glad as we. for their situation
was anything but pleasant. One of them was badly wounded with a ball,
(the Indians having one rifle among them) and one with an arrow. Both
have since recovered. To give some idea how fast we traveled, making
every exertion, for the provisions of many were all gone and had to
live on beef alone, and that, too, feverish and worn out so that it made
everyone sick who ate it, it took me and others 18 days to make 91 miles.
I could yet write by the day of new troubles and hardships we experienced,
but this account is already getting too long.
At Indian Spring we found E. 0. and T. 0. Smith and train, both
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gentlemen with warm hearts and, too, willing and determined ones to help.
We are all indebted to them for many favors and acts of kindness. They
divided their provisions to the last mouthful, and when that gave out,
killed their cattle, hauled all the women and children, and lent their
stock as long as there was any to lend. Part of us, with mule teams,
have now reached Albuquerque where are as warm and kind hearts as
beat in the world. The Americans and the officers of the army station
here have done everything in their powor to help us. They have even
sent a load of supplies to meet us, and have sont two more loads to
those back with Smith's train who are now expected in daily. May they
never need assistance.
The lot of many is a very 'Kara one.* Some are old, who, with large
families, unable to work, were going to California to a fortunate son;
some honest, industrious farmers, who had what was to them an independency;
some delicate in health expecting to improve it by the climate of California, but with a sufficiency, and all have lost their all, and are now
living beggars, or on the bounty of kind people, in a strange land, and
among strangers.
You can publish this as it is, if you think it would bo of any
interest to your readers — or parts, or none of it, as you may think
best — but if you do not publish it as it is, then be kind enough to
send it to Hon. H. K. S« O'Melveny, Central City, Illinois. I have no
time to revise it, and many corrections will have to be made, which I
would do, were it not for my anxiety to get it off by this mail, which
closes soon.
******SWM******

VOLCANOES AMD NATIONAL MONUMENTS
IN THE SOUTHWEST
BY CHARLES N. GOULD
INTRODUCTION
Seven of the national monuments in the Southwest are located in regions where volcanic rocks occupy the surface. Capulin, New Mexico, and
Sunset Crater, Aritona, are both outstanding examples of extinct volcanoes,
both being cinder cones Twi£h iimh»oanlied .craters at the summit. Wheeler
National Monument in Colorado, and Chiricahua in Arizona were created
because of the existence of peculiar or unique erosion forms, carved by
the agents of weathering in volcanic rocks. These four monuments were
established almost entirely on account of their unusual geological and
scenic features.
Bandelier and Gila Cliff Dwellings National Monuments in New Mexico,
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and Tonto National Monument in Arizona, are chiefly of archeological
interest. They all contain caves in volcanic rocks within which the Old
People built their dwellings.
All of these volcanic rocks reached the surface of the earth'.at3
rather late date, geologically. Sunset Crater, which is believed to be
one of the youngest volcanic cones in North America, has even been dated,
by the tree-ring method, at less than 1,000 years. The next youngest'is"
believed to be Capulin, which, though much older than Sunset, is stH.1 '"
quite youthful, as geological time goes. Our best guess for the age-of
the Capulin Crater would be somewhere betv/ee:. 2,000 and 5,000 years* ~.'
Geologists have found that throughout the very long history of the
earth there have been many periods of extreme volcanic activity. Rocks
of volcanic origin occur in many places. During late Tertiary times,
say 20,000 to 50,000 years ago, there occurred in the southwestern part
of the United Statos several'great periods of volcanic activity. Vast
quantities of molten lava issued from numerous craters and crevices
throughout the area and spread out over the surface, covering thousands
of square miles. When this molten lava cooled, it usually formed a
hard, black rock known as basalt. In other cases the material ejectea
from the volcano was ashes or cinders blown high in the air from such
craters as Capulin and Sunset. This material was carried by the wind
and finally settled to the ground. On being compacted and hardened, it
forms tuff.
One of these large areas is in the San Juan Mountains of southwestern
Colorado, where an area of more than 5,000 square miles is covered hundreds
of feet deep with volcanic rock. Wheeler National Monument is located-in
the San Juan area.
Another area showing evidence of great volcanic activity is along
the upper waters of the Gila and Salt rivers, including Mogollon Mountains in southwestern New Mexico and White Mountains in southeastern
Arizona. Gila Cliff Dwellings and Tonto National Monument are in this'
area. A third area of volcanic rocks, which includes Capulin, is in •
northeastern New Mexico and southeastern Colorado.
•- - Then there are many isolated groups or peaks of volcanic rocks, •
two of which contain the national monuments at Bandelier and Chiricahua.
CAPULIN
Capulin Mountain in northeastern New Mexico is an outstanding example
of a cone built up by the eruption of a volcano. The material composing
the cone is largely ashes, cinders, and small fragments of rock, chiefly
olivine basalt. The mountain is typically cone-shaped, the slopes having
the ordinary "angle of repose" of 30 to 35 degrees. This is so steep
that when fragments of rock are broken loose by the action of rain and
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other agents of weathering, they roll down the mountainside.
The summit of the volcano is reached by a winding road one mile
long, dug out of the side of the mountain. This road encircles the cone,
starting on the west side at the base of the mountain, and passes around
the south side of the cone gradually ascending the east and north slopes
until it ends in a "turn around" or parking place for cars at an elevation of 8,000 feet above sea level, at a point about 1,000 feet immediately above the place where it starts.
From the summit of the volcano, a magnificent view can be obtained
over this part of northeastern New Mexico. Three towns, Des Koines,
Capulin and Folsoia are in sight. To the west, beyond Raton, may be
seen the snow on the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. To the north one can
look into Colorado, and to the east as far as northwestern Oklahoma and
Texas.
Geologists believe that, in late geological time, there occurred in
this part of the United States a long period of volcanic activity. Volcanic rocks occur at many places east of the Front Range- of the Rocky
Mountains for a distance of several hundred miles north and south. The
center of this activity seems to have been near Capulin in northeastern
New Mexico.
From the top of Capulin, one can count scores of peaks, hills,
plugs, stocks, and volcanic cones, with craters in various stages of
erosions. Many of these peaks have received specific names, such as
Rabbit Ear, Mt. Dora, Horseshoe, and Don Carlos.
The largest of these volcanic mountains is Sierra Grande which lies
some ten miles southeast of Capulin. Sierra Grande is a vast extinct
volcano ten to fifteen miles in diameter and standing something like
2,000 feet above the level of the plain. It is not a cinder cone like
Capulin, but a lava cone built up by the hardening of hot molten lava.
To the west of Capulin, and between this volcano and Sangre de
Cristo Mountains, there are several flat-topped nesas composed chiefly
of black basaltic volcanic rock. The three largest of these are Barella,
Raton, and Johnson Mesas. Fisher's Peak, south of Trinidad, is located
on one of these mesas.
Geologists who have studied the problem believe that there were
three, or possibly four, periods of volcanic activity in this area. The
greater part of the material ejected from the volcanoes appears to have
been in the form of lava which came out of the earth as hot, molten rock,
flowed down the slopes, and finally cooled, forming basalt such as occurs at Sierra Grande and the three mesas mentioned above.
The following paragraph is quoted from Darton, Bulletin 794, pp. 64,
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65, U. S. Geological Survey:
"The oldest flows are most on the,higher mesas, and
nearly all the younger lavas are on the lower lands. Some
of the thicker mesas consist of a succession of flows
separated by scoriuceous material. The oldest lavas,
which are on Earilla Mesa and the west end of Johnson Mesa,
are from 100 to 500 feet thick and are classed as olivine
basalt. The lavas of the second period of eruption are
closely similar to the older flows, but those of the later
flows comprise basalt, dacite, and andeaita, constituting
Towndrow Peak, Hunter Mesa, Meloche Mesa, and Cunningham
Butte. It is stated by Mertio that the lava flow of
Mount Capulin is vesicular and glassy olivine basalt. Its
cone, which is about 1,500 feet high and 1-1/2 miles in
diameter, consists of frosh cinders and is the product of
a very recent eruption -on a gigantic scale. The walls of
the crater iu its Lop are 75 to 275 foet high."
Thus it will be noted that Capulin is not a lava cone, but a cinder
cone. It probably represents the last volcanic activity in this region.
Its present shape, that of a very perfect cinder cone with a crater at
the summit, is due to the fact that it is of such recent origin, geologically, that there has not been time for the forces of erosion to
remove the mountain mass. Given a few hundred thousand yearn, this
volcano will succumb to the action of nature's forces and will be greatly
reduced in size and shape. Eventually, it will be flattened out and
lose its identity.
SUNSET CRATER
Sunset Crater is also a perfect example of a volcanic cone. It
rises to a height of approximately 1,000 feet above its base and at the
summit there is an unbreached crater 400 feet deep and a quarter of a
mile in diameter. The sides of the cone are composed of fragments of
volcanic rock which roll down the slope.
The name "Sunset" is from the vari-colored rocks near the summit
where the color grades downward from the summit through different shades
of yellow, orange, red, and brown into the black material of the lower
slopes.
Sunset Crater is but one of a large number of somewhat similar
extinct volcanic cones, large ans small, which occupy an area of more
than 1,000 square miles in the southern part of tho Colorado Plateau
region of northern Arizona. The outstanding cone is San Francisco Peak
which dominates the landscape, rising 5,000 feet above the surrounding
plain and 12,611 feet above sea level.
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Sunset Crater has the distinction of being one of the latest of the
several cones in this general region to have been built by eruption of
lava. The exact date cannot be determined but probably lies well within
the last 1,000 years. One estimate of the time of eruption, made by the
tree-ring method, is 880 A.D. It certainly occurred after the time when
the region had been occupied by man, for it is known that the erupted
material covered and destroyed numerous pit houses which had been constructed near by and occupied by primitive people.
In addition to the larger cone, there are several other points of
interest on the monument, namely, an ice cave, several fumeroles, and
"squeeze ups", numerous sink holes, the remains of a hot spring, several
deep fissures, and other attendant volcanic phenomena.
A foot trail leads to the summit of the crater. It is best to allow at least a half day for the round trip for in the event that the
interesting 'de'taiJs 'of the mouth of the crater fails to hold one, there
is the magnificent panorama of the Painted Desert, San Francisco Peaks',"
and the Bonito lava flow below with its many interesting features.
In many ways Sunset Crater reminds one of Capulin Mountain. Both
Sunset and Capulin are typical cinder cones. Both are located in a
region of one time intense volcanic activity, and both have craters at
the top. The ejecta from both cones are quite similar. Sunset is the
larger cone, but Capulin, because of its isolated location, is perhaps
more spectacular. Both mountains are very young geologically, and owe
their perfect shape to the fact that so short a period of time has
elapsed since the cone was formed that erosion has not yet had time to
destroy its symmetry.
WHEELER
Wheeler National Monument in southwestern Colorado is one of the
several monuments in the Southwest which are difficult of approach.
Located near the Continental Divide at an altitude of 11,500 feet, it
is 8,000 feet above the level of the Rio Grande at Wagon Wheel Gap.
It can be reached only by foot or on horseback and over a steep and
rather difficult trail.
On account of its location and difficulty of access, comparatively
few people have ever seen Wheeler, and yet from the standpoint of scenery, it is one of the most spectacular of our national monuments.
For a description of Wheeler,we can do no better than quote three
paragraphs from a report on the region by Atwood and Mathers, Professional Paper- 166. of the U. S. Geological Survey:
"About 20 miles east of Crede at an altitude of 11,500
feet, on the south side of the San Luis Peaks, there is an
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area in which strikingly fantastic features abound. A tract of
300 acres in the midst of this area constitutes a national monument, named in honor of Gen. George M. Wheeler, one of the early
explorers of the West. The rock at this locality is a moderately
coarse volcanic tuff consisting of imperfectly stratified beds
of fragmental debris which was blown into the air from volcanic
vents and settled at this place. Individual particles in any
bed may range from dust flakes to blocks two or three feet across.
They have not been cemented together or firmly compacted, and the
beds therefore crumble readily before the onslaught of rain and
wind. For the most part, the tuff is light gray or chalky white,
although some of the larger fragments of lava have a distinctly
pinkish hue.
"As the rains have fallen upon this easily eroded material,
the water has carried away much of the finer debris. Larger blocks
have remained as capstones for sharp spires or pirnacles which
stand alone when the surrounding unprotected material has been
washed away. Slight differences in texture or in amount of compacting result in the development of hoodoo-like forms. Vertical
joint cracks weaken the beds at more or less regular intervals,
and hooded "ghosts" appear in ordered ranks, startlingly white
against the green background of the forest.
"As time passes the wind and the rain, assisted by changes
in temperature and by frost action, will complete the disintegration of this rock material and carry it away. It is a pretty
example of a landscape that is passing through a very interesting
history. It is now at its prime and has developed a maximum of •
fantastic features. In the future the existing spires and pinnacles will crumble away, and ultimately this area will be reduced to one of the softened contour characteristic of old worndown mountains. It was not so beautiful yesterday, and the beauty
will be gone tomorrow."
CHIRICAHUA
Chiricahua, or "Wonderland of Rocks", in southeastern Arizona, is
a forest, or rather a series of forests, of upright rock spires, pinnacles, and balanced rocks, covering the mountain slopes over many
square miles. How many spires? No one knows. They have never been
counted, but certainly tens of thousands, possibly hundreds of thousands,
large and small, standing upright in rows like platoons of soldiers.
What caused them? Geologists say they were formed by the rapid cooling
of rhyolite — a kind of volcanic rock, plus natural weathering and
erosion.
Perhaps the- best explanation, and the one usually accepted, is that
a vast amount of volcanic rock was spewed out of a series of vents and
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crevices, and covered the surface to a depth of hundreds or thousands
of feet. This mass of rock cooled rather slowly, and in cooling two
series of cracks, or joints, were formed at right angles one to the
other. Throughout long ages, water falling as rain soaked into the
rock along these joint planes.' The rock contained certain minerals
which are easily acted upon by water, so that the rock along the joint
planes was dissolved away. The spires, pinnacles, and other unusual
erosion forms that we now see are the remnants that have been left.
BANDELIER
Bandelier National Monument in northern New Mexico is located on
the eastern slope of the largest known extinct volcano in the world.
This volcano is known as Jemez, or Valles, Mountain, the center of
which lies west of the Rio Grande about 30 miles in a straight line
northwest of Santa Fe.
The volcano is oval-shaped, approximately 50 miles long north and
south, and 35 miles wide. Near the center of the volcano is i crater
16 to 18 miles in diameter, over 50 miles in circumference, and 600 to
800 feet deep. The riin of the crater stands at an elevation of over
11,000 feet above sea level. The Rio Grande at the base of the volcano
is 5,500 feet above sea level.
Those who have made a careful study of the area tell us that there
were at least three periods of volcanic activity at this place. Some
of the volcanic material spilled out of the crater as hot, molten lava,
which ran dovm the slopes and finally cooled, forming hard, black, basalt
which now caps the many mesas around the periphery of the mountain. But
much of the material was in the form of ashes, cinders, and small fragments of rock which were blown high into the air by the explosive, force
of the volcano. This material was caught up by the prevailing westerly
wind and carried to the east and north where it settled to the ground.
Throughout a long period of time, this accumulation of ashes and associated rocks built up what is now known as the Pajarita Plateau', which
lies between-Jemez Mountain and the Rio Grande.
Along the eastern slope of the Jemez volcano, numerous streams,
heading near the crater and flowing down the slope to the Chama and
Rio Grande, have cut rather narrow and deep canyons into this plateau.
The map shows more than 50 of these streams-. The rock in the sides
of these canyons is largely the compacted ashes and cinders originally
blown from the crater. The name for this rather soft gray rock is tuff,
or sometimes tufaceous rhyolite.
. .
It is in the small caves, or cavates, in the cliffs alongside
these canyons that the Old People built their homes. The two most
noted cliff dwellings in the area are in Frijoles Canyon on Bandelier
National Monument, and at Puye Ruins, which belong to the Santa Clara
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Indians.
In this region there are also many ruins of pueblos, or community
houses, usually built on the plateaus, or mesas, between the canyons.
The largest of these are the Puye ruins on the mesa immediately above
Puye Cliff Dwellings, and two ruins Ottawi and Tsankawi, located on the
detached area of Bandelicr National Monument* But Tyuonyi ruin is located, not on a mesa, but in Frijoles Canyon on Bandelier National Monument.
GILA CLIFF DWELLINGS
Gila Cliff Dwellings National Monument is located on West Fork of
Gila River in the I.Iogollon Mountain country of southwestern New Mexico.
The area is flat upland into which three forks of the Gila have carved
steep-sided canyons averaging from 500 to 1,000 feet deep, and 20 to
30 miles long.
The rocks in the area are all volcanic. For the most part they
consist of tuff or rhyolite, usually buff to gray in color. The source
of the rock is believed to have been in the Mogollon Mountains where
the heated material oozed up through giant fissures in the earth's
crust and flowed as soft mud down the slopes. On cooling, this mud
hardened and was compacted forming the rhyolite we see today. Some
of it may have been ejected in the form of ashes from volcanic vents,
hurled far into the air and carried considerable distances by winds.
It is into this rather soft even-textured rock that the Gila and
its tributaries have cut, and are cutting, the steep-sided canyons we
see today.
Along these cliffs there are many caves. Most of them are only
rock shelters, or places where the top of the cliff overhangs the lower
part. But occasionally one finds a cave 10 to 50 feet deep. Many of
these caves and rock shelters have served as human habitations. Some
of them have been walled up in front leaving a door scarcely large
enough to admit a man. Others, much larger, contain several rooms.
Gila Cliff Dwellings National Monument was set aside to preserve
a series of these caves located on a side canyon of the West Fork of
the Gila. The following description of the caves is taken from a memorandum prepared shortly after my visit to the monument in October, 1937:
"The cliff dwellings, four in number, are located in a
precipitous cliff about 200 feet in height, along a small tributary of West Fork of Gila River, known as Cliff Dwelling Canyon. .
The dwellings are in natural caves along the south-facing cliff,
about 100 feet above the stream bed. The rock forming the cliff
is volcanic rhyolite. The monument can be reached only by foot
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or on horseback.
"The caves containing the ruins will here be numbered consecutively, in the order reached on our inspection; No. 1 being
farthest upstream:
"Cave No. 1 is a small cave, smoke-blackened, probably 20
feet long and 10 feet high. Across the front of this cave, a
wall formerly extended.
"Cave No, 2 is approximately 65 foeb long, 40 feet deep,
and 10 feet high. It contains seven rooms, built of masonry
with walls averaging one foot thick, woll constructed, and
heavily mortared. There is much debris in the bottom of the
cave, probably the result of countless fires and accumulated
ashes.
"Cave No. 3, the largest of the group, is approximately
300 feot long, 50 feet high, and 75 feet deep. It is a triple
cave with three openings, separated by two natural rock pillars. There were originally 22 rooms, mostly rectangular, but
one is circular — possibly a kiva — other are irregularly
shaped. They are well constructed of stone, with walls averaging one foot thick, joirtcd with mortar. In many places finger
marks of the builders may be seen on the walls.
"Cave No. 4 is inaccessible, being located far up on the
side of the cliff, so that it has never been visited."
TONTO
Of the seven national monuments in the Southwest, located in
regions of volcanic rocks, the geology of Tonto is most difficult to
explain.
Capulin and Sunset are conventional cinder cones of the type
found all over the world. Wheeler and Chiricahua are unusual or
unique erosion forms carved by weathering in volcanic lavas. At
Bandelier and Gila there are caves in the sides of cliffs which are
composed of soft tuff or rhyolite. At all of these places the geology is perfectly simple and easy to explain.
But Tonto is different. The outstanding features which justify
its existence as a monument arc the caves or rock shelters under overhanging cliffs, far up the mountain side. Each cave contains a number
of ruins not very different from many other ruins throughout the Southwest. Only one cave is now accessible to the public.
It is the geology and not the archaeology of Tonto that is
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complicated. The rocks near tho caves are of two kinds. The cliff over
the cave is a heavy black volcanic basalt. Along the slope below the
caves aYe masses and fragments of thin-bedded quartzite. The problem
is: What is the relation between the two, and how did the quartzite get
where it is?
The following excerpts are from a geological report on Tonto, prepared from an inspection made January 30, 1938:
"Lying above the granite in this area and exposed along the
eastern slope of the mountains, is a seiies of stratified rocks,
known as the Apache group. The two upoor
per formations of this
group, and the only oner with which we
are concerne
concerned at this
e are
time, are the Troy quartzite and below it tho Mescal limestone,
each being several hundred feet thick. These formations are
exposed at Roosevelt Dam, where the rocks are inclined at an
angle of approximately 45 degrees.
"After the time of the tilting of these beds and the subsequent erosions which cut away the tops of the mountains, there
occurred in this area a time of great volcanio activity.
Vast
tiv
amounts of molten lava were poured out from, the interior of the
earth, covering the underlying rocks. On cooling and hardening,
this lava became basalt which now covers the greater part of the
hills in this region.
"On Tonto National Monument, there is evidence of great
changes or modifications of the sedimentary formations, the
Mescal limestone and Troy quartzite. As just stated, volcanic
activity is much in evidence. The upper part of the ridge near
the caves consists largely of basalt and other forms of volcanic
rocks. Mixed with the volcanic material there are many masses,
large and small, of Troy quartzite, now found at an elevation of
several hundred feet higher than thoir original position. How
did they get there? It has been suggested by certain geologists
that the molten volcanic lavas caught up and fractured tho brittle
quartzite, and raised the fragments far above their original position. Prom what I was able to observe during the time of my visit
to the monument, this explanation would appear reasonable. At
least none better now suggests itself to me."
Somehow, as I think over the situation, this explanation does not
quite satisfy me. It is rather unusual for volcanic lava to engulf and
raise far above its natural location, masses as large as those seen
near the Tonto caves. Probably some more intelligent geologist, with
more opportunity for study, may find a better explanation.
******SWM******
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